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ALy A •L.e.• Ana.Lysis View Of The Victna•n. War: 1965-1972

L NITRO-DUCTIOIIN

This volume, plus the other eleven volumes in the series, contains
every arzicle ever printed in the Southeast Asia Analysis Report (a few
additional papers not printed in the report are occasionally included, too.).

Fifty issues of the Southeast Asia Analysis Report were published
from January 1967 through January 1972 by the Southeast Asia office under
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis). The Report had
two purposes. First, it ser-ed as a vehicle to distribute the analyses
produced by Systems Anialysis on Southeast Asia. It thus provided other
agencies an opportuaunity to tell us if w-. were wrong and to help prevent
research duplications. We solicited and received frequent rebuttals or
comments on our analyses which' sharpened our studies and stimulated better •
analysis by-other agencies. Second, it was a useful management tool for
getting more good work -from our staff -- they knew they must regularly
produce studies which would be read critically throughout the Executive
Branch.•

The first page of the Report stated that it "is not an official publi-
cation of the Department of Defense, and' does not necessarily reflect theI views of the Secretary of Defense, Assistant acretary of Defense (Systems
Analysis), or comparable officials." The intent was solely to improve the -4-
quality of analysis on Southeast Asia problems -- and to stimulate further 3
thought and discussion. The report was successful in doing precisely this..

We distributed about 350 copies of the Report each month to OSD (Office
of the Secretary of Defense)•, the Military Departments, CINCPAC, and Saigon,
and to other interested agencies such as the Paris Delegation, AID, State
Department, *CIA and the White House Staff. Most copies circulated outside
OSD were in response -to specific requests from the individual person or
agency. Our readership included many of the key commander., staff officers, F4f
and analysts in Washington and in the field. Their comme .s were a.ýmost
always generous and complimentary, even when they disagreed with our
conclusions. "Some excerpts appear below:

"I believe, the 'SEA Analysis Report' serves a useful purpose, and
I would like to see its.present distribution continued." (Deputy Secretary
of Defense, 31 1y 1968)

""We used aihlr interesting item in your May Analysis Report as

the basis for a noe to the Secretary, which I've attached." (State
Department- 28 June 19,6)

"Vee werte ail most impressed with your first monthly Sbuth@ast Asia,
Analysids Report. N~t onlyd6-ife wish to continue to receive it, but we -

woi4 appreciate i- if -we.,could receive- 4, four) copies from now on.
Whte Jfouse,>9 February l96- -

z -Z __ _ __ _



"Arnbasz-.idor has as>ŽS i -:cel 1 you that he has much appre-
ciatcd and benefi~ted from the toe an- analayses o-f' thi.; ubiAcat~ion."

(State e-atnrLWALX !n_

"Congratulations on your January n Te 'Situation in S3outh14Vietnamt article was especially intsres::rz andI provoking " (S tate
Depart-ment, 24~ January 1-969)

"I let Ambassador ta~ke a zw~.n3 at the oaper. He~ made cevera).
comments which way be of in-terest to you. 'any thanks for putting us back
on dilstribution for your report. Also, despite the return volley, I hope

you will continue sending your products." (Z'ACV-CORDS., 1-1 June 19,68)
"As an avid reader (and user) of the ZZA Analy:ois Report, I see a

need for more rounded analyses in the pa2iflcation field and fewer simplistic
constructs." (IMCV-DEPCORDS,. 17 April 15-63)

"The SEA Programs Division is to be cc-mmend~ed for its perceptive
analysis of topics that hold the continuing concern of this headquarters...
The opproach was thoughtfully object-ive -h-roughout and it was particularly
pleasing to note a more incisive recogni".tion of factors that defy quanti-
fied exp~ression." (Commander, US Army Viat~nam-USARV,, 29 November 1967')

"Iln general, I think it is becoming the best analytical periodical
I've seen yet ois Vetnam-(though thereŽ's not much competition)."
(IMA~CV-DEPCORDS, 21 April 1967)

"Statistical extrapolations of this type serra an extremely useful

purpose in many facets of our daily work." (CIA., 6 February 1967)

J ~ "One of the most useful Systems Anialysis products we have seen is
the montnly Southeast Asia Progress Report.... indeed it strikes many
of us as perhaps the most searching and. stimulating periodic analysis
put out on Vietnam."i (President of The Rard Corporation, 22 October 1969)

In November 1968, 55 addressees answered a questionnaire about the
Al Report: 52 said the report was useful, 2 said it was not, and 1 said,

"The report does not meet an essential need of this headquarters;"
nonetheless, it desired "to remain on distribution" for 7' copies. From
48 questionnaires witb compl~ete responses, we found that an average 4i.8
people read each copy -- a projected readership of 500-950, depending on
wtnether we assumed I. or 2.4 readers of copies for which no questionna-ire

Ed was returned.

-Readers respondin -to the questionnaire reported using the Report

for the -following -purposes:

4..Information 2

4xialys---s 3V%o
Policy Making 11%,

VIC
O6ther 9

. .NT
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In~ additio-i, rea1 erz reported about equal i~nteres;t in each ofC the seven su-

V jectt areas norniall., covered in the Report.

VC/NVA

Air Operat-Ions 20^%
RVI'IPF16
Pacification 13%

FýAiendly Forces 12%
Deployments 12%
Logistics/Construction 8%

103W

There was some negative reaction to the Report. Concern was expressed4
about "the distorted impressions" the Report left with the readela and its

wide dissemination which "implies its acceptance by the Secretary of Defense,
giving the document increased credibility."

Given the way in which the Southeast Asia Analysis Report was used,
the mporantresponsibilities of many of J~ts readers~ and the controversial

aspects of thiereport, 1 decided to include in these twe lve volumes every
article evrpbihdin a Southeast Asia Analysis Report. This wil.l allow

theuses o thsevolumes to arrive at hiowfcnlsn*

Thomas C. Thayer
February 13, 1975

WA
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CONFIDENTIAL

4•.'9 ARVIN EFFECTIVENESS ON SE-ARC, ,•D - :?- ' TP•£E OPERATIONS PI

US and ARVN forces have surpri-singly equal effectiveness per battalion

day on search and destroy operatic.-- "Zhen the relative strengths of the
battalions are taken into account. -able 1 provides the raw data comparison

of ARVN and US operations for Augas-: ! - January 1967. The U3 inflicted

casualties are 1.72 per battalion day to the AV- 1.15 per battalion day.

Weapons captured are similarly .41 UJS to .28 AW i.* However, the manpower

in ARVN and US units differs substa _tia!ly. Adjustment #1 adjusts this

difference based solely on the autl.or.zed strength of the forces. The ad-

Justed figures indicates an ARMIN 7ik p•er battalion day of 1.53 to a US 1.72.

Adjustment #2 adjusts this difference based on present-for-duty strengths.

Using this adjus~ient'ARVN KEA per battalion day is 1.95, exceeding the US

A 1.72. Weapons captured by ARVZI also are greater than US.

TABME 1

VCINVA LOSSES 1_-? 3k-A7LIM DAY OF
US ANWD RSEARCH AM D!S:1RY TY•E OPERATIONS

Aug - Jan
Ag SeD Oct- Noy Dec Jan _Total

US FORCES

Bn Days 927 822 l191 1508 1424 1685 7557
VC/NVA KIA & Capt/

Ba Day 1.86 2.33 2.28 2.01 1.21 1.10 1.72
Weapons Captured/

Bn Day .35 .31 .4o .59 .46 .28 .41

ARVIN FORCES

Unadjusted Data:
Bn Days 1531 1092 131 1218 1957 1935 .9164
VC/NVA KIA & Capt/

Bn Day 1.11 1.27 2.30 .98 .77 .75 1.15
Weapois Captured/

Bn Day .37 .55 .36 .18 .18 .16 .28

Authorized Strength _a

Bn Days 1531 1092 1431 1218 1957 1935 9164
MAJ Bn Days 1148 819 1073 914 1468 1451 6873
VC/NVA KIA & Capt/
AdJ Bn Days 1.48 1.70 3.07 1.31 1.03 1.00 1.53

. "Weapons Capt..red/

AdJ Bn Days .50 .73 .48 .24 .24 .21 .37

CONFIDENTIAL
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it. TABLE 1 (Continued)

Present for 2uty Strength
Bn Days 1531 1092 1431 1218 1957 1935 9164
V/AdN Bn Days 903 644 844 719 1156 1142 5408' VC/-NA KIA & Capt/

Adj Bn Days 1.89 2.16 3.90 1.66 1.31 1.28 1.95
"Weapons Captured/

Adj Bn Days .64 .93 .61 .30 .30 .26 .47

Source: GUAVA File NMCS.

a/ Adj Bn Days based on ARVN Bn. authorized strength 623 which is 75% of a
US Army Bn. authorized strength 830._/ARMN Authorized Strength 623 75% Present for Duty = 467 = .59US Authorized Strength 830 95% Present for Du--- = 789 = 1.00

13
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RVNAF EFFECTIVENESS

The discrepancies in effectiveness of :hf RVNAF in I, II, and III Corps
are much greater than those of the U.S. in zhe samte Corps. The better Der-
formance of the RVNAF in I CTZ than in Ii a-.d III Corps suppo-ts the contention

Sthat the Marines are doing a better job of supporting and encouraging the
RVNAF than is the Army, although there =ay be other reasons.

Search and Destroy Operations. RYlrA? (ARVN, RF, PF and CIDG) effec-
tiveness per battalion day on search and destroy operations during August
1966 through March 1967 was less +han U.S. effectiveness, but only about
25% less when weighted by relativtw strengths. Table 1 also shows that RVNAF
effectiveness is much higher in IV Corps and I Corps than in II and III Corps:
"e.g., enemy killed per battalion day of operation in I and IV Corps are
7 times better than III Corps and 3 tines better than II Corps.

TABISE~

SEARCH ANqD DESTROY EF.ECHIVENESS

Cor;s Tactical Zones (CTZ)
T II III IV Countrywide

RVNAF
VC/NVA KiA per Bn Day 2.4Ž' .69- .34-' 2.4a' 1.27
Weapons Captured per Bn Day .45 .25 .16 1.27..- L.8
VC/NVA 1IA per RVNAF KIA 5.65 6.43 4.52 lO.85s 6.93

U.S.
V•/NVA KEA per Bn Day 2.02 1.56 1.62 - 1.69
Weapons Captured per Bn Day .29 .50 .55 - .47
VC/NVA KIA. per US KIA 8.30 8.39 7.76 - 8.13

:a7 Battalion days of operation are calculated by MACV on company days. The
present-for-duty strength of a standar-i U.S. Army company is 263, of' a stan-
dard U.S. Marine company 297, and a stndeard ARVN company 156. Using the

2U.S. Army company as the standard, the weighting factors used to develop
Table 1 are 1.00, 1.13, and .59 respectively.

Small Unit Actions. R7V1NAF effectiveness in small unit actions also
varies among the CTZ. Table 2 shows that RVNAF does the best in IV Corps.
Unfortunately, the data available for the U.S. in the three northern CTZs
are insufficient for comparison.

TAOLE 2

lW!.VKAF EFFECTIVENESS ON SM...L. UNIT ACTIONS
Corps I•atical Zones (CTZ)

:. II uI IV Countrywide

Contacts per 1000 Small
Unit Actions 1.37 2.05 1.59 2.23 2.00

VC/NVA mIA per Contact _3-.61_ 2.34 3.36 4.78 3.73
CONFIDENTIAL
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Corps Ranking. Table 3 ranks the CorDs on -he basis of Tables 1 anrd
2. A.signing points to each rank (low score is best) shows that the RVUAF
is most effectivi in IV Corps folloed by I, II, and II Corps. The U.S.
is equally effective in all three Corps. (These measures, however, ignore
RVNAF and U.S. effectiveness in the pacification effort.)

TABLE 3

Rank Overall
1st 2nd 3rd 4th Rankings

RVOYF Corps
VC/NVA KIA per Bn Day I IV II III IV Corps - 6 points
Weapons Captured per Bn Day IV I II III I Corps -11 points
VC/NVA KIA per RVTAF KIA IV II I III II Corps -14 points
Contacts per 1000 Small Unit III Corps -19 points

Action IV II I III
VC/NVA 91A per Contact IV I III II

S~U.S. Corps
VC/NVA KIA[ per Bn Day I III II I Corps -6 points
Weapons Captured per Bn Day III II I II Corps -6 points
VC/NVA KIA per U.S. KIA II I III [II Corps -6 points

I%
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RVNAF EFFECTIViENSS - A R.JIiUTI'AL

Comments have been received in r l.tc the iay 1967 Sv,;heast Asia
Analysis report item (Page 22), ":hic- •,ated that the better performance of

KE the Rlr.ýUF in I CTZ than in II arn IT: ý-Z supoorts the contention that the
Marines are doing a better job ,f and encouragin.. the R.aF than
is the Army, although there may be reasons. The criteria usad i'or
evaluating RVNAF effectiveness in the "ay Report wtere: VC/i1VA KIA Per Battalion
Day, Weapons Captured Per Battalion -ay, C/:VA -- A Per RrIAF KIA, Contacts
Per Thousand Small Unit Actions, and .C/[FT A KIA Per Small Unit Contact.

Comments received are as follows-.-

"The Combined Campaign Plan, !967, provid~s the overall concept
for military operations in the Fezuiclic of Vietnam during Calendar
Year 1967. The maift thrust corerninq the utilization of friendly
land forces, as outlined in the concept, is to have !RVAFprovide
direct support to Revolutio:.ary Develnpment (RD) programs as a pri-
mary mission, while US/FWMA1'- cond-.-ci offensive operations against
VC/NVA main forces and their base areas. This, of course, does not
mean that there is a clear cut division of responsibility. As an
example, in IV CTZ, where the Uj/?ree World Forces are still minimal,
the RVNAF must divide its effor-s between -he defensive attitude of
direct support to RD and the off-ensive operations against -he VC/NVA
main forces and their base areas. At the same time, US/11fP.A directly
support RD in the vicinity of their base areas."

"Through the conduct of ozerations in consonanze ,-rith the over-
all concept described above, the "S Army forces in II and III CTZs
have been able to thwart the enerm:'s strategy, invade his base areas,
and keep. his main forces from s-c-essfully conducting large scale
attacks which would destroy ongoing RD acti -tity in the National Pri-
ority Areas. This, in turn, enahles the RZ-.AF to devote its priority
of effort toward the direct sutonrt of RD."

"In" light of these accompliZs:ents, it would seem prudent to
"conclude that RVIMAF in II and 7.T C-ZS kill less VC/FVA, capture less
weapons, and make less small unit contacts since enermy main Lurces
avoid, combat due to previous d&eafets inflicted by US/ree World opera-
tions. Hopefully, all search ani destroy operations eventually will
result in less and less VC/':VA u._ ue to an ever increasing security
of the area. The data on page 2 of the May Report supportthis con-

clusion by recording that IV C-Z .with only one recently deployed US
Army Brigade, has the highest ra-:es of enemy KIA, weapons captured,
and small unit contacts."

"If one were to acc .pt th.e assertion of your report based on the
supporting data, one might even assert that RVNAF units would perform

Sbetter if no US forces were er.-o':e- in the country. Although the
activities of US forces cer-a:.*:k--" Influen-ee the performance of RVNAF
u.&nits, the trimary responsibi-:.v - sugoort and assistance to RVNAF
rests with The MAOV ad~isz-y .......

CONFIDENTIAL 5
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The commients also suggest that the factors used in the report are riot
sufficient to mak&e a comprehen~sive evaluation of RMNF performance and suggest
that a m.are complete analysis can be made if the following additional factors
are considered: the missions assigned to US/FWL/A and various agencies of
RVNAF (ARWrT, MIAYF, VNi, RF, PF., CODG), characteristics of the area in each CTZ,
the enemy situation in each CTZ, the availability of forces in each CTZI the

~ impact of friendly tactics and concepts on the enemy in each CTZ, progress in
secuzring the population, and progress in controlling surface lines of communi-
cations.

We believe that a great deal more analysis of RVW~ effectivene3a is neces-
dary, particular'ly in vifro of the critical role of' the RVWA now and in the
future. We are attempting to gather data for an extensive study of RVDIA effec-
tiveness which .-I"l take into account the comments set forth above. We would
appreciate receiving readers' views on the performance of the RVWiA' and

4 . ~cotmments on future articles.

22
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CONFIDENTIA I

G' VN REGRULA FORCE EFFECTIV7NErSS TA
nk ARW1N and VNWMC forces total *±3 .~alions (excluding palace guard battalions

which are anti-coup insurance and n:t a f ighting force). In 1966, 10 of thebattalions accounted for 38% of the ineffective nmarginal MCV ratings, 6
of these battalions were in III crc-s. The main reason for these low MACV
ratings was inadequate leadership ar-d traLning.

Effectiveness of ARVN Infantry Divso..ns

The following table shows the decline in VC/2VA killed by ARV2T imLantry
divisions. In 1966, I Corps was the center of the Baddhist "Struggle Movement"
and the drop is explainable. III Cors had the most significant decline in
enemy KIA by ARVN divisions (-41%). C..untry-vide the ARVN divisions killed 23%
less VC/vA in 1966 than in 1965, in s-_2te of a 56., increase in VC/NVA KIA by
all forces (35,500 to 55,500), and a !o,- increase in ARVN strength.

Kill Ratio V: Loss Ratio Mo. Desertion Rate/1000

;966- jQ bJ 16
ARVN

Airborne Div. n/a 4.2 n/a 26.9 n/a 37.3
APVN Infantry Divs. 3.3 3.1i n/a 2.2 n/a n/a

Armor Units n/a :12.5 n/a 2.1 n/a 9.4
Rangers n/a 3.1 . 9.0 n/a 25.5

VM4MC ný/a 5.5 n/a 90.5 n/a 27.4

Over-all ARVN/VN14C 3.6 3.7.2 n/a n/a /,/a 18.0

Popular Forces 2.0 1.7 .37 .64 28.2 22.3

7VC/NVA loss per GVN loss.b Ju -lv - De e 1 0,65.
_/ Probably due to better combat suppzrt - air, artillery, etc.

Disparities in Unit Effectiveness

A large disparity exiats among the ARVIN infantry divisions, the ARVN air-
borne division, armor units, the R2-ger Comsmand and the VNMC.

VC; ,S.TA .:!A BY ARVT INFArANTRY DIVISIONS

Co so 166 %_ Change

I 7,319 4,822 -34
II 3,189 2_,624 -18

III 3,661 2,156 -41
IV _I78 5526 :2

TOTAL 20,952 1T,..9 1/ -23

a/ Sum of CTZ is 15,128; the differenze in total cannot be reconciled.

The drop of 4800 in VC/NVA K-C. in. !9 66 by AR. infantry divisions indicates
their reluctance to engage the eneny. A Parther decline can be expected in 1967
as the Combined Campaign Plan envisions a more static role for the ARVN- direct
support of Revolutionary DevelopmenZ.

YI
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Leadership appears the critical factor in unit effectiveness. This isthe most logical explanation for• the wide disparity between varilous WVMAY
units. Some examples are:

1. Every ARVN infantry division in III CTZ had kill ratios below the
country-wide average.

2. The combined kills for two of the Airborne battalions was greater
then one of the ARVN divisions. However, three other airborne battalions
killed less than 100 enemy each during 1966.

3. The ARVN Armored Cavalry Regiments had mixed results:

Number of Regiments VC/IWA KIA in 1966

1 1
S1 12
1 23
7 150-1100 each

4. The combined kills for 2 of the VN Marine battalions were greater
than two of the A.RI divisions. The V1MC had no .MIA during 1966.

5. In examining ARVN search-and-destroy operations for the period
August 1966 through March 1967, I and IV Corps standout from II and III Corps.

ARVN - SEARCH & DESTROY OPERATIONS

Country-
I II III IV wide

VC/•VA KIA per Bn. Day 2.42 .69 .34 2.40 1.27

6. ARVN Infaatry Division kill ratios are best in I and IV. Corps
areas with kill ratios for all divisions in excess of 2.5. III Corps had
no ARWN divisions with a kill ratio over 2.5.

ARVN DIV OR COMAND KILL RATIIOS - 1966
Div. or

0-2.5 2.5-5.0 5.0+ Commands

";I - 2 1 3
-II i 1 1 3

III 3 - - 3
* IV 2 3

TM4 5 3 1.2

19
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RVNAF EIECTIVEINESS

Per man, Vietnamese forces were abcut half as effective as U.S. forces
lk in killing VC/NVA during the eleven msnzhs (Aug 66 through June 67) for

which detailed data are available. Effectiveness differs widely among
Vietnamese units of the same type w.d between units in different parts of
the country. Poor leadership is the k'y reason for inefficiency in most
cases. Actions are underway to cure this and other problems. Slow, gradual
improvement in the RVNAF is expected.

Countrywide Comparison
Table 1 indicates that the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF)

including Regular, Regional and Popular Forces, have been about 45% as
effective as U.S. forces during the eleven month peliod of August 1966 -
June 1967 for which detailed data is s.a-41!able. The table also shows that,,

with the renewed intensity of combat duri.--g 1967, the RVNAF ccmparative
effecti.veness in killing VC per 1000 friendly tro)ops dropped from 54% to 42%.

TABLE 1

VC/NVA KILLED PER THOUSKAU FRIENDLY STRENGTH

(By RVNAF and US Forces in Offensive Actions)

1966 1967
Aug '4th 1st 2nd 11 Mo. AVg
Sep Qtr Qtr Qtr By Qtr

RVNAF

V-CNVA Killed 4105 6090 7405 8135 6435
Average Strength (000)60 619 609 08 611
VC/NVA KIA per V"00 Strength 7 10 12 13 11

U.S.
VC/NVA Kiled 3965 680o 32565 13465 9215

Average Strength (000) 305 361 412 438 ,37L -
VC/NVA KIA per 1000 Strength 13 19 30 31 24

Effectiveness of RVNAF (%) 5L 53 40 42 45

CORM. (cZ) Comparison

Table 2 shows that RVKUA performance v-a-ea considerably among the
Corps areas of South Vietnam. Piahin, period., RVNAF forces were 58% as
eMe~ctive as US forces in I_ Cqorps and, -er man,. had a higher i¢C/NVA kill
rate in I Corps than US forces had in IT and III Corps. RVNAF forces in II
-and III Corps operated at 32% and 27. of the US effectiveness levels in those
Ccrps. In IV Corps RVNAF performed at a rate of 62% of the countrywide US
performance.

9
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The high %,C/NVA kill rates by both US and RVNAF forces in I Corps re-
flect, in part, the intensity of the combat there and the enemy's willingness

P to fight. In II and III Corps the enemy-is reportedly less willing to fight.
Also, RVIAF troops reportedly operate from dispersed positions in II Corps
and are less able to concentrate forces against the enemy. On the other hand,
US advisor's ratings show that the most ineffective RVNAF units are in II and
III Corps. Also., US kills of VC/NVA i.n large operations ran at abcult 203
per week in Ii Corps and 202 per week in III Corps, (compared to 210 per week

I in I Corps), and this indicates enemy willingness to fight large engagementsW_ in Ii and III Corps.

TABLE 2

VC/NVA KILLED PMR THOUSAND FRIENDLY STRENGTH

(R'JNAY and US Forces in O.tensive Actions By Corps)

CORPS Tactical Zones (CTZ).
I Ii III IV Total

RVNAF
C/-VA Killed 8820 3240 3620 9840 25520

Strength (OoO0, 93 137 208 171 609
VC/NVA Killed per 1000 Strength 95 24 17 56 42

VC/NVA Killed 15950 9740 9970 - 35660
Average Strength (000) 98 131 156 - 385
VC/nVA Killed per 1000 Strength 163 74 64 93

Efiectiveness of RVNAF % 58 32 27 - 45

As of 30 June 1967I Source: IMCS '1omputer File - GAVA
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Battalion and Larger Operations

The findings set forth above are based on total strength figures. To
check the results, table 3 shows VCJ&IA. killed in large scale.operations per
friendly maneuver battalion adjusted for actual strengths (instead of overall
strength). The same result is produced;ARVr maneuver battalions (weighted)
were 4>5% as effective as US maneuver battalions.

TABLE 3

VC/NVA KILLED IN BATTALIO: S P2- A•ID IARGER OPERATIONS
(By ARVN, US, and Free World 'laneuver Battalion Equivalents)

Scy 1967 11
Aug- 4th 1st 2nd Mo.
Sep -tr Qtr Qtr Avg.

Enemy KIA by ARVN a_/ 2445 3675 5060 5470 4165
AVG Maneuver Battalion (Adjusted) 100 100 98 98 99
KIA/Maneuver Battalion 24 37 52 56 42

Enemy KIA by US a_/ 3415 616o 80 9 oo8o 7575AVG Maneuver Battalions 34169 80 06 91 82T", KIA/Maneuver Battalion 49 77 120 92

SEFMCTIVMNSS % 49 481 43 50 45a eCS Computer File - GUAVA

/Source: JCS-J3. Present for duty strength of' an ARVN battalion is .6
the strength of a US Army battalion; figures shown represent .6 of ARVN
maneuver battalions available. (1,%CV factor is .33) Conversely, USMC
Maneuver battalions are one third larger than US Army battalions and are
the-efore counted as 1.33 USA battalion equi-alents

Table 4 shows trends in large unit operations initiated by US and
Vietnamese forces. It shows that:

1. ARVN operations are shorter than U.S. operations (8 bn days versus
39 bn days) and have declined 28%.

2. ARVN total VC/NVA kills rose about half as much as U.S. kills rose
during the period. (ARVN kills i'n II and III Corps actually declined but
increased performance in I and I" Corps more than made up the difference).

3. The ARVN and US kill ratios were fairly comparable with the US 15%
above of.ARVN, on the average.

4•' US days of contact increased throughout the period and averaged
twice the ARVN rate, but ARVN kills per day of contact equalled the U.S.
rate. This indicates that much of ARV.;'s ineffectiveness is not due to
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inability to fight, but its reluctance to make contact. (The average ARVN
maneuver battalion contacts the enemy only £75o as often as the average US

k maneuver battalion). This reflects bad leadership.

TABLE 4

TPDS INI LARGE UNIT OPERATIONS
It (Weekly Averages)

1966 1967
Aug- 4th ist 2nd .1 Month
Sep Qtr Qtr QtT Average

Nr. of Operations
ARW 74 68 65 53 65
U.S. 11 9 9 10 1O

Bn. Days of Operations
ARVN 402 458 637 639 534
U.S. 232 312 463 511 380

Days of Contact
ARVN 45 46 45 47 46

U.S. 66 69 89 96 80

"'C/hrVA KIA
By ARVN 282 283 389 421 344
By U.S. 394 474 818 776 616

Kill Ratio (En/Fr)
ARI 6.4 6.0 6.4 6.3 6.3

U.S. 7.4 8.1 8.7 5.9 7.3

VU/RVA .-aA Per Daz of Contact
ARM 6.2 6.2 8.7 8.9 7.5
U.S. 6.0 6.9 9.2 8.1 7.7

VC/NVA Weapons Losses
To ARVN 138 85 136 90 112
To U.S. 71 156 227 347 200

i
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Table 5 again shows that, in lerae operations, RVNAF performance in
m II and III Corps falls behind its perfornance in the other two Corps. The

total VC/NVA KIA rate in I and IV Corpis is 3.5 times the weekly rate in II
ad III Corps. Moreover, the kills per day of contact are 2.8 times as high.

LARGE UNIT r'-,ATIONS
(Weekly Avere)

Corps Tactical Zones (CTZ)
i II Iii IV Countrywide

RVNAF
Bn Days of Contact 11 10 10 15 46
VC/IHVA KIA 144 43 33 124 344
Kill Ratio (Fr/En) 5.7 5.8 3.7 10 6.3
VC/bVA KIA per day of Contact 13.2 4.3 3.3 7.8 7.5
Weapons Captured 30 13 13 56 -12

Us
Bn Days of Contact 27 25 28 80
VC/NVA KEA 210 204 202 - 616
Kill Ratio (En/Fr) 7.5 8.0 6.2 - 7.3
VC/NVA KIA per Conta-:t day 8.1 8.5 7.5 - 7.7
Weapons Captured 38 62 100 - 200

Small Unit Actions

All Vietnahese forces participate in smallrunit actions, and the bulk
of Regional Force and Popular Force operations are of this type. Comparison
of US and RVNAF small unit actions is difficult for two reasons, Ninety per-
cent of all small unit actions reported by US forces occur in I Corps. Converse-
Jy, RVNAF reports practically everything as a small unit action (bridge guards,
check points, routine patrols, etc., are all counted). Nevertheless, Table
6 indicates that, per i000 RVNAF, the Vietnamese killed VC/NVA at a rate
comparable to the US. The US has been irproving, however, and (the US has
a higher kill ratio and more contacts per 1000 actions.)
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TABLE 6

VC/tWA KELLED Iii SM. L .- iT;I ACTIONS
(Weekly Ac•-erage)

166__1967
A, ug- 4th ist 2nd 11 mo.
Se-0 Qtr Qtr Qtr Avg by Qtr

RVNAF
V6CNVA KIA 1660 2415 2345 2665 2270
AVG Strength (000) 606 619 609 608 611
VC/NVA KIA per 1000 Fr. Strength 3 4 4 4 4

us
VC/NVA KIA 550 710 1925 3385 1640
AVG Strength (000) 305 361 412 438 379

VC/NVA KIA per 1000 Fr. Strength 2 2 5 8 4

Source: JCS - GUAVA Computer File.

Variations Among RVNAF UnitsI, In addition to the wide corps variations in effectiveness, the per-
formance among regular units varies widely, as does the effPctiveness of
the Regional Forces and Popular Forces - in comparison with :ach other andwith regular units. During CY 1966 for example:

1. The ARVh divisions had a favorable kill ratio of 3.1 to 1. The
III Corps divisions were lowest. Recently, MACV rated two divisions as
exceptional, six as satisfactory and two (18th and 25th) as marginal; both
marginal divisions are in III Corps.

2. The airborne division had a favorable kill ratio of 4.2 to 1, but
three of its battalions killed less than 100 enemy each during the year,
indicating underemployment or ineffectiveness. Moreover, the airborne
division, trained as a fast reaction force, was often misused for routine,
static missions.

3. Armor units had the most .avorable kill ratio of all ARVN forces
at 12.5 to 1, but three of the ten regiments killed only 36 a•nemy among
them. Two were in the III Corps area and the other was in II Corps.

4. Ranger units had a favorable kill ratio of 3.1 to 1 (same as ARVN
divisions). Of the 20 battalions, at least 7 were underemployed, killing
less than 50 enemy each during 1966. Ranger unilc, trained to perform as
a fast moving reconnaissance screen to keep the enemy off balance, have
also been misused for static security missions. more important, their treat-o. -, merit of the Vietnamese peasant is so bad that it adversely affects pacifi-
cation progress in areas where they operate.
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5. The Vietnamese Marine Corps eZ:blished an excellent kill ratio of

5.5 to 1 during 1966 and appears to be a consistently effective fighting
force.

"6. The total RF kill ratio for CY 1966 was 3.7 to 1, (equal to the
total ARVN ratio for CY 1966) which neans that the RF probably Killed about
15% of the total VC/NVA killed in CY 1c.60. The PF kill ratio was 1.7 in
CY 1966, but many provinices were below the 1 to 1 ratio and only in I and
IV Corps were most provinces above it. The PF probably accounted for about
10% of the VC/NVA killed during Yf 1,66.

Reasons for RVNAF Ineffectiveness

Several factors have inhibited the effectiveness of RVNAF forces. The"regular forces underwent a rapid buildup at the same time they assumed many
civil functions of government. The mos-- serious result was a dilution of
leadership, which remains the most pressing problem today. In addition,
the rapid force expansion diluted the strength of combat units as conscripts
flowed in and more deserters flowed out. Furthers the expansion diluted the
existing support structiLre and even today)artillery, helicopter, medical and
other types of support are not adequate to support mobile ARVN operations

without US assistance. Finally, units are not getting adequate training
ani retraining.

The primary problems of the RF and PF are their low priority in get-
ting proper weapons, supplies, training and other support. Both the RF
and PF are short of barrier and constr-ction materials needed for their
outposts, yet they are the prime enemy targets. Most VC/NVA attacks occur
against PF outposts, accounting for the high PF killed rate and unfavorable
weapons loss ratio (.64 to I). In view of t.he critical role the RF and PF
should play in maintaining security for pacification, prompt improvement isneeded. The newly approved program of PHF/PF advisors may be exactly what

is required.

Extensive programs to improve RV.JA? forces include the successful effort
tb curb desertions, leadership training, more promotions on merit, pay in-
creases, better housing, integrated operations with US units and a variety
of other measures. Deficiencies in RF and PF support have been identified
and action is underway to correct them.

As a result, some improvement in overall Vietnamese performance is
visible. Desertions are down sharply, some units are beginning to fight
very well, missing in action figures are down sharply, kill ratios are up,
and Vietnamese units are responding well to the enemy challenge in I Corps.
Continued gradual improvement is likely.
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"RVNIAF EFFECTIVENESS

The August SEA Analysis Report contained a detailed analysis (pg 26) of
RVNAF effectiveness.' Some comments on the article have been generated by the
Army staff (ODCSOPS) and from within the SEAPRO staff. The article compared
total U.S. ground forces with the entire RVNAF (the ARVN, Marines, RF, FF,
etc.) using the criteria of relative VC/NVA KIA rates and large unit operations'
length and contacts. These criteria have been questioned and other significant
issues raised. These are discussed below.

While most of the criticisms are valid, it should not reflect adverselyon the quality of the August analysis. The author was well aware of these'considerations. Unfortunately, detailed, systematic data on the RVNAF is so
sparse that a sophisticated analysis simply cannot be performed.

1. The Roles and Missions Problems

The RVNAF effectiveness article does not account for differences in force
roles and missions. The ODCSOPS comments focused on this question:

"friendly forces in RVN are conductin•, three general types of
operations: containment, pacification and security, and offensive.
In executing these operations the forces perform eight major
tasks: contain the enemy at the borders, locate and destroy
VQ/NVA forces, neutralize enemy base areas, provide direct

( support to Revolutionary Development, open and secure LOCs,
interdict enemy LOCs, secure key installations, and emphasize
psychological operations. These tasks are translated into
mIssions for the various forces, and it is against the
accomplishment of an assigned mission that the effectiveness of
a unit (regardless of its size) must be measured. As an example,
the effectiveness of a Vietnamese PF platoon, with the mission of
providing security for a hamlet against guerrilla harassment, can
be measured by determining how well that platoon performs its
z.J sion. Its effectiveness cannot be ascertained by comparing
the number of enemy killed by the PF platoon with the enemy
killed by a U.S. Army platoon that is part of a large force
engaged in an operation against enemy main forces in their base
area.t

The changing role of the ARVN also should be considered; about one-third of
the maneuver battalions are in direct support of Revolutionary Development
activities. These battalions should not be compared to U.S. units combating
the VC/NVA main force.

2. The Criteria Question

VC/NVA killed in action may reflect VC/NVA success - for like Pyrrhus at
Asculum the friendlies may not be able- to absorb the casualties of their
victory. On the other hand, the lack of enemy killed may reflect friendly
success because the area may be secure or the enemy may choose not to fight
against select forces (the ROK forces in SVN have this reputaxion). To
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evaluate effectiveness properly a multiple criteria of population security,
incident rates, friendly and enemy casualties, weapons losses, land area,
LOC control, VC/NVA strategy, etc. should be used.

"r Using large unit operations (either length or contacts) also is dargerous
as the large share of' the ARVN maneuver battalions being committed to RD
support can be expected to act as a drag on overall RVNAF performance.

Weapon losses and gains must also be used carefully. Table It in the
August article included the following data:

!• !1966 1967

VC/NVA Weapons Aug - Sept 4thQ lstQ 2ndQ

To ARVN 138 85 136 90
To U.S. 71 156 227 347

_ Weekly averages

The conclusion is that ARVN weapon gains are unchanged while U.S. gains are
increasing sharply. Four significant factors are not considered.

a. .-VC/NVA weapons losses are probably closely correlated with the
force engaged and its size i.e., the 1WA are better armed and are met more

c frequently by U.S. forces in conventional sized engagements than by RVNAF.
Also thq VC/NVA main force units are better supplied and are probably under
less pressure to police the battlefield, therefore, the U.S. should capture
more weapons.

b. Gains should be considered in conjunction with losses. We know
what ARVN weapons losses are (they are declining) but we don't know what U.S.
"weapons loses are. They arr undoubtedly significant and may be increasing
as rapidly as our capture of VC/NVA weapons.

c. Discovery of large weapons caches significantly affects weapons

captured data. US units operatirg in enemy base camps are most likely to find
such caches.

d. ARVN maneuver force levels remained relatively stable drring
the period examined vhile US maneuver elements rose .sharply.

3. Relative RVNAP Effectiveness by Corps Area

"There is little 4doubt the RVNAF in II and III Corps compare badly with
their conpatriots in I and IV Corps based on conventional criteria. But, the
disparity may have been overestimated. One factor may be the differing pro-
portions of RrF, Pp. Oi)G, and ARVX in the RVNAF in the Corps areas. For
example:
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As of May 31, 1967
G'VN Force (000) I CTZ III CTZ

Regular 53.3 (56%) 133.6* (68%)
RF&PF 42.6 (44%) 62.1 (32%)

95.9 195.7

* Some portion of the force is the General Reserve.

As the roles and missions section pointed out, the different mixes would have
a significant impact on the measured effectiveness when the KIA .ind large unit
"operations criteria are used. In addition, there are fewer enemy main force
units available for combat in II and III Corps and mcre US forces available to
strike lucrative enemy targets.

4. Conclusions

In spite of the above, we believe the article in the August Report was
one of the best studies published on this critical topic. The comments point
out how far we still have to go and expose the limitations on analysis that
will persist until we get more and better data on the R')NAF.

IJ
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RVIAF Effectivenes3 -- A Rebuttal

ItACV staff kiridiy ars-.ered our questionnaire with some valid specific

conients on some of our analytical weaknesses and a rebuttal --o the August

article on RV.AF effectiveness. The article's key points (underlined)

and the staff responses are shown below.

1. Per man Vietnamese forces were about hal' as effective as US forces

in k- TnVC /A during Aug 66-Jun 67. A straight compar-son of VC/NiA
per 1,000 friendly force between RVNAF and US forces is a distortion and
presents an exaggerated reflection on RVNAF effectiveness. The following

are a few of the reasons why this comparison is invalid:

(a) It is generally accepted that US maneuver battalions have a
combat effectiveness ratio of about 3:1 to RVNAF maneuver battalions due
to their greater unit firepower and lepth of combat support/combat service
support forces; RWIAF also lacks the mobility assets available to US units.

(b) Approximately one-third of the RVNAF maneuver battalions are
conmmitted to direct support of Revolutionary Development, a mission which
constrains the overall potential to find, fix, and fight the enemy forces.
In this analysis an RVNM-F unit that is 45 percent as effective as US units

which have three times the RVNAF combat effectiveness would appear to be
doing very well. In fact, anything over 33 percent would reflect superior
performance.

2. US advisors' ratings show that the most ineffective RVNAF units are in
II and III Corps. Though there are probably no positive measures that can
be taken to completely obviate bias in advisors' ratings, one thing is'I apparent. In II and III Corps where the enemy is less willing to fight,
there are more ineffectivc RVNAF units. There is a probable correlation here.

In II and III Corps the advisor is rating his unit based upon much less
empirical data and must therefore rely upon a higher degree of subjective
judgments. In I Corps, on the other hand, the advisor has empirical data and
can rate. his unit or. a "proof of the pudding is in the eating" basis.

3. ARVN maneuver battalions (weighted for strength) were 45% as effective as
US maneuver battalions in killing VC/NVA. Strength equivalency is not a
reasonable measure of combat power, e.g., one thousand mern armed with spears
can't equal half their number armed with M-16 rifles. The MACV factor of .33
is more logical and has been based on a reasonable combat power equivalency.
4. ARNIN kills of VC/NVA per battalion day of contact equalled US results.

This indicates that much of ARVN's ineffectiveness is not due to inability to
fight, but its reluctance ro make contact. This reflects bad leadership.
Admittedly, there is a problem regarding RVNAF leadership, but such a conclu-
sion cannot be drr-wn from statistics of this nature, it may be implied, but
not positively asserted. The nature of the employment of US forces as opposed
to RVNAF &orces, the inherent mobility of the two forces and their capability
for sustained support are critical factors, as well as leadership.
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SEAPRO Comment

The sparsity of decent systematic daza on R*V.P locations, performance,
and combat support helps to limit the credibility of any analysis we can do
now on the RVNAF. We appreciate the weE-hness of the August article, and the
attempt by. MACV staff to improve our .u...erstanding.

Nonetheless, we remain puzzled. if we iunderstand points one, three and
four correctly, the RVNAF is doing bet'.er than we have a right to expect
based on their firepower and support. -he obvious reaction is for the US
to provide more firepower and support for the RW.:1F so that they can do an
even better job. Why do we not do it?

Similarly, point two says that ,vvisor ratings are not giving us the
proper picture - that poor ratings in !I and Mi Corps sim,.Ifr reflect lack
of fighting opportunities. If so, why do we require the advisors Go waste
time making the ratings? Furthermore, while the argument may be right,
what evidence is there to support it?
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RVNAF STATUS - CX 1967

This article updates (to the end of CY 1967) a series of statistics
on iRVNAF effectiveness .first introduced in our August report. We have

added an additional table which presents items which !!ACV and other

authorities have cited as indicators of improved RVNAF effectiveness. We

stress that these measures must not be taken to indicate RVNAF effective-

ness now because the impact of the VC/NVA Tet attacks requires a complete

re-evaluation of RVIAF status.

t Z, The appraisal below is incomplece because it measures RVHAF effec-

tiveness only in termE of VC/NVA killed per 1000 friendly troops, 2.nd
S •W compares it with US effectiveness on the same couwt. Wc recognize that

other factors, such as the roles and missions of v"r-o'z forces and enemy

willingness to fight, should be considered, but we have no systematic

data on the other factors. A more sophisticated analysis is not possible
at this stage. For more complete comments on the inadequacies of our

approach, we suggest you review the articles beginning on page 57 of our

Special Supplement: Selected Articles From 1967 SEA Analysis Reports,
published February 6, 19613.

Countriuwide Commacri son

A Table 1 indicates that the .?3epublic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RtqAF)
Sincluding ReguZar, RegionaZ and PopuLar Forces have been about 44% as

M ,effective as US forces during the 17-month period (August 1966 - December
4 ) 1967) for iA'ich detailed data is available. The tabZe shows an 8% drop

(from 52% to 44%) in 1967 of PVNAP comparative eff&?tiveness in killing

VC per 1000 friencly troors. -Improved US performance accounts for the'I oaimparative decline.
TABLE 1

"VC/NVA KILLED PER TMUSAM FRIENDLY STRENGTH
(By RNMAF and US Forces in Offensive Actions)

19 1967
Aug 4th ist 2nd 3rd 4th 17 Mo Avg
Sep Qtr Qtr •Qtr Qtr qtr By Qtr

RVNAF

SVC/NVA Killed a/ 4129 6158 7323 8179 6751 7592 7082
Average Strength (000) 606 619 _09 608 612 630 614
VC/NVA KIA Per 1000 Str 7 10 12 13 Ul 12 12

VC/NVA Killed a/ 3984 6921 12477 13666 11024 12370 10666S • ~Average Strength (O000b_ 304359•1 •3 472• •0

VC/NVA 1LA Per 1000 Str 13 19 30 31 26 26

Effectiveness of VITAF
Compared to US (D) 52 52 40 43 46 46 441

AM -a ,4• / Source: JCM 'GUAVA Computer -File, loased on OPREP-5.

• , Based on figures in Table 1 of OM(C) SEA Statistical Swzuary.
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Corps (CTZ) Comparison

Table 2 shows that RVITAF perfornmance varies considerably among the

four corps areas of South Vietnaz. During the period, RVI.F forces per
man were 62% as effective as US forces in I Corps P-nd had a higher VC/NVA
kill rate in I Corps than US forces had in !I, !IT aild IV Corps. RVNAF

forces in II and III Corps operated at 37% and 27? of the US effective-

ness levels in those Corps. In IV Corps, RVNAF kiled 29% more VC/NVA
per man than newly committed US u-nits there. The high VC/NVA kill rates

per man by both US and RVNAF fceces in I Corps reflect th• intensity of

combat there, the enemy's willingness to fight and extensive use of small

unit operations.

TABLE 2

VC/NVA KILLED PER THOUSAND FRIENDLY STRENCTm
,(RVNAF and US Force; in Offensir., Actions by corps)

CORPS TACTICAL ZONES (CTZ)
I II III IV Total

[ VC/UVA Kil.ed (Aug 66 - Dec 67) a/ 14354 '80' 5018 14959 40132
Average Strength (000) 96 140 205 173 614
VC/NVA Killed Per 1000 Strength 150 41 24 86 65

us

VC/NVA Killed (Aug 66 - Dec 67) at 28659 15423 15621 739 60442
Average Strength (000) 11/ 18 139 172 U1 440
VC/NVA Killed Per 1000 Strength Ž43 111 91 67 137

Effectiveness of RVNAF
Compared to US (%) 62 37 27 129 48ý

i Source: JCS GUAVA Computer File, base4 on OPREP-5.

Source: OSD(C) Statistical Summary, Table 106. These are average strengths
for the U month period of January - November 1967, the only period for which
CTZ data are readily available. The total US strength differs from Table 1
US strength, which is the average for the 17 month period August 1966 -

December 1967.

C/ The difference in comparative effectiveness ratings between Table 2 and
Table 1 is caused by the differing average strengths described in footnote
b above.
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L. -ttalion and Larger Operations.

The findings set forth above are based on total strength figures. To
check the results, Tabl. 3 shows VC/NVA killed in large scale operations

WK per frien.-ly maneuver battalion adjusted for actual strengths. The same
result is produced: ARVN maneuver battalions (weighted) were 47% as
effective as US maneuver battalions. MACV's rule of thumb is that ARVNSbattalions are 33% as effective as US battalions. The 4% result here

K may indicate that ARqPI units are more effective in killing VC than we
SO recognize.

TABLE 3

VC/hVA KILLED IN BATTALION SIZED AD LARGER OPERATIONS
(By ARVN and US Maneuver Battalion Equivalents)

Quarterly
Aug 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Average
Sep Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Ltr (17 Months).

Enemy KIA by ARVN a/ 2459 3719 .5005 5196 1689 4990 1651ti llA Ma e v r Ba t l o 2 7 5 54 6 46 89 499 465
Avg Maneuver Battalions (Adjusted) b/ 100 100 98 98 98 98 99If IA/Maneuver Battalion 25 37 51 56 4+8 5

Enm A yU / 2 21590 10571 lb283 9719 10501 8779
Avg Maneuver Battalions ~/9 8 9 9 1 8 87
K A/Maneuver Battalion .50 • 9 49 .3 93 1i0 10I

Effectiveness of RVh 49 48 43 50 52 48 47oaae to US

a Sou-ca: JCS-GUAVA based on OPREP-5.
Source: JCS-J3. Average present for duty strength of an ARVN battalion is .6
the stringth of a US Army battalion; figures shown represent .6 of ARVN maneuver
battalions available. Conversely, USM maneuver battaliors are one-third larger
than US Arzy battalions and are therefore counted as 1.31 USA battalion equivalents.

Table 4 shows trends in large unit operations initiated by US and
Vietnamese forces. It shows thatt

1. AMN operations are shorter than US operations (9 bn days versus
"46 bn days). The number declined 15% in 1967 but the bn days increased
49%.

2. US and AMVN forces both increased their average VC/NVA killed per 7

battalion by about 40% (US 41.4%; ARVN 42.8%) in 1967.
3. The ARYN and US kill ratios were fairly comparable with the US

1% above ARVN on average.

4. US days of contact througout the period averaged twice the ARVN
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rate,but ARVN kills per day of contact equalled the US rate. This indi-
cat-os that much of ARVN's ineffectiveness is not due to inability to fight,
but inability to make contact.

TABLE 4

TRENDS IN LARGE U1,7T OPERATIONS _/
(Weekly Averages)

1 66 1967
Aug 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 17 Month
Sep Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Average

Number of OperationsARV t 76 68 64 51 64 66 64

us n 9 9 9 11 10 10
Bn Days of Operation

ARVN 402 464 637 680 680 589 585
us 232 343 458 511 537 654 469

Operational Days of Contact C/
* ARVN 46 46 44 48 51 49 47

, us 66 70 87 97 97 107 88

VC/NVA KIA
By ARVN 282 286 385 423 361 384 358
By US 394 477 813 791 671 808 674

Kill Ratio (n/Pr)
ARVN 6.4 6.0 6.4 6.3 6.3 5.9 6.2
us 7.3 8.1 8.0 5.9 7.3 6.3 Y/ 7.2

VC/NiVA KIA Per Day of Contact
,ARV 6.1 6.2 8.8 8.8 7.1 7.8 7.6
US 6.0 6.8 9.3 8.2 6.9 7.6 7.6

VC,/VA Weapons Losses
To ARVN 138 87 135 92 120 160 121
To US 71 157 225 348 188 263 217

a/ Source: JCS GUAVA file, based on OPREP-5.
b Includes an estimated figure for US deaths .in Search and Destroy Provincial

operations in III CTZ in October 1967

- . C/ A contact is an action which results in the application of firepower by either
VC or friendly forces. An operational day of contact for a lar3e unit operation
is credited for each 24 hour period in which contact during that operation has
been made.
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Table 5 again shows that in large operations, RV'dAF performance in
II and III Corps falls behind its performance in the other two corps.
Taken together, total VC/NVA KIA rate in I and IV Corps is 3.5 timez
the weekly rate in II and III Corps. Moreover, the kills per day of
contact are 2.5 times as high.

TABLE 5

LARGE UNIT OPERATIONS a/
(Weekly Average)

CORPS TACTICAL ZONES (CTZ)

II III IV Countrywide

RVNAF

Operational Days of Contact L2 i -iO 9 17 47
VC/NVA KIA i46 51 29 132 358
Kill Ratio (Fr/En) 6.2 4.7 3.2 8.9 6.2
VC/NVA KIA Per Day of Contact 12.8 4.9. 3.2 7.8 7.6
Weapons Captured 33 16 16 56 121

Uu

Operational Days of Contact C/ 28 23 35 2 88VC-NVA KIA 257 209 198 10 674
Kill Ratio (En/Fr) 6.7 7.7 6.6 _/8.3 7.2
VC/NVA XIA Per Contact Day 9.2 8.9 5.6 5.3 7.6
Weapons Captured 51 63 102 1 217

a Source: JCS GUAVA file, based on OPREP-5.
b Includes an estimate of US KIA in .bearch and destroy provincial operations

in III CTZ in October 1967.
c/ A contact is an action which results in the application of firepower by

either VC or friendly forces. An operational day of contact for a large
unit operation is credited for each 24 hour period in which contact during
that operation has been made.

Small Unit Actions

All Vietnamese forces participate in small unit actions, and the
bulk of Regional and Popular Forces operations are of this type. Comparison
of US and RVYNF small unit actions is difficult for two reasons. First, 90%

* • of all small unit actions reported by US forces occur in I Corps. Conversely,,
RVNAF reports practically everything as a small unit action (bridge guards,
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check points, routine patrols, ezc.). Nevertheless, Table 6 indicates thatA 1  in terms of countrywide performan,-e per man, the Vietnamese killed VC/NVA at
a rate comparable to the US in szc!l .unit actions. But the results are quite

different if we compare US kills o- *."C/ZV`A per 1000 friendly strength in I

Corps with GVN countrywide perfor.a-nce. During the 17 month period US forces
in I Corps have killed 9699 VC/ivA. in small unit actions. The resulting
quarterly average of 14.5 VC/iiVA KL•. per 1000 US strength indicates that US
forces which emphasize small unit actions were 3.7 times more effective than
the GVN countrywide.

TA:in 6

VC/NVA KlIaL Ei SALL UNIT ACTIONS

j CY 66 1967 17 Month
Au•-g-7-th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Quarterly
SeD r Qtr t Qtr Qtr Qtr Average

RVNAF

VC/NVA KIA a/ 1670 24"i9  2318 2683 2062 2602 2434
Avg Strength (000) 606 619 609 608 612 630 614
VC/NVA KIA Per 1000 Strength 3 4 4 4 3 4 4

US

VC/NVA KIA !/L 554 717 1906 3383 2306 1869 1.897
Avg Strength (000) _/ 305 361 412 438 459 472 408
""•oC/NVA KTA Per 1000 Strength 2 2 5 8 5 4 5

Source: JCS GUAVA.
Source: OSD(C) SEA Statistical Surmary, Table 1.

Table 7 presents the best data available to us about several items which
have recently been used to cite improvements in RVNAF effectiveness. It shows:

(1) The RVNAP desertion rate droppmed to about half its pre-
vious rate during the last 6 months of 1966 as a result of: a redefinition of
desertion, a new law providing harsh penalties, and greater prosecution of
deserters. But there is no continuing downward trend; it was a one time drop.
The sever-ity of the desertion problem warrants additional investigation and new
measures may be called for.

(2) RVNAF HIU have decreased about 25% (from 3100 in 1966 to 2341 in 1967).

(3) Available data (1967 only) on weapons captured by RVNAF versus weapons
lost indicates that RVNAF captures 1.6 weapons for every one it loses. No
favorable upward trend ig evident during 1967.

(4) Through November, the average RVNAF KIA per quarter for 1967 is slightly
less than the 1966 average.

y-•
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TABLE 7

RVNAF DESERTIONS, MIA AND WPNS CAPnURE)/LOST

1966 1967
19_,5 1966 1967 Avg Avg

3r-7lth 1slnst 2nd 3rd t2d3d th Per Per
Gtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qt Qtr

RVNAF
Desertion Rate/1000 18 17 21 21 13 U 12 11 11 i 16.5 11.3

RVNAF MIA 1199 2165 1206 507 627 760 788 422 358 773 775 585

WPNS Captured/WPIS Lost *2 1 2 1.5 1.6

RVNAF KIA a/ 2623 3234 34(0 3091 2723 2732 3092 3222 2834 2365 2988 2878

Source: MACV Jil.
~/Includes Oct, Nov onlyv.
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THE STATUS OF RVNAF (AS OF 29 FEB 68)

Available data shows that the brunt of the enemy Tet offensive fell
on the Vietnamese regular forces. The RVNF reportedly killed more enemy
during the period than US/FW forces. RF/PF performance was good in I and
II CTZ during Tet but poor in III and IV Corps. RVIAF cannot protect
the cities and the pacification program against another such enemy attack
in the near future. If new enemy attacks do not hit RVNAF lard, MACV
estimates that the RVNAF should recover to its pre-Tet status by August..4

Some of the questions which need to be answered to assess the capa-
bility of the RVNAF to participate effectively in the allied combined
strategy during the first half of CY 68 are: What are its strength, state
of equipment and posture? How will these things change ovar the next three
months? Where is RVNAF deplo• d? What are its missions?

* This article has been prepared from data in the MACV Report "Assess-
ment of RVXAF Status (As of 29 Feb 68)", the GUAVA computer file and
General Wheeler's trip memorandum. These sources do not provide compre-
hensive data on RVNAF location or performance.I There are also large gaps in strength data (29 February assigned
strengths total only 407,00o men). The reported strengths before and
after Tet seldom balance numerically with MACV gains and losses.

RVNAF Performance

Table 1 presents RVNAF performance in terms of killing VC/NVA.
Countrywide, RVNAF killed over 24,000 enemy compared to 22,000 for the
US/FWMAF during the 28 Jan - 2 Mar fighting. This dramatic shift in
relative enemy KIA results from the enemy shift from border warfare to
attack of towns during the Tet offensive. Relative to US performance,
RVNAF did best in II Corps. The brunt of the fighting in III Corps was
clearly borne by US forces. The poor III Corps RVNAF performance, com-
bined with the high pre-Tet combat ineffective rating (14 of 49 ARVN
battalions), and a high loss rate (discussed in detail under both regular
forces and RF/WF) indicates that a major improvement is needed with RVNAFin III Corps.

Reguar Forces

a. Strength

We have pieced together enough strength data to assess the
effect of the enemy Tet offensive on the regular forces, to identify
problem units and to understand the rebuilding job to be done. Table 2
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shows that the "present for duty" strength in Army combat was 78% of
authorized strength on 29 February 1968, compared to 85% on 31 December
1967. Table 3 shows that the present for duty strength for the ten in-
fantry divisions hit a reported low of 68% on 10 February 1968 and in-
creased by about 11,000 troops (10) during the remainder of February.
This strength increase resulted from arrival of replacements and the
return of many troops on leave or AWOL.

There was great personnel turbulence in the ARVN in February. Five
of the ten infantry divisions had losses of at least 10% (counting cas-
ualties and AWOL/desertion) (Table 2). The Airborne division lost 15%
of its 31 January assigned strength during February, and the MACV Report

states that "35% of the EM in the airborne batt,,lions are replacements
that were assigned during the VC/NVA Tet offensive without unit training."
The turbulence will continue as missing personnel are officially listed

as deserters and as units are brought up to previous levels of present-
for-duty. Such a short term turnover results in decreased unit efficiency.
Table 2 shows tnat the 1st, 5th and 18th Divisions all need rapid increases
in manning, and then will require unit refresher training. MACV estimates
that losses can be replaced by May in I CTZ and by August in the remaining
three CTZs. This assumes no further interruption in recruiting and train-
ing and no excessive personnel losses.

b. Equipment

RVNAF equipment losses were not severe. MACV reported that
equipment losses from 1 through 23 February for RVNAF were:

Item Destroyed Severely Damaged*

Crew Served Weapons iO1 -
Armored Personnel Carriers. 24 11
Al141 Tanks 11 10
V-l00 Commmido Cars 8 -
2-1/2 Ton Trucks 96 67
3/4 Ton Trucks 41 62

-1/4 Ton Trucks 50 39

* MACV estimates 50% are repairable

MACV estimates that some 2 :- 3 months will be required for re-equipping.
More importantly, molernization for RVNAF is already under way and the
first increment will be complete on 1 July. As of 1 March, MACV had
delivered the following critical items to RVNAF: M16 rifles - 33,288;
PRC 25 radios - 561; M602 2-1/2 ton trucks - 190; M79 grenade launchers
2- 073; M60 machine guns 802; M29 mortars 17; M113 APC 25.

'1-3
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c. Deployment

JGS accomplished a redeployment during the offensive
which is of great interest. Table 4 shows that 7 US battalions were
added to I Corps in late January and February to meet the threat of
the enemy buildup at Khe Sanh. Duzring the same period, JGS drew 4
battalions from II CTZ and 3 from IV CTZ to reinforce III Corps with
7 battalions. This troop move to III Corps probably reflected JGS
anticipation of and concern about the poor III Corps showing noted
earlier. Within all corps, some 18 ARMN battalions withdrew from
direct support of RD to protect to-ons. Detailed information about
the future missior and present location of these battalions is unavail-
"able.

Regional and Popular Forces (RF!PF)

Regional and Popular Forces (WF/PF) do not appear to have suffered
"as severe losses as the regular forces, although reporting is still
spotty. Further, recruits can replace losses relatively easily because
less training is required for RF/FF operations.

The MACV Report provides data permitting deeper insight into RF/r"

L.J effectiveness. Table 5 shows that P. performance in I and II Corps was
good in terms of kill ratio and enemy KIA per 1000 RF troops present for
duty; poor in III Corps; and mediocre in IV Corps. RF killed the most
enery In the Pleiku and Kontum areas of II CTZ.

PF performance (Table 6) matches PY performance by CTZ, except that
I CTZ is better than II CTZ due to the extraordinary performance of PF
units nssociated with the USMC Combined Action Platoon (CAP) Program. In
I CTZ, iF units killed 45 VC per 1000 F?; III CTZ killed only 14 per 1000.

RF/PF weapons loss ratios were not favorable. Over-aUl, RF/PF lost
5100 weapons while capturing only 2400 (see Table 7). In IV Corps, RF/PF
lost nearly four weapons for each one captured.

SEA•P0 Assessment

Can RVNAF perform its assigned missions?

An estimate of RVNAF status requires evaluation of its ability
to perform its assigned missions. We understand that the primary mission

J, jof RVNAF is to restore security in the cities and towns and to restore
security in the heavily populated areas of the countryside.

R',%17A was unable to protect the cities during Tet and reqaired
(0mssive US help to eject the enemy. About 13 US battalions (10 in Saigon
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aud 3 in Hue) were committed to city security in the middle of February.
The RVWAF was dependent on US help as long as the VC/NVA remained deployed
to threaten the cities. Another attack on the cities would probably re-
quire the US to again protect them. Protection of the heavily populated
rural areas may require extensive use of combined US/ARVN operations; for
the next few months ARVN alone is unlikely to be able to aggressively do

Sthis Job.

How soon can RVNAF regain its pre-Tet combat effectiveness posture?

i The ARVN took about the same casualties (8421) as did RF/PF (8244).
"Regular units taking more than 10% casualties we.'e the Marines, lst ARVN
division, the 51st Regiment, tne airborne division, the armor force, and
some ranger units. These are essentially the units needed to provide an
effective regional .and central reserve. Although the Marines, airborne and
Rangers received personnel replacements, they did need time to train key

SNCOs and officers. The 1st, 5th and 18th division also will need attention.

Enemy action may determine how rapidly ARVN recovers. NACV
estimates that the regular force can return to pre-Tet efficiency by
August if the VC/NVA do not recycle attacks on the cities or on RVNAF.
If the VC did attaok either of these targets completion of RVNAF rehab-
ilitation would be delayed further.

I'-.h3 •.+
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TABLE 1

D1EMY' KIA

Jan 28- Feb Feb Feb Fel

16c ioJn~ F~b .. 11-1- 18-24 Mai

I Corps

Enemy KIA by:
US/FWF 1863 4736 2634 3393 1581 1144 16,
RVNAF 1016 3470 3092 2198 1126 3.023 5

Total 2679 ,6206 5726 5591 2707 2167 -Ki

II Corps

Enemy KIA by:
US/FWF 1200 1296 3106 714 235 107
RVNAF 555 1841 2074 2046 147 508 2

Total 1755 3137 3180 2760 382 615 61

IIl Corps

k, Enemy KIA by:
US/FWF 1227 3379 2763 2271 1275 1437 6
RVNAF 385 1472 2065 1298 1211 771 3

Total 1612 4851 4628 3_56 2486 2208 10

SIV Corps

"* ' "Enemy KIA by:
US/FWF i46 255 285 126 37 132 3
RVNAF 1547 2011 1290 1072 1362 647 3

Total 1693 2266 2275 U195 1399 779 6

Countrywide

Enemy KIA by:
US/F•WF 4436 9666 6788 6504 31Y8 2820 2 ,
RVNAF 3503 879 2221 6614 38ia , 2949 iL

Total 7939 1iM 16009 13116 6974 5769 4L 5

Sa ource: ids GUAVA File.
h/Source: OPREP 5.
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Total Total
S2.5- Mar Mar Mar Jan 28- Mar

2 3-9 10-16 17-23 Mar 2 3-23

" 7 1658 1109 612 1C1389 3379
"5 348 714 244 j 7964 1306

2006 1T23 856 13534

S4 4L2 123 195 251.6 760
S9 r, 8 372 79 5024 1229
:3 1220 495 274 7 54- 159 9

734 596 -52 8430 1682
S9 637 259 33 5704 1229
.3 1371 855 r5 14134 2911

8 57 109 105 888 271
514 360 303 5118 1177

5 571 469 I40 6306 1448

S2891 1937 1264 122223 6092
22j7 1705 959 24110 4941
" 51§6 3642 2223 146333 U033
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TABLE 2 ,

CONFIDENTIAL
R:.7F Personnel Autnorized tand Assi,7-ned

31 Dec o7-29 Fe'b 68

_AssL'rt1 iy.sses
Authorizd 31 Dec 31 Jan 2,- Feb 31 Jan-29 Fet -

I ,Army_•. of Aý,h. -No_. Au h No . Aa~h 1 -._

1st Liv 14,249 n2,466 87 11,81`1 83 13,34+ 94 1,203 lO0
2nd Div 11,334 11,013 97 10,684 94 10,803 95 775 7
5th Div U1334 10,227 90 9,926 88 8,441 '(4 9W0 9i
7th Div 11,518 11,378 99 3.1,302 98 10,778 94 1,242 11
9th Div 10,879 9,996 92 10,488 96 10,149 93 1,593 15

18th Div 10,240 9,390 92 9,040 88 8,416 82 694 8
21st Div 11,518 10,615 92 11,521 100 10,063 87 1,537 13
22nd Div 11,242 10,864 97 1:),652 95 11,187 I00 296 3
23rd Div 8,603 9,042 105 8,803 102 6,892 80 5514 6
25th Div 11,518 10,2115 8; 10,414 90 9,8(4 86 1,099 11
42nd Regt 2,276 2,035 89 2,119 93 2,305 101 171 8
51st Regt 2,823 2,535 90 2,361 84 2,214 78 243 10
Airborne Div 9,713 7,927 82 9,207' 95 8,761 90 1,426 15
Armo- 6,964 7,290 105 7,213 104 6,241 90 552 8
Rangers L),775 12,880 87 12,877 87 13,507 91 910 7
Special Forces 3,1g'1 2 912 94 2 93 2. 7j 81 65 2

subtotal 152,CSb 110,-615 93 1 1,317 93 135, 72 -8 i3•o 9
Other Army i•,ý81 162,022 al a/

total Army 301,463 302,d37
Air Force 16,1448 16,3161 98 16,377 100 16,218 99 283 2
Navy 16,003 15,968 100 16,421 103 16,386 102 192 1
MWrine 7,321 7,985 109 7,561 103 7,531 103 992 13

total Reg. 341,240 342,951 . . I"
Regional Force 183,546 151,376 102,182 97,601 3,817 4
Popular Force 160,953 148,789 137,095c/ 133,919c/ . 7,558 6
Total RVIF 685,739 643,U6

./ Unknown; will require 30 more days to determine.

_/ Not comparable with authorized or 31 Dec totals; excludes Hq and administrative

units and some rifle companies.

E/ xcludes some platoons.

%/ % of 31 Jan 68 Assigned Strength.

e/ Casualties, AWOL and Deserters; Casualties Army, 8421; RE 3,000; PF 5,244; Other 983
AWOL & Deserters Army, 4814; RE 871; PF 2,314; Other 484

fj Calculated from RF company strengths by CTZ.

5/ 90.8% of 31 Dec authorized strength, based on data given in General Wheeler's report.

c Calculated from PF platoon strengths by CTZ.

March 27, 1968
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SPresent of

ip] acements Pre.sent for Duty Aithoriz-d

Jlan-29 Feb 31.Dc 67-29 Feb 31 DeC 6_7 i9 Feb

i 2,CWC 11,718 O,134 82 71

499 10,242 9,728 90 86

754 9,511 7,32' 84 65

556 10,331 f/ 9,334 90 81
797 9,o76 / 8,484 83 78
879 8,733 7,511 85 73

1,117 9,638y/ 9,207 84 80

587 9,886 10,728 88 95

495 8,210 U 6,604 95 77

6.1, 9 ,302 & 8,920 81 77
402 1,848 W 2,130 81 9,4

368 2,302k/ 2.032 82 '12

S 1,639 ,198kl 7,107 74 73
60 ,619W/ 5,302 95 76

. : 11,695 12,104 79 82

126,9~ 11079-56 5- 78

unk 14,724 90
5407 1,799 79

Lunk 91,558f 86,290

Total 17,648 
%.

Total 8,513
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TABLE

STRENGTH OF TEN
ARVN INFANTRY DIVISIONS

PFD PER CENT
AUTHORIZED PFD OF AUTHORIZED

31 DEC 1967 _/ 112,435 96,667 86

1.0 FEB 1968 b/ 112.,43 5  77,000 68

15 FEB 1968 2_/ 112,433 83,935 75

29 FEB 1968 11,2,435 87,970 78

"g/ Present for duty.
b/ Source: General Wheeler's Report.
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TABLE 4

US/Rv-N/EWMAF D~PLOYTllN RfSPONSE BY KMAEUVBR
BATTALION': TO TrZ ENEM TET OFFENSIVE

US~a/ USMCJ8W ARIIVi FW TOTM

I Corps
Pre Tet 24 23 33 4 84
Post Tet 28 26 34 4 92

II Corps
Pre 17 - 30 18 65
Post t 17 - 26 18 61

ILL Corpq
Pre Tet 33 - 49 4 86
Post Tet 31 - 56 4 91

IV Corps
Pre Tet 5 - 42 - 47
Post Tet 6 - 39 45

CW
Pre Tet 79 23 154 26 282
Post Tet 82 26 155 26 289

Pre Tet data as of 12 Jan.
Post Tet data as of 29 Feb.
Pre Tet data as of 31 Dec 67.
Pnst Tet data as of 19 Feb 68.

t
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TABLE5

AVFEFFECTIVENESS DURING TET-

CORPS 
IV MnII v TTAL

PX- Kill Ratio (E/>)3.75 6.36 .9-( 1.16 2.68Ernczly KIA 935 41-32 543 1251. 6901
i ~ (~ a J ~ ) 2 1 % 2 2 X : 2 ~ 7 2 > ,2 3 5KIA1~oip46.3 186.9 27.0 44.6 715.6

TABLE 6

LFEFECTIVER~1ss DURING TET

CORPS I-III IV TOTAL
FP Kill Rcitio 145. 23.10 37 236 2.1.em5 1.10 .36 .64 .81Pesnem for Duy(10a) l43 747( 297 1221 3308Pre ent ror Duy ( 1 J n)23370 28334 21685 51767 1 5 5KIA/1.000p P55
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RF/PF PE-HOR¶NMCE 31. JAn -29 Feb

RF PF TOTAL
'- C R S -4--

Friendly - Losses 249 719 968Enemy - Losses 935 1043 1978Ratio En KIA/Fr KIA 3.75 1.45- 2.04:1

Weapons Captured - - 8L2Weapons Lost - - 1009Ratio Wpns Captured/Lost - . .8:1

Operations Conducted 4006 5476 9482
Operations w/Contact 312 369 681
Per Cent Contact 7.7 6.7 7.2

Friendly - Losses 650 679 1329Enemy - Losses 4132 747 4879
Ratio En KIA/Fr KIA 6.36 1.10 3.67:1

Weapons Captured 595I Weapons Lo:t 1118
Ratio Wpns Captured/Lost .53:1
Ope'Rtions Conducted 6203 12733 18936
Operations w/Contact 272 344 616
Per Cent Contact 4.4 2.7 3.3

III CORPS

Friendly KIA 562 815 1377
Enemy KIA 543 297 840* Ratio En/Fr KIA .97 .36 .61:1

Weapons Captured 322Weapons Lost 634
Ratio Wpns Captured/Lost .51:1

Operations Conducted 6277 7084 13361
Operations w/Contact 325 175 500
Per Cent Contact 5.2 2.5 3.7

I3
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v RI P1"TOTALIv CORPS

Friendly KIA 1115 189k 3009
Eney IA1291 1.221 2512Ratio En/Fr KIA .1.16 .64 .83:1

Weapons Captured 
663Weapons Lost

Ratio Wpns Captured/Lost 232A.28:1
Operations Conducted 6540 13380 19920Operations w/Contact 617 606 1223
% Ope-rations w/Contact 9.4 4.5 6.1

CoLtOT h1TiUID

Friendly KIA 2576 4107 6683Ener, y KIA 6901 3308 10209Ratio En/Fr KJA 2,68 .81 1.153

Weapons Captured 
2392Weapons Lost 5085Ratio Wpns Captured/Lost .47:

Operations Conducted 23026 38673 61699Operations w-/con-tact 1526 i.1194 302_0Per Zent Cont a ct. 6.6 9 4i.9

40
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RVNAF EFFECTIVENESS: AN UPDATE

Summary

tmIn the first 8 months of 7968 RVtIAF killed enemy at three
times the 1967 monthly rate while US forces increascd their kill
rate 2.2 times. Eliminating the effects of Tet, ARVN battalions
since March have been 56% as effective as US battalions in kill-
ing the enemy versus 48% last year. (RVNAF forces consistently
perform above the MACV calculated 31% equivalency rating.) This
better perforpmance by ARVN is equivalent to getting the output of

*• an additional 16 US battalions against the enemy. Staved another
way, improved RVNAF performance and increased RVNAFsize have
added the equivalent of almost 200,000 Americans between
31 Dec 67 and 31 Aug 68.

The Analytical Approach

This updates our earlier approach* to evaluating RVNAF
effectiveness by comparing Vietnamese operational achievement
to that of US forces. We recognize that this appraisal is in-
complete because it fails to measure performance of the different
types of missions assigned to the various forces (e.g., pro-
vision of territorial security, protection of a key installation,
etc.). Data presently available do not support a more vompre-
hensive evaluation.

We also recognize that our method does not relate RVNAF
performance to a s;tandard which we can expect them to attain.
Rather, we are comparing RVNAF performance to their capability,
as estimated by MACV. Since determining military capability is
at best inexact and highly theoretical, we expect our results
to be subject to several qualifications.

Capability Estimate

A recent MACV study** assessed the relative capability of
US and AHVN battalions with respect to the following five

* August 1967 & February 1968 SEA Analysis Report articles
on RVNAF Status.

** MACEVAL Study No,. 2-68, "Capability Study of US and ARVN
Infantry Battalions" (C).

SSD
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CONFIDENTIAL TABLE 1

VC!NVA YILLED PER THOUSAND FRIENDLY STRENGTH a/

IV

19b7 1968
ist 2nd 3rd 4th 1967 an•t 2nd
Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr ___ Qtr Qtr

RVNA.F

SVC/W'A Killed a/ 7323 8179 6751 7592 7461 34366 16319
Avg Strength (000) § 6092 608 612 630 , 654 725
VC/YVA KIA Per 1000 Str 12 13 U 12 12 55 23

us

17C/NVA Killed a 12477 13665 11024 12370 L23 84 37094 P8438
Avg Strength (000) b_/ 412 1438 452 472 445 500 526
VC/NVA KIA Per 1000 Str 30 31 24 26 28 74 54

Effectiveness of RVIAF

Compared to US M%) 40 43 46 46 43 72 43

}a Sourcez JCS GUAVA Computeur File, based on OPREP-5. 1966 and 1967 data are
VC/NVA killed in friendly offensive actions, whereas 1968 data are total

"( VC/NVA killed.
Based on figures in Table 2 of OSD(C) SEA Statistical Summary.

Cý/ Estimated using July and August data.
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TABLE 2

VC/NVA KI= IN BATTALION SIZE1 AMID LARGER OPERATIONS
(By ARVN and US Maneuver Battalion Equivalents)

cy 67 cY 68

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1967 ist]c 2nd 3rdd/ 1965
Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Avg Qtr Qtr Qtr Av&e,

Enemy KIA by ARV1 a_/ 5005 5496 4689 4990 5045 1193- 9314 10623
Avg Maneuver Bn

(Adjusted) Ž_ qP 98 98 98 98 99 10io 103 102
KIA/Maneuver Bn 56 48 51 51 u18 90 104

Enemy KIA by US a/ 10571 1022,1 8718 10501 10018 7989 2852a 16682 22602
Avg Manuever Bns _/ 89 9. 94 98 93 113 120 124 122

KIA/Maneuver Bn 119 13 93 107 108 248 238 135 185

Effectiveness of
RVNAF Compared to
us(%) 3 50 52 48 !4 .50 67 56

SSource: JCS-GUAVA based on OPREP..5.
Source: JCS-J3. Avera ,.- present for duty strength of an ARVN battalion is
.6 the strength of a US Army battalion; figures shown represent .6 of ARVN
maneuver battalions available. Conversely, USMC maneuver battalions are
one-third larger than US Army battalions and are therefore counted as 1.33
USA battalion equivalents.

c/ ARVN results are not completely reported in GUAVA for the 1st Qtr; there is
a known anderreporting of total enemy KIA of 50% for the quarter in the
portion of the file from which we derived this figure.

_/ Estimated using July and August KIA data and end of July maneuver battalion
data.

Ee/ Calculated as a 2nd and 3rd Qtr average only.

Apo%,
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functions of land warfare: f.irepower, mobility, command and con-
trol, intelligence and service support. MACV measured the cap-
ability of US and ARVN organizations in different environments
(each Vietnamese CTZ) and in the type of operation relevant to

35 each corps. MACV found that the relative capability of a US
infantry battalion is 3.2 times that of an ARVN battalion. The
MACV model indicated that we achieve greatest improvement in
RVNAF capability by increasing organic firepower. The moderniza-
tion program is designed to do precisely this.

US-RVNAF Operational Indicator Comparison

ElI
We do not ha.'e the data to compare ARVN battalions directly

1i "US battalions; we are limited to comparing overall RVNAF
performance to US performance.* Table 1 shows that RVNAF relative
effectiveness per 1000 men rose from an average of 44% in 1967 to
a peak of 72% during the quarter in which the Tet offensive
occurred. The number of enemy killed by US forces tripled while
those killed by RVNAF increased to almost four times the 1967
averages. During the 2nd and 3rd quarters the number of ene.sy
killed by both US forces and flVNAF fell, but the RVNAF rate
remained at double the 1967 average. US.performance dropped
slowly in the 2nd quarter so that RVNAF relative effectiveness
fell to 43% in the 2nd .-uarter, but rose to 67% in the 3rd
quarter as the numier of enemy killed by US forces declinedV .more sharply than the number killed by the RVNAF..

Battalion and Larger Oee;:ations

Data on VC/NVA combat deaths in the ground operations computer
file is incomple:te for• the first quarter of 1958 as R:NA? report-
ing was incomplete duxing hýe Tet period. Consequently, we
cannot calculate the relative effectiveness of Vietnamese
battalions to US3 for this period. For 1967 (see Table 2), we
find the weighted average of 48% effectiveness for regular Vietnamese
battalions consistent with the 43% overall RVNAF effectiveness
figure and we find the 1968 2nd quarter and 3rd quarter large
unit results consistent with those for the overall force.

SGivenhthe large nuumer of RF/PF with lower military capability
than ARVN, this technique should understate Vietnamese battalion
performance.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Table 3 shows trends in large unit cperations initiated by
US and Vietnamese forces:

1. AIVN operations decreased from an average of 11 battalion
* days per operation `-n 1967 to 5 battalion days in 1968. US oper-

ations increased from an average 55 battalion days per operation
in 1967 to 105 in 196F. In 1968, the numI-r of ARVN operations
has increased 89% while battalion days have decreased 3%. The
trend we noted in 1967 toward longer US operations and shorter

4 •ARVN operations was accentuated during 1968.

2. ARVN operational days of contact increased 42% in 1968
while US days of contact increased only 22%. Thus, US days of
contact are only 72% ncre than ARVN in 1968 versus double them
in 1967. a/ ARVN operational contact days increased each quarter
in 1968 which indicates that ARVN is finding the enemy better
this year.

3. ARVN captured 131% more enemy weapons in 1968 than in
1967, while US forces captured 187% more.

We previously reported that RVNAF performance in II and III
Corp&/falls behind its perforn.4 nce in the other two corps. Table
4 shows that RVNAF performance picked up sharply in III CTZ during
the first half of 1968, due to the Tet and May offensives, but
reverted to low levels in July and August. The number of VC/NVA
killed by ARVN in II CTZ remained low throughout the period, but
p performance in terms of kill ratios and kills per day of contact
were quite good for an area in which little enemy activity was

a occurring.

Small Unit Actions

The enemy KIA rate in RVNAF small unit actions dropped from
a quarterly averaga of 2440 in 1967 to 314 in 1968 (Table 5).
The 1968 US rate drops by a factor of two after •:he first quarter.
RVNAF ceased to kill the enemy in small unit actions at a rate
comparable to US forces in tha first two quarters of 1968. The
reasons for the precipitous d&op in RVNAF and US small unit per-
formance are unknown.

S/ Conduct of only one opsration Toan Thang (Resolved to Win) in
III CTZ has led to low US reporting of this indicator.

j See our article, "RVNAF Status - CY 67", in the February 1968
SEA Analysis Report, p. 20.
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TAB-,E 3

"TREDS IN LARGE UNIT O1,RATIONS o/
(Weckly Averages)

190o7 1965$
"istnd3rd 4th Wkly 1st 2nd 3rdej Vklzy
Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Avg Qtr Qtr Qtr Avg

Number of Operations
ARVN 64 51 64 66 61 72 127 1.47 315
US 9 9 11 10 10 12 10 7 10

Bn La__; :- of Operation
ARVN 637 680 680 589 647- 561 568 761 630
us 458 511 557 654 54o 823 1155 1073 1017

Bn Days Per Operation
ARVN 10 13 I1 9 18 5 5
us 51 57 49 65 51 69 n16 153 102

Operational Day:s o- Contact _/ 4 48 51 68
SARVI 44 48 51- 49 97 52 7 • 6

u 87 97 97 107 97 123 118 112 118
VC/NVA KIA

By ARVN 385 423 361 384 388 657d/ 918 701 759
By US 813 791 671 808 771 12153 2194 1255 1867

Kill Rttio (En/Fr)
AR-N 6.4 6.3 6.3 5.9 6.2 6.7/ 6.0 6.7 6.4
US 8.0 5.9 7.3 6.31,j 6.8 116. 8.8 9.6 9.5

VCI/VA KIA Per Day of Contact
A8VN 8.8 8.8 7.1 7.8 8.1 112 6 12.9 8.5 11.
IU 9.3 8.2 6.9 7.6 7.9 i17.5 18.r 11.2 15.8

VCjNVA Weapons Losses
To APJMN 135 92 120 160 127 268 359 251 293
TO US 225 348 188 263 256 553 1167 482 734

& Source: JCS GUAVA file, based on CPREP-5.
Includes an astirated figure for US deaths in Search and Destroy Prcvincial

operations in III CTZ in October 1967.
j" c/ A contact is an action which results in the application of firepower by

either VC or friendly forces. An operational day of contact for a large unit

operation is credited for each 24 hour period in wlhi-!h contact during that

operation has been made.
d The AWA.I figure for tne 1st Qtr is underreported by as much as 50`,.

S/ Eatimated using July and August dL'a.
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IARGE UNIT 0o:-I.-_.0NSo IN 1968 a

I II III IV
CorDs Corrs Corps Corps Countrywide

Operational Days of Contact
ARVN

ist Qtr 10 6 13 23 52
2nd Qtr ll 4 18 37 70
3. Qtr b' 12 8 17 45 82

Us
1st Qtr 49 20 43 11 123
2nd Qtr 71 22 llcj 14 118

S3rd Qtrb/ 68 27 7c/ 11 113

VC/NVA KIA
ARVN

lst Qtr 176 G8 211 202 657
2nd Qtr 330 22 282 284 918.
3rd Qtrb/ 272 72 59 298 701

Us
1st Qtr •986 299 760 108 2153
2nd Qtr 1226 155 717 96 2194
3rd Qtr / 726 56 411, 63 1256

Kill Ratio (En/Fr)
ARVN"

1st Qtr 8.6 6.6 6.7 5.7 6.7
2nd Qtr 7.3 2.1 6.6 5.1 6.0
3rd Qtr 6.9 6.9 4.6 7.2 6.7

1st Qtr 9.6 12.1 10.7 9.3 10.32nd Qtr 7.8 6.8 11.7 9.9 8.8
3rd qtr -_/10.8 4.4 8.8 17.0 9.6

VCZNVA KIA Per ! :-k . Contact
ARVN

1st Qtr 1L7.4 12.4 15.8 8.7 12.6
2nd Qtr 28.8 5.3 15.9 7.6 13.0
3rd Qtr _/ 16.4. 9.3. 3.5 6.6 8.5

us
1st Qtr 20.3 14.8 17.5 10.0 17.5
2nd Qtr 17.2 7.1 64.7 7.1 18.7

,j 3r?, Qtr _/ 10.8 2.1 59.6 5.5 11.2
CONFIDENTIAL
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TPJ3L, ~4

(Conitirnied)
LARGE UNIT OPERATIONS IN 1968 a/

SZ, (Weekly Average)
I II III IV

Corps Corps Corps Corps Countrywide

Weapons Captured
AIRT.

A~V 5527 83 10326

2nd Qtr 83 6 115 155 359
Us3rd Qtr 79 14 29 130 253

1st Qtr 178 68 284 23 553
2nd Qtr 745 101 298 23 3167

XT 3rd Qtr 294 27 152 9 482

a Source: JCS GUAVA File based on OPREP 5.
b Estimated from Jul-Aug 68 data.
i Low because only one operation is reported for US.

(j TABLE 5

VC/NVA KILLED IN SMALL UNIT ACTIONS

1967 1968
1st 2nd 3rd. 4th 1967 1st 2nd 3rd 1968
Qtr Str Qtr Qatr Avg Q-r Qtr Qtr Avg

VC/NVA KIA aJ 2318 2683 2062 2602 2416 860 803 780 8111
Avg Strength (000) _/ 609 608 612 630 615 654 725 789 723
VC/NVA KIA Per 1000 Strength 4 4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1

us

VC/NVA KIA a/ 1906 3383 2306 1869 2366 3824 1793 1036 2218
Avg Strength (000) b/ 412 438 459 472 445 500 526 537 521
VC/NVA KIA Per 1000 Strength 5 8 5 4 8 3 2

Source: JCS GUAVA.

b~ Source: OSD(C) SEA Statistical Suxuiary, Table 2.
c Estimated by using July and August data.
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Table 6 presents other data which were cited in the past
to show improvements in RVNAF. It shows:

1. A 24% increase in the net desertion rate for the first
eight months of CY 68 to 11.8 desertions per mohth per 3000 men
versus a 9.5 rate in 1967. The July/August average of 15 is the
highest since the redefinition and crack-down on desertions in
mid-1966.

2. A 26% increase in the number of RVNAF rmissinq in action
from 585 per quarter in 1967 to 740 in 1968. However, Tet accounted
for the increase. The 2nd quarter was back at near orior year
levels.

Conclusions

We have consistently found that RVNAF effectiveness, measured
in enemy KIA per 1000 RVNAF, better than 40% of US forces. In
1968, ARVN battalions* kill 56% as many VC as do US battalions.
This is consistently better than we should expect them to do
measured on the basis of the MACEVAL capability rating.

Table 7 shows that this improvement in ARVN battalion
effectiveness in large unit operations is equivalent to

I • adding 16 US Army maneuver battalions. Measured another way,
the RVNAF expansion and better performance in 1968 are equivalent
to the results which 194,000 more Americans would contribute.
RVNAF has contributed 77% of the US troop equivalents and 50% of
the US Army battalion equivalents to the total force increase
between 31 December and 31 August 1968.

We are delighted by the 35% increase in RVNAF effectiveness,
the 17% improvement in ARV" large unit operations, and by the
trend of increasing ARVN operational days of contact. RVNAF
better performance in 1968 puts nearly as much additional ground
force pressure on the enemy as US forces did. Nevertheless, we
feel the decline in enemy KIA in small unit operations and great
increase in RVNAF net desertions require immediate command
attention.

* Adjusted for strength differences from US battalions.
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RVNAF DESERTIONS, MIA AND WIWS CAPTURED/LOST

4

1966 1967 1968

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2n
Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr ot:

Desertion Rate/1000 a/ 21 21 13 11 10 10 10 8 8 1,

RVNAF MIA 1206 507 627 760 788 422 358 773 1455 49

WNS Captured/WPNS Lost 2 1 2 1.5 NA N,

a/ Gross desertion rate for 1966. Net desertion rate for 1967 and 1968. Desertf
SEstimated by using July and preliminary August data.

TABLE 7

STRENGTH STATED IN
US EQUIVALENTS

31 Dec67 31 Aug 68 %Char
TrOops Bns a! Troops Bns a/ Troops

US 485.6 110 538.3 124 +10.9
RVNAF b/ 276.5 53 471.0 69 +70.3
FW2_ 59.4 26 65.5 28 +10.3

Total 821.5 189 1074.8 221 +30.8

-/ Basic battalion is the US Army battalion, US Marine battalions a
as 1.33 USA battalions based on manpower differences.

b/ Strengths computed on effectiveness data derived in Tables 1 and
FW troops assumed equal to US and FW battalions are treated as e
toone US Army battalion.
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: 1966 5.967 1968

Avg Avg Avg
3rd•/ Per Per Per

•ii Qtr Qtr Qtrot•

S15 
16.5 9.5 12.0

264 775 585 737

TINA L.6

.,n per month.

, ~Bn_.s

+12.7
+30.2+ 7.7

S+16.9

:e counted

2.
juivalent
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ARMY COMMENTS ON SEPTFIEER 1968 ARTICLES

We recei '7"d the ollowing commenes on 3 September Analysis Report

articles from the Army Staff:

"The September issue of your Southeast Asia Analysis

Report contains a number of interesting and usetul articles.
The value of these articles lies in the presentation of po-
tentially useful data and the fresh look given to many old
problems. I find, however, that three of the articles appear
to warrant comment in order to pjrevent misunderstanding on the
part of interested readers.

"Military Initiative in South Vietnam (page 6)

This article purports to show that it is the VC/hnVA who
have the military initiative in South Vietnam and bases this
conclusion on a study of the opposing forces ability to con-

-• trol casualties. There is a serious doubt that control of cas-
ualties is a 'good measure of military initiative'; for example,
efforts to conserve casualties may do little to extend control
over the combat situation. Said another way, a side which uses
its 'military initiative' principally to avoid combat is not
trying to dominate the battlefield but only to maintain a pres-
ence there; this is not military initiative. I do not believe
that the VC/NVA dominate the battlefield in Vietnam nor do I
agree that their willingness to stand and fight, or even their
decisions to attack, are entirely voluntary. Perhaps a better
measure of military initiative could be obtained by examining
the relative ability to successfully engage an opponent in
decisivw combat. This might be done by comparing the rate of
casualty fluctuations to fluctuations in opposing initiatives.

"Even assuming that ability to control casualties is a
good measure of military initiative, the finding of the article
is erroneous in that the analysis is fallacious. The analysis
attempts to determine military initiative by comparing fluctuations
of opposing military actions with fluctuations in casualties. How-
ever, the measure of military activity used is friendly large unit
operations (number, number with contact, and battalion days on

WK operations) for friendly forces, and attacks for enemy forces.
These representations of military activity are not comparable;
this system of measurement, for instance, could give the same
weight to an enemy squad-size attack as it does to a three-
division friendly operation. Even friendly 'operations with
contact' is not a comparable measure of friendly military

11 0
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activity because an operation q".a-ifies tuder this category
if it has one or more conta:ct in a day (it could have had a
dozen and be enumerated as one operation with contact). Even
comparing battalion days on o=erations with enemy attacks is
not valid, although, as reco...e:" in the articic, its corre-
lation with casualties is bet:er. To be comparable an enemy
attack) which is an enermy in.t.ate.i •onta.t, must be compared
to a friendly initiated coni:-....

"In suzeary, the premise :hat ability to control casualties
Jis a good measure of military Initiative is questionable, and
the tests applied to measure relative degrees of 'military
initiative' are invalid due :c lack of comparability in measure-
ment of the tempo of military cperations of opposing fo-ces.

"Artillery Support for ?V2AF (page 19)

This article is premature. It implies that the distri-
bution of artillery support .s ..-proper, but admittedly con-
tains no examination of the bas-sis of listribution. As pointed
out in the article, a great deal =ore information is needed in
order to arrive at any meaningful conclusion. It might, there-

• fore, have been better to sir:)y state the facts available,
drawing no conclusions, or withho2ld the article until sufficient
information to evaluate the si:uation was available. In addition
to examination of raw ammunriticn expenditures data, a look at
missions, organization for ccz-at, firing restrictions, targets,
and other fire support means av-ailable wouli add much to a study
of the adequacy of artillery supwport.

"RVNAF Effectiveness: A.n Upnate (page 36)

While it is encouraging so note the imprroved effectiveness
of RVNAF, caution must be exercised to insure that it is not
over-rated. This is particularly true when considering the cur-
rent high level emphasis on developing the RVKAF to take over
more of the war from US Forces.

"The evaluation of RVZAY contained 3n this article bases
its primary conclusions on the n=*er of enemy killed; it over-
looks friendly losses. The article also points out that the
missions assigned to various forces have ncot been considered,
yet this fact has been om-itte4 from the sum.-nary and conclusions.
Additionally, other indicators such as leadership, norale, train-
ing, and aggressiveness vhich =ust be included in a full evalua-
tion have not been considered. Based on the facts presented, this

CONFIDENTIAL
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article can only conclude that RVNAF has killed more enemy
recently; this suggests an improved capability to perform
the missions assigned during this period.. An exaiination
of its demonstrated effectiveness in rerforming various
missions might prove useful as we look to the assumption by
RVNAF of greater military responsibilitj in Vietnam.

"Expressing increased RVNAF strength and cffectiveness
(based on enemy killed), in terms of US force equivalents, is
invalid, and tends to be misleading. As emphasized earlier,
to omit consideration of assigned missions and other influenc-
ing factors, and without evaluating the capability to perform

AW missions currently assigned to US units, it is inappropriate
to rate RVNAF in terms of US equivalency. Equating this im-
proved RVNAF effectiveness to US units suggests that the
RVNAF is now able to assume tasks assigned to the stated number
of US units -- this is not proven in this article, and is un-

4 doubtedly not true at this time.

"In the final analysis, the greater number of enemy killed
by the RVYNAF, while encouraging, is not a true measure of its
overall effectiveness. Other tests must-be applied to deter-
mine its current and projected capability to perform the com-
plete spectrum of missions which it must assume if US and
Free World forces are to be phased down."

SSEAPRO COMMENTS

SMeMilitary Initiative

^The treatment of military initiative suggested in the comments fits
a conventional limited war such as the one in Korea. There the "relative
ability to successfully engage an opponent in decisive combat" did constitute
military initiative for either side. But we wonder if the same holds true
in the Vietnam war where many of the principles of guerrilla warfare and pro-
tracted conflict seem to explain enemy strategy best.

We suspect that the ability to control casualties is an integral part
of the overall enemy strategy in Vietnam. His attacks and other activities
are designed to have the maxim•m psychological impaut by inflicting heavy

allied casualties, projecting an aura of countrywide strength and continual
presence, and gradually reducing the US will to continue. This in turn im-
plies that the enemy must expend his resources at a rate low enough for him
to hold out longer than the allies. It must be clear to him after his spring
offensive that he cannot vin by engaging us in short, decisive combat and that
he must frame his strategy within the rules of protracted conflict. In such
a conflict, 2ontrol of the casualty rates is critical.
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The comments also suggest that the only comparable measure of operations

is enemy initiated contacts and frienily initiated contacts. This reasoning
assumes that the "contacts per opera-ion rate" for VC/NVA and friendly forces
are identical, but they clearly are not. Most of the time on friendly operA-

14 tions (large or small) is spent locking for the enemy and the resulting con-
tacts per operation rate is low. On the other hand, few VC/NVA operations
do not produce contact. The comparison suggested in the comments would over-
look the vast amount of friendly operational effort that produces no contact

* •. , and thus would wash out the vlue of the comparison.

The fact that the VC/NVA can nearly always find us and we usually can't
find him unless he wants us to or our intelligence is exceptionally good, is

3 at the heart of military initiative in Vietnam. The implicit assumption in

the comments is that both sides are operating under identircal objectives,
strategy, and tactics as in a conventional war. Under these conditions,
contact per operation rates might be kpproximately equivalent and the ability
to engage in decisive combat would be critical to both sides.

Artillery Support for RVIIRF

Our article contained data -;hbich show that the volume and weight of
artillery support for RVXAF is mu~h less than that for US forces. We
acknowledge that we lack the informLtion necessary for a thorough evaluation
of the adequacy of RVNA~F artillery s~upport, and of the distribution of fire

support between US and RVNAF. Neverthieless, availeble data strongly suggest
S• that artillery support for RVILF nay n-t be adequate. Further examination

of the problem is required. More data on th. artillery support for RVNAF
would be most useful.

RVNAF Effectiveness

The article does not overlook lossts; Table 3 (page 41) indicates that
the ARVN enemy kill ratio in large opeeztions improved. We have addressed
the PVNAF leadership problems in the June and August reports. We agree
that an examination of RVNAF's demonstrated effectiveness in performing
various missions would prove useful in evaluating RVNAF's ability to assume
greater military responsibility in Vietnam. Data for this is sparce at the

moment, but should become available as we get information from MACV's new
reporting system for RVNAF forces.

We compared the performance of RKIAF ground forces in killing VC/NVA
with the US performance in two ways. First, we compared the effectiveness
of Vietnamese ground force battalions to US battalions. We found that in
1968 the Vietnamese performance in killing VC/NVA increased more than the
US performance, and that it would .have taken 16 additional US maneuver
battalions to kill th. additional VC!/VA, if the RVNAF kill rate bad not
improved. Second, u comparison of total enemy killed by all RVNAF forces
to those killed by all US forces indicated that the improved Vietnazeise
performance was equivalent to an addition of 194,000 US troops.

CONFIDENTIAL
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In addition, the article pointed out that RVIAF battalions on average
have been consistently billing VC/NVA at a significantly higher rate than
the MACV ARVN capability model would lead us to expect. Aside from being
unable to undertake long field operations, many Vietnamese battalions pre-
sently perform much the same missions that US forces do. The low level
of support and fire power provided Vietnamese forces may help account for
the greater time their battalions spend on static security and training
missions ard for their reported lack of aggressiveness. If true. providing
better support and fire power to RVNAF forces may enable them to perform

n4 missions now entrusted to US forces sooner than we might otherwise expect.
J ZX K-,We think that attempting to state RVUAF improvement in terms of US force

equivalents is a useful way to gain perspective on the rate of improvement
as the RVNAF modernization and imrovement programs proceed.!I

rr~
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ARVN PERFORMA! CE IN COMBINED OPERATIONS

Swumarj

Combined opration8 data for the past two years indicate
that ARVN generr.lly has kill ratios in combined operations
equal to or lower than its kill ratios in separate operations.
Conversely, kilt rc :*ios for US forces generally go up in com-
"bined operation.3. A smaller proportion of combined operations
get air support than do separate operations. The foregoing
findings and others below are hignty tentative because combined
operations are not well reported.

Detailed AnalysislI

"Table 1 shows data over the last two years from 66 operations positively
identified as combined by a hand match of operations reports from the JCS
aUA.VA computer file. These operations cover 3244 operational weeks.

The data indicate that ARVN kill ratios did not increase in combined
Soperations, except in the first half of 1967 wb-ýn the ratio rose from 6:1

in the last quarter of 1966 to 10.5 to 1. Thrt aghout the rest of the 2 year
jperiod, the ARVN kill ratios in combined and separate operations were abo~t
"equal at 6 to 1. US forces, on the other hand, performed about 33% better
on average in combined operations (11:1 vs 8:1).

More siguificant is the proportion of total enemy killed by US forces.
In combined operations the US accounted for 69% of the total enemy KIA in
4th quarter 1966, 63% in 1967, and 85% in 1968. In separate operations,
the percentage remained at about 64% in 1966-67, rising to 72% in 1968.
These results could stem from faulty reporting in which US forces received
credit for enemy which ARVN actually killed. To offset such a possibility,
we looked at the ARVN and US proportion of friendly KIA in the operations.

Table 1 indicates that the proportion of f Lendly KIA is lower for ARVN

in combined than separate operations. Moreover, the trend is for the ARVN

to lose proportionately less than US forces in both types of operations. In

separate US and ARVN large scale operations, the ARVN sustained 45% of the

total US/ARVN KIA in 4th quarter 1966, 38,% in 1967 and 36% in 1968. combined
operations show a sharper downtrend: 47% in 4th cquarter 1966, 36% in 1.967
and only 25% in 1968.

%

?I/ For the purpose of this analysis, combined operations are those reported
in the OPREP-5 reporting system and inserted into the JCS GUAVA computer
file. In Table 1, the operations were hand matched to ensure that both
ARVN and US reported them as combined and that they occirred in the sane
location at the same time. In Table 2, the operations were simply re-

-K ported as combined by either ARVN or US.
S~CONFIDENTIAL
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SI. PATIOS
a COMBI'ED - ?AR;_:kTE OFERATIONS

COMBINED SEPARATE

us A.., US ARVN
US VC Ratio ARVTi V3 -Ratio US VC Ratio ARVN VC Ratio

KIA MI En/US KIrA Idaý B-/ARVN KIA KIA En/us KIA KIA En/ARm,

4th qtr 138 1559 11:1 120 715 6:1 611 4883 8:1 597 2830 6:1

%of Total 53 69 47 31 55 63 45 37

ist Qtr 125 1135 9:1 89 91,5 11:1 9)'3 8469 9:1 623 3785 6-1
2nd Qtr 42 362 9:1 5 46 9:1 1383 8695 6:1 821 5183 6:1
3rd Qtr 20 270 13:1 13 75 6:1 1221 8786 7:1 840 5160 6:1

4 Wth Qtr 2 18 9:1 0 2 2:0 1645 10236 6:1 856 4990 6:1
Total 169 17t$5 9:1 107 1()W: 10:1 5192 36186 7:1 3140 19116 6:1

% of Total 64 63 36 37 62 65 38 35

ist Qtr D A T A NO T A VA I L A B L 2696 28040 10:1 1201 7911 7:1
2nd Qtr 251 3277 13:1 69 460 6:1 3112 26156 8:1 1677 9827 6:1
3rd Qtr 118 1209 10:1 57 34? 6:1 1579 15520 10:1 1303 8783 7:1
Total 369 W4,6 12:1 126 W07 6:1 7387 69716 9:1 4181 26521 6:1

% of Total 75 85 25 15 64 72 36 28

_/ S3urce: JCS GUAVA Cioputcr File.
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The appa.rent poor results of ARVN in combined operations are not whVt

we expected, and may be attributable to poor reporting of com-bined, opera-
tions, or the .iralted size of our sample. To check the latter, we expanded
the size of our sample to include data for all operations marked "combined"
in the GUAVA file, including all those which could not be matched. 'The
re..lt is shown in Table 2, which supports some of the findings from Table 1.

In Table 2, ARVN kill ratio performance in combined operations is 30%
to 50% below (instead of equal to) their performance in separate operations,

¶ except, once awain, in the first half of 1967. The pattern for US forces
is exactly the reverse, but the Table 1 finding of higher US KIA ratios in
combined operations is generally confirmed. The ARVN accounted for a lower
proportion of friendly and enemy forces killed in action than did US forces
in combined operations in 1967, but for more than US forces in 1-968; the
ARVN KIA proportion increased dramatically in 1968. For both years, the
ARVI proportion was lesz than US forces in separate operations.

Thus, the Table 2 findings conflict with the Table 1 findings, which
showed a decline of friendly and enemy KIA for ARVN. Poor reporting is
the most likely explanation for the difference. As far as we can determine,
ARVN is reporting ail of its III CTZ operations as combined in 1968, while
the US is reporting none of its III CTZ- operations as combined. The hand
matehing eliminated these ARVN operations from the first sample. But, since

up and thus gives a much different picture of ARVN participation in combined
'operations during 1968.

Air Support

Data from our first sample indicates that a smaller porportion of com-
bined operations get air supl, t than separate operations. Table 3 shows
that about 65% of the separate ARVN operations were supported by air but
only about 20% of the -mbined ARVN operations received air support. The
ARVN consistently receive less air support than US forces in both types of
operations. It is possible that air support for ARVN is recorded in the US

report of the operation, since US force- furnish most of the close air sup-
port in SVN. However, the table also s.:ows that only 60-80% c f the US com-
bined operations receive air support compared with 100% air support for
US separate operations.
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TA312Z 2

US AlmD t.AV. OPERATIONS

z us ARVI

US VC ARVN Vc
KKI'._I..A Ratio KIA IA Ratio

COMBINED
.12 . .

Jan - Jun 621 3,189 5:1 95 992 10:1

Jul - Dec - 52 5 02 10:1 32 141 4:1

Total 673 3,691 5:1 127 1,133 9:1

%of KIA 84 77 16 23

Jan - Jun 63 1,213 19:1 264 1,261 5:1

"% of KI. 19 49 8a 51

SEPARATE

Jan - Jun 2,492 1%153 7:1 1,492 8,849 6:1

Jul - Dec _2_7LK, 18 485 7:1 1,029 . 5671 6:1
Total 5 ,a 6 7:1 2,521 14,520 6:1

% of KrA 68 72 32 28

Jan - Jra 4,785 46,710 10:1 3,308 22,117 7:1

% ofKIA 59 68 41 32

'So;urce: JCS GUAVA Computer File. Includes data for all operations

mrkced combined, including those that cannot be matched.
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AIR SUPPORT

COM.•I3•., - SEPARATE OPERATIONS

COMBINED
US ARWVII

-oplis# Opns
W/Air % With W/Air % With W/Air
Suport Total Air Support Tfptal Air Suppo

4th Qtr 83 134 62 13 63 21 5.

1967

lst qtr 50 66 76 4 34 12 6.
2nd Qtr 30 45 67 0 16 0 6
3rd Qtr 41 56 73 1 18 1 9
4th Qtr 8 9 89 0 1 0 9

TOTAL 129 17b 73 5 69 1 3,0

1968

ist Qtr D A T A NOT AVAI L A B L E 9
2nd Qtr 110 132 83 12 26 46 8
3rd Qtr 124 162 77 1 30 0 6
TOTAL-23 294 80 13 56 23

SGUAVA, dated I December 196e.
Includes 2nd and 3rd quarterE only and excludes III CTZ combined operations because III Cl
reports all operations as %o:,Iined, whether both nations participate or not.
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SEPARATE A-'. .i OPEATIONS LESS
US ARVN -:*--'. 4:1 KILL RATIOS

SOpns C0--ýoined Separate
%With W/Air %With Ti th With

t Total Air Support Total Air Air Air

3 513 100 40i 689 58 65

3 607 100 354 602 59 0 -
614 100 446 695 64 - 63
905 99 595 863 69 - 67

3 918 99 636 908 70 0 67
L 3,044 100 2,031 3,Obb 66 0

. 948 99 613 832 74
813 100 762 1,1io0 67 86
.651 100 1,051 1,511 70
1,464 iO0 1,V13 2,651 68 "86
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RYNAF EFFECTIVENESS: AN UPDATE

Summary. l'n 1968 RVNAF killed enemy at 2.6 times the 1967
monthly rate while US forces increased their kill rate 1.9 times.
Eliminati~ng the effects of Tet, ARVR bat talions since March 1968
have been 56% as effective as US battalions in killing the enemy
versus 47% in 196?. (RVNAF forces consistently perform above
the MACV calculated 31% equivalency rating.) This better per-
formance by ARYN (and the increase in ARVN maneuver battalions

i in 1968) is equivalent to getting the output of an additional 13
US battalions. Stated another way, improved RVNAF performance
and increased RVNAF size have added the equivalent of almost

i 166,000 Americans during 1968.

The Analytical Approach

This updates our earlier approach-/ to evaluating RVNAF effectiveness
by comparing Vietnamese operational achievement to that of US forces. We
recognize that this appraisal is incomplete because it relies solely on
measurement of enemy killed and falls to measure performance of the differ-

Sent types of missions assigned to the various forces (e.g., provision of
territorial security, protection of a key installation, etc.). Data presently
available do not allow a more comprehensive analysis.

We also recognize that our method does not relate RVNAF performance to
__ a standard which w(. can expeL.• them to attain. Rather, we are comparirg

( RVNAF performance to US performance and to their capability as estimatedby MACV. Since determining military capability is at best inexact and highly
theoretical, the results are tenuous.

Capabilit Estimate

A MACV tu assessed the relative capability of US and ARVN
battalions with respect to the following five functions of land warfare:
Firepower, nobillty, command and control, intelligence, and service support.
MACV measured the capability of US and ARVN organizations in different
environments (each Vietnamese CTZ) and in the types of operations relevant
to each crrps. It found that the relative capability of an ARVN battalion
it 31% of a US infantry battalion. The MACV model indicated that the
greatest Improvement in RVNAF capability would be achieved by increasing
organic firer-wer. The RVNAF modernization program is designed to do
precisely this.

US-RVNAF Performance in All Actions

Tuole 1 shows that RVNAF relative effectiveness per 1000 men rose from
an average of 43% of US effectiveness in 1967 to 54% during 1968. The number

I. August 1967, February 1968, and September 1968 SEA Analysis Report" - • 2-/ articles on RVNAF status.
J-(1MACEVAL Study No. 2-68, "Capability Study of US and ARVN Infantry

Battalions" (C).
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of enemy killed by US forces doubled in 1968 while those killed by RVNAF
increased x 2.6 tvnes the 1967 averages. RV;AF performed best in the Ist
and 3rd quarters and poorly In re 4'th quarter. Thi. may indicatc that
much of the RVNAF's improvement in 1963 was due to the hig:h tempo of enerny
activity in all but the 4th quarter.

US-RVI'AF Performance in Battalion Size and Lar er 0Oerations

An analysis of US ahd ARVN battalion performance in large operations
supports the relative effectiveness figures derived from the total strength
calculations alove. Table 2 shows a 1967 figure of 47% effectiveness for
"regular Vietnamese battalions which is zomparable to the 43% in Table 1.
RVNAF reporting of VC/NVA combat deaths in battalion size and larger opera-

tions is incomplat.- for the first quarter of 1968, so we cannot calculate
the relative effectiveness of Vietnamese battalions for all of 1968. The

SP ,total for the other three quarters is consistent with that for the overall

forces, although the ARVN battalions performed better than the total RVNAF
forces during the 4th quarter.

Table 3 shows trends in large unit operations initiated by US and
Vietnamese forces:

1. ARVN Lerations decreased from an average of 11 battalion days
pcr operation in 1967 to 6 battalion days in 1968. On the other hand,
US operations increased from an average 54 battalion days per operation in
1967 tc 124 in 1968. In 1968, the number of ARVN operations increased 115%
but battalion days of operation only increased 13%.

2. ARVN operational days oi contact increased 58% in 1968 while US
days of contact increased only 18%. Thus, US days of contact are only 50%
more than ARVN in 1968 versus double them in 1967. 3/

3. ARrN captured 138% more enemy weapons in 1968 than in 1967, while
US forces captured 167% more.

We prev:ously reported that RVNAF performance in II and III Corpsý4
falls behild its performance in the other two corps. Table 4 shows that
RVNAF performance picked up sharply in III CTZ during the first half of 1968,
due to the Tet and May offensives, but reverted to lower levels in the 3rd
and 4th quarters. The number of VC/NVA killed by ARVN in II CTZ remained
low throughout the period.

Small Unit Actions

The enemy KIA rate in RVNAF small unit actions dropped from a quarterly
average of 2416 in 1967 to 905 in 1968 (Table 5). RVNAF ceased to kill the

3/ Conduct of only one operation Toan Thang (Resolved to Win) in III CTZ
has led to US under-reporting of this indicator.

4/ See "RVNAF Starus - CY 67," in the February 1968 SEA Analysis Report,
p. 20.
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.enemy in small unit actions at a rate comparable to US forces in 1968. The
reasons for the precipitous drop in RVNAF small unit performance are unknown,
and the data bear some further investigation.

Other Measures

Table 6 presents other data which were cited iri the past to show
improvements in RVNAF. it shows:

1. A 21% increase in the net desertion rate for 1968, 12.7 desertions
per month per 1000 men versus a 10.5 rate in 1967. The 3rd and 4th quarter
averages of 15 are the highest since the redefinition and crack-down on

desertions in mid-1966.

2. A 5o increase in the number of RVN. iissing in action from 580 per
quarter in 1967 to 608 in 1968. However, Tet accounted for the increase and
the trend during 1968 was downward; the 3rd and 4th quarters were lower than
any quarter in 1966 or 1967.

3. The RVNAF lost only half as many weapons in 1968 as in 1966-67. The
3rd and 4th quarter 1968 losses were the lowest in the 1966-68 period.

Conclusions

We have consistently found that RVNAF effectiveness, measured in enemy
KIA per 1000 RVNAF, Is better than 40% of the US forces effectiveness in
killing the enemy. In 1968, ARVN battalions5/ killed about 50% as many VC as
did US battalions. This is consistently better than we would expect on the
"basis of the MACV 31% capability rating.

Table 7 shows that the 1968 improvement in ARVN battalion effectiveness
in large unit operations (and the maneuver battalions added in 1968) is
equivalent to adding 13 US Army maneuver battalions. Measured another way,
the RVNAF expansion and better performance in 1968 are equivalent to the
enemy KIA results which 166,000 more Americans would contribute. In terms
of US troop equivalents, RVNAF has contributed 74% of the strength increaseand 63% of the battalion increase in allied forces during 1968.

The incr se in RVNAF effectiveness, the improvement in ARVN large unit
operations, d increasing ARVN operational days of contact and decreased
loss of weapons are all encouraging. Nevertheless, the reported decline
in enemy KIA in small unit operations and the high RVNAF net desertion rate
continue to require attention.

5/ Adjusted for strength differences from US battalions.
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VC/NVA KILLE PE MOLŽ,D FRIE'MLY STRENGTH a/

1967 1;68

Qtr Qtr 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Avg _ A';g Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr

•. RVNAF
VC/NVA Killed ~/7461 19L,24 34366 16319 17586 9424
Avg Strength (000) c/ 615 756 657 741 806 821
VC/hNVA Killed per 1000 Str 12 27 52 22 22 ii

Us
Ve/NVA Killed _/ 12384 24135 37094 24825 18748 15874
Avg Strength (000) C_/ 445 525 500 526 537 535
VC/NVA Killed per 1000 Str 28 47 74 47 35 30

Effectiveness of RVNAF
Compared to US 43 54 70 47 63 37

Source: JCS GUAVA computer file. Based on OPREP 5.
1967 data are VC/NVA killed in friendly offensive actions.

Source: JCS GUAVA (GU2OR).
Source: OSD (C) SEA Statistical S-=ary, Table 2.
JCS GUAVA, Special Retrieval, US large and .small unit operations.

S
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TABLE 2

VC/NWA KILLED L- BATTALION SIZED ADU LARGM-ý OPERATIoNS
(By AR'V.• and US Maneuver Battalion Equivalents)

"1967 1968S • qtr Qtr lst•. '2nd 3rd 4th

.Avg Avg Qtr Qtr Qtr ,-tr

Enerny KIA by ARN b_/ 5045 9509 11932 9835 6762
Avg Maneuver Bn

(A djusted) c 98 102 99 101 103 105
WKI4laneuver Vn. 51 93 118 95 64

Enemy KIA by US d/ 10018 19890 27989 28529 17274 13868
Avg Maneuver Bn :_1 93 120 113 120 120 120
YI-A/Maneuver Bn 108 166 248 238 145 117

Effectiveness of ARVN
Compared to US (%) 47 56f-/ 50 66 55

i • Source: JCS GUAVA computer file.
S" Source: JCS GUAVA (GUl8R).

Source: OASD(SA) SEA deployment program summary, Table• .
Average present for duty str~ength of ARVN bn is .6 the strength of US Army
bn. Conversely USMC maneuver bn is 1.33 larger than US Army bn. Figures
shown are adjusted accordingly.

•/ Source: JCS GUAVA special retrieval, US large and small unit operations.
e Source: kARVN results not reported completely in GUAVA. There is a known

under reporting of total enemy KIA of 50% for the quarter in the portion
of the file from which we derived these figures.

S/ Calculated as 2nd, 3rd and 4th quarter avg. only.
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TRENDS ITI LA_. t..,T Op'ERATIONS a/
(.ee'ly A':erages)

1967' 1 1968
Wk1.y W,.ly Ist 2nd 3rd 4th

{'Avg , Avg Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr

Number of Operations
ARVN 61 131 72 127 161 162
us 10 9.3 12 10 8 7

"Bn Days of Operation
ARVN64 72 56 56 84 93
US 540 1157 823 1155 1177 1473

Bn Days Per Operation
ARVN l 6 8 4 5 6
US 54 124 69 .16 150 162

Operational Days of Contact c/ .8
ARVN h 8 76 52 71 93 87
US 97 11 * 23 118 121 92

VC/NVA KIA

By ARVN 388 740 65711 918 820 564
By US 771 1730 2153 2194 1418 1156

Kill Ratio (En/Fr)
ARVN 6.2 6.7 6. 7b-/ 6.0 6.4 7.6
US 6.8 lO.O 10.3 8.8 9.6 11.2

VC/NVA KIA Per Day of Contact
ARVN 8.1 10.2 12.6 12.9 8.8 6.5
Us 7.9 15.1 17.5 18.6 11.7 12.6

VC/NVA Weapons Losses

To ARVN 127 302 268 359 308 273
To US 256 68L 553 U67 560 456

.3 Source: JOS GUAVA file, based on OPREP-5.
•J Includes an estimated figure for b-S deaths in Search and Destroy Program

operations in III CTZ in October 1%67.
c/ A contact is an action which results in the application of firepower

either VC or friendly forces. An operationas day of contact for a large
operation is credited for each 21 hc-z'r period in which contact during
operation has been made.

"_ _/ The ARVN figure for the 1st -tr is turi.erreported by as much as 50%p.
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TABLE 4

IARGE UN4IT OPERATIO1NS IN 1968 a/~(Weekly Average)

I II III IV
Corps Corps Corps Corps Countrywide

Operational Days of Contact
ARVN

lst Qtr 10 6 13 23 52
2nd Qtr 11 4 18 37 70
3rd Qtr 15 8 "!'. 50 92
4th Qtr 18 7 17 50 92

us
Ii 1st Qtr 49 20 43 11 123

""& 2nd Qtr 71 22 llb/ 14 118
3rd Qtr 72 29 j 13 122
4th Qtr 48 24 8bj 12 92

VC/PMA KIA
ARVN

lst Qtr 176 68 211 202 657
2nd Qtr 330 22 282 284 918
3rd Qtr 320 98 84 317 819
4th Qtr 209 36 65 254 564

lst Qtr 986 299 760 108 2153
S2nd Qtr 1226 155 717 96 2194

3rd Qtr 819 67 459 73 1418
4th Qtr 464 53 489 150 1156

Kill Ratio (En/Fr)
ARVN

lst Qtr 8.6 6.6 6.7 5.7 6.7
2nd Qtr 7.3 2.1 6.6 5.1 6.0
3rd Qtr 7.0. 5.5 4.6 6.9 6.4
4th Qtr 9.9 8.5 D.8 5.1 7.6

us

lst Qtr 9.6 12.1 10.7 9.3 10.3
2nd Qtr 7.8 6.8 11.7 9.9 8.8

3rd Qtr 11.C 4.2 8.9 14.1 1.
4th Qtr 12.9 6.7 9.4 21.0 6.2

VC/NVA KI ,Per Day of Contact
S~ARVN ,

°ls"-t Qtr 17.4 12.4 15.8 8.7 1,.6 .6
2nid Qtr 28.8 5.3 15.9 7.6 13.0
3rd qtr 21.3 3-1.2 4.5 6.4 8.9

•,,i4th Qtr 15.3 5.1 3.9 5.1 6.1

-ist Qtr 20.3 14.8 17.5 10.0 17.5
2nd Qtr 17.2 7.1 64.7 7.1 18.7
3rd Qtr 11.4 2.3 60.5 5.8 1.6
4th Qtr 9.6 2.2 60.5 12.9 12.5
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LARGE U.NIT 0o_-_I01oS IN 1968 a/
(Wee -y L '-erage)

(Cnt 'd)

I II III IV
SCorps Crs Corps Corps Countrywide

Weapons Captured

ist Qtr 55 27 83 103 268
S2nd Qtr 83 6 115 155 359

3rd Qtr 100 35 39 132 306
4th Qtr 79 13 77 104 273

ist Qtr 178 68 284 23 553
2nd Qtr 745 101 298 23 1167
3rd Qtr 349 32 169 10 560
4th Qtr 180 20 225 31 456

ya Source: JCS GUAVA (GU18R).
Low because only one operation is reported for US.

TABLZ- 5

SVC/NVA K =L ED IN 5.AIL UNIT ACTIONS

1968
1967 :968 ist 2nd 3rd 4th
Avg .A-g Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr

RVNAF
V-7NVA KIA a/ 2416 905 860 803 841 M16
Avg Strength (000) _/ 615 756 657 741 806 821
VC/NVA KIA per 1000 Str 4 1 1 1 1 1

u V-/NVA MIA a/ 2366 2261 3824 1793 1453 1976Avg Streng~h (000) %/ 455 525 500 526 537 535

VC/NVA KIA per 1000 Str 5 4 8 3 3 4

Source: JCS GUAVA (GU9R) 4

./ Source: OSD(C) SEA Statistical- Z' r, Table 2.
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RVWAY DESrTIO'S , MA AND WEAPON LOST

1966 1967 1968 1966 1967 1968?a Lo 4. jq ýq LQ ?q 3a -A',_• Avg. Avg.

RVNAF S ~ ~ ~ Ag
Desertion Rate/1000-Y 21.1 20.6 13.1 10.8 11.6 10.1 10.2 10.2 7.7 12.9 15.2 14,8 16.16 10.5 12.7

RVI.AFFI• 1206 5o7 627 760 788 402 358 773 1455 491 333 153 775 580 608

Weapons Losuy 2377 1767 1834 2331 2255 2230 1526 2281 1251 1525 975 493 20-7 2073 1063

a/ Source: USMACV. End of month strength. Returned data for RF/PF for period January-August 1967
W not available.

I/ Source: USMACV Weekly Summary and OPREP-5.
C Source: USHCV Weekly ,,i.nary and OPREP-5.

TABLE 7

STENGTH STATE IN US EQUIVALENTS a/
(Troops in 1000s)

31 Dec 67 31 Dec 68 Change % Change

Troops Bns Troops Bas Troops Bns Troops Ens

Us 4 485.6 Uo 536.7 120 51.1 10 10.5 9.1

"RvNAP _/ 276.5 46 442.4 59 165.9 13 60.0 28.3

FW 59.4 26 65.6 28 6.2 2 iO.4 7.7

TOTAL 801.5 182 1044.7 207 223.2 25 27 45.1

ja Basic battalion is US Army battalion, USMC battalions are computed as
1.33 USA battalions based on strengths; RVNAF as .6 USA battalion. FW
battalion equal to USA battalion.

b OASD(C) SEA Statistica. Rwmary, Table 1.
/ Strengths computed on effectiveness data in Tables 1 and 2.
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A--•- RVNA EFFECTIVENESS: AN UPDATE

Swumary

In the first quarter of 1969 total RWYAF forces killed the enemy
at a rate slightly below the 1968 quarterly average. As of March 31,
1969, ARMN battalions have been killing the enemy at a rate 1.4 times
higher than the 1968 average and their effectiveness in relation to US
battalions increased substantially .% as effective as US versus 56% in
1968 and 47% in 196?). Better performance and increased ARP71 strength
is equivalent to getting the enemy KIA output of an additional 32 US
battalions in 1968 and 1969. Stated another way, improved RVNAP per-
formance and increased RVNAJF size have added enemy KIA equivalent to
that produced by 107,00021 Americans during 1968 and 1st quarter 1969.

The Analytical Approach 2/

This updates our earlier approachYI to evaluating RVNAF effectiveness
by comparing Vietnamese operational achievement to that of US forces. We
recognize that this appraisal is incomplete because it relies solely on
measurement of enemy killed and fails to measure performance Of the differ-
ent types of missions assigned to the various forces (e.g., provision of
territorial security, protection of a 'ey installation, etc.). Data presently
available do not allow a more comprehensive analysis.

We also recognize that our method does not relate RVNAF performance to

a standard which we can expect them to attain. Rather, we are comparing
RVNAF performance to US performance and to their capability as estimated
by MACV. Since determining military capability is at best inexact and highly
theoretical, the results ari tenuous.

Capability Estimate 3/

A MACV study-/ has assessed the relative capability of US and ARVN
battalions with respect to the following five functions of land warfare:
Firepoiver, robility, conmmand and control., intelligence., and service support.
MACV measured the capability of US and ARVN organizations in different

4e n vir o n e a c h Vietnm e s e C Td a n d i n th e lt y p e s f e ra tn s rer vn t"-• environments (each Vietnamese CTZ) and in the types of operations relevant

A to each corps. It found that the relative capability of an ARVN battalion
is 31% of a US infantry battalion. The MACV model indicated that the
greatest improvement in RVNAF capability would be achieved by increasing
organic firepower.. The RVNAF modernization program is designed to do
precisely this. (There is some evidence that training and leadership may
be at least as critical as organic firepower in improving RVNAF performance.2/

_/ This figure would be much higher if averaged over the 1968+1969 tie period.
Also, effectiveness of RVWAF in killing the enemy (per 1000 strength) was
diluted by the large RVNAF total strength increase.
See "RVNAF Effectiveness: An I'pdate", SEA Analysis Report, March 1968, p. 1.

SIbid.
MACEVAL Study No. 2-68, "Capability Study of US and ARVN Infantry Bns" (C)

A /See "RF/PF Modernization Vs. Oombat Performance" on p. 21 of March 1969
SEA Analsis Revort and "ARVN/RF/PF Combat Performance & Leadership"
elsewnere in tis report. 73
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US-RVINAF Performance in All Actions

Table 1 shows that RVNAF relative effectiveness per 1000 men rose from
an average of 43% of US effectiveness in 1967 to a high of 57% in 1968 but
declined to 46% in 1st quarter 1969. The number of enemy killed by US forces
doubled in 1968 while those killed by RVNAF increased to 2.6 times the 1967
average. In first quarter 1969 US forces killed the enemy at &bout the same
rate as 1968 quarterly average but AVNAF killed the enemy at only 89% of
their 1968 rate,

TABLE 1

VC!1NVA KILLED PER THOUSAND FRIENLY StRENGTH a/

Qtr Qtr 1st
Avg Avg Qtr

RVNAF
VC/NVA Killed b/ 7461 19424 17273
Avg Strength (000) c/ 615 756 834
VC/NVA Killed per 1000 Str 12 26 21

,1 ! U~VC/NVA Killed 12384 24135 24587
"Avg Strength (000) fJ 445 525 540
VC/NVA Killed per 1000 Str 28 46 46

Effecziveness of RVNAF
Compared to US 43 57 46

Sa Source: JCS GUAVA computer file. Based on OPREP 5.
1967 data are VC/NVA killed in friendly offensive
actions.

/Source: JCS GUAVA (GU2OR).
c Source: OSD (C) SEA Statistical Summary, Table 2.
d JCS GUAVA, Special Retrieval, US large and small uiit

operations.

US RVNAF Performance in Battalion Size and Larger Operations

Larger OMeratic41s. An analysis of US and ARVN battalion performance in
large operations supports the relative effectiveness figures derived from the
total strength calculation above. Table 2 shows a 1967 figure of 47% of US
"effectiveness for regular Vietnamese battalions which is comparable to the

." 143% in Table 1; the 1968 figures were 56% and 57%. However, the figures
showed a large disparity in 1st quarter 1969. ARVN battalion effectiveness
increased to a record 73% of US effectiveness, but in terms of enemy killed
per 1000 friendly strength, RVNAF regressed to 46% of US effectiveness. The
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k"i. .decline was produced by the combination of an 11% decrease in enemy KIA by
RVNAF and a 10% average RVNAF strength increase during 1st quarter 1969.

TABLE 2

VC/NVA KI=LED IN BATTALION SIZED AND LARGER OPT RATIONS a/
(By ARVN and US M&neuver Battalion Equivalei tg7

1967 18 199
Qtr Qtr 18st
Avg Avg Qtr

Enemy KIA by ARVN 5045 9509 13338
Avg Maneuver Bn (Adjusted) c/ 98 102 i08
KIA/Maneuver Bn. 51 93 124

Enemy KIA r US _/ 10018 19890 20491
Avg Maneuver'Bn :c_ 93 120 120KIA/Maneuver Bn 108 166 171

Effectiveness of ARVN
Scnpar d to US 47 56S/ 73

Source: JCS GUAVA computer file.
Source: JOS GUAVA (GU18R).

:c/ Source: OASD(SA) SEA deployirent program summary., Table 1.
Average present for duty strength of ARVN bn is .6 the strength
of US Army bn. Conversely USMC man.-uver bn is 1.33 larger than
US Army bn. Figures shown are adjusted accordingly.

~/source: JCS GUJAVA special retrieval., US large and small unit
operations.

e/ Soiri: ARVN results not reported completely in GUAVA. There
is known under reporting of total enemy KIA of 50% for the
quarter in the rortion of the file from which we derived these
figtures.

_/ Calculated as 2nd, 3rd and 4th quarter avg. only.

Conclusions

We consisbently find that RVNAF effectiveness, measured in terms of enemy
killed per 3:100 RVNAF, is better than 40% nf US forces effectiveness, in ist
quarter 1969, ARVN battalions killed over one half as many enemy as did LS
battalions. This is better than ve expected on the basis of the MACV 31%
capability rating.

""•le 3 shows that from December 31, 1967 to March 31, 1969, improve-C- ment in AP'"" battalion efrectiveness in large unit operations (and increases
in strenoth) is equivalent to adding 32 US Army maneaver battalions. Measured

3 CONFIDENTIAL
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another way, the RVNAF expansion and better performance are equivalent to
enemy KIA results which 107,000 Americans would contribute.

TABLE 3

STRENGTH STATED IN US EQUIVALENTS a/
(Troops in iOOOs)

Change
31 Dec 67 31 Dec 68 31 mar 69 Dec67mar 69

Troop• Bns Troops Bns Troops Bns Troops Bns

us_/ 485.6 lO 536.7 120 540.0 12o 54.4 --
*RVTAF c/ 276.5 46 430.9 57 383.6 78 107.1 32
Fw 59.4 26 65.6 28 6-116 28 -- --

a_ Basic battalion in US Army battalion; USMC battalions are computed as 1.33
USA battalions based on strengths; RVNAF as .6 USA battalion. FW battalion
equal to USA battalion.

b ASD(C) SEA Statistical Summary, Table 1.
•/ Strengths computed on effectiveness datta in Tables 1 and 2.

The increase in RVNAF effectiveness, and the improvement in ARVN unit
operations are encouraging signs. Our findings of better RVNAF performarce
are substantiated by advisors' ratings as reported by MAC Also, initial
des-rtioa figures show a decline in January and February.-/ We are delighted
with the continuing increased rate of RVNAF :performance.

See article in this issue entitled "US and ARVN Division Performance"

Tcble 3.
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RVYAP PFZXVIS

S . ."wAP has kiZed 22% more enay in 1969 th in the last 9
months ofT9a8, and total, RY•RA effeotiven in tews of enu•my AA per rooo
RVNAP troope iMpoved fIrm 8.6 per month in 1988 to 7.2 in 1969. RVHAF
regular form effeotiveness in team of eny ZA has been about 602 of US
effeativen"o in 1969. In tomwss of enaiiy wea s optur'ed (inotuding
caches) RVXAI regukAr fomoes haite been 931 as effeotive as US force. this
year.

In previous reports we have analyzed RVNAF effectiveness in terms
of enemy killed per 1000 friendly troops, using statistics from the JCS
GUAVA computer file. This file contains the preliminary results of
RVNAF operations. Iinal enemW KIA totals are now keyed to friendly
forces and are reported regularly by MACV in its Monthly Measurement of
Progress report. Some of these figures are available from 1968. This
analysis of RVNAFoeffectiveness is based on the MACV data.

Sof Considerable caution must be exercised in using specific measures
of performance (i.e., enemy killed) to determine total force effectiveness
and capability. The offensive combat mission is only one task of a
military units, particularly in a conflict such as Vietnam. Nevertheless,
there are few output or performance measures available to assess force
effectiveness. It is anticipated that the MACV SEER reports will enable
us to look at a much broader range of force effectiveness measures.
Until these more detailed data, recently received from MACV, are ready
for analysis, we will have to rely on those limited output measures which
can be used to assess the effectiyenaess of RNAF.

Table 1 indicates that RVNAF has killed 22% more enemy in 1969 than
in the last9 months of 1968. Total RVNAF effectiveness in terms of
ene KIA per 1000 RVNAF trocps has also improved -- from 6.6 per month
in 1968 to 7.2 in 1969.

The Regular Forces have increased their monthly rate from 8 enemy
KIA per 1000 Regulars to 10.5 in 1969. Woever, RF/PF performance in
these t•rms has declined from 4.8 to 3.6X• Moreover, the monthly average
of enem KIA decreased in 1969, and remained at the new lower levels
during the 1st and 2nd quarters. However, given t:.e nature of the
RF/PF mission, which is to be primarily a se'..urity force rather than a
combat fbrce, KIA figures may not be a very good indicator of RF/PF
effectiveness.

%1 This official Measurements of Prcress data shows far fewer enemy KIA
by .F PF than does the unofficial Territorial Forces Evaluation System

d~S dtepwhere in this ig;ua ,ttRFPF Efiettiees, zý. 1323)
we are aaerptte Q to resolve tbe L..erences etween the twi systems.
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VC/NVA KILLED PE THOUSA•) FRIENDLY STRENGTH

(Monthly Average)

1968-Y 96
US

-VC/NA Killed 7.16 8961 9926
F- Avg Str (000) c/ 525 540 54o

VC/fiVA Killed Per 1000 Str 13.6 16.6 18.4

RVNAF
Reg-lar Forces d/

VC/NVA Killed 3423 4483 4800
Avg Str (000) c/ 427 432 451
VC/NVA Killed Per 1000 Str 8.0 2..4 10.6

SRF/PF

VC/WVA Killed 1573 1475 1451
Av• Str (000) c_/ • 329 W02 416
V TINVA Killed Per 1000 Str 4.8 3.7 3.5

Total RVNAF e/
VC/NVA Killed 4996 5958 6251
Avg Str (000) -/ 756 834 867
VC/WA Killed Per 1000 Str 6.6 7.1 7.2

a MACV Measurement of Progress Reports.
E Only includes 9 months; Data not available for Jan, Feb and Mar.
:/ 0SD(C) SEA Statistical Suiny, Table 2.

Arxy, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force.
:e Includes Regular Forces, Regional and Popular Forces.

Although RYN force effectiveness in killing the enewy has improved
since 1968, Table I also shows that the rate of improvement was not as
rapid as U.S. fobre improvement in terms of enar killed per friendly
thousand troops or total ene• killed. Thus RVNAF effectiveness in

killing the enemy relative to US forceLe decreased in 1969. Table 2
indicates that total RVNAF effectiveness relative to U.S. forces was
149% in 1968 but dropped in the 1st and 2nd quarters of 19069 to 43% and
then 39%. Regular force effectiveness was 59% of U.S. effectiveness
in the last 9 months of 1968, rose to 63% in early 1969, and dropped
back to 58% in the 2ad quater. RF/PF effectiveness relative to U.S.

" "-,...,, forces declined f 361%i 1968 to 19% by 2nd ouarter 1969.
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RVW. VS . Us FORCE ,F,, CTIVNES

(Monthly Average)

S1968 1969

US 6
-VC/XVA Killed Per 1000 Str 13-6 16.6 18.4

RVN&F
Regular Forces

. VC/IrVA Killed Per 1000 Str 8.0 10.4 10.6
Effectiveness Regular Fcs to US 59 63 58

RF/PF
VC/NVA Killed Per 1000 Str 4.8 3.7 3,5
Effectiveness of RF/PF to US .36 22 19

Total RVNAP
VC/NVA Killed Per 1000 Str 6.6 7.1 7.2

* Effectiveness RVNAP to US (4) 49 43 39

The decreases in RVNAF force effectiveness relative to U.S. forces
* are paFtly attributable to: (;) -a 35ncriase in RVNA' strergth

firou_1968 to:6 ~ I() ~p emhasis op.

targeting U.S6 units In 1969 Y1; 'and (3),& e-bilutio-n 'of Politi.cal
and military factors (such'as different missions) which influenced the

0.ý- RVNAF force effectiveness.

In sumary, RVNAF Regular Forces made steady but slow progress
since 1968. It is clear from Table 2 that the regular forces were
more eff-ctive in killing the enemy in 1969 than in _

Another measure of force effectiveness is weapons captured (con-
sidered by scme observers to be a more realistic indicator %hen enemy
killed). Y/ Table 3 shows that in 1968 total RVNAF accouni -.c fx 2.6
enemy weapons per 1000 strength; _bide._t.hergular forces acc-.,oed for
3.1 and the RF/PF for 2.0. U.S. forces accounted for 4.i. By second
quarter 1969, total enem weapons captured by RVNAF increased to 3.1,
and the figure for the regular forces (5.1) almost equaled the U.S.
force rate of 5.5. In contrast to the KIA trend for RF/PF, these
forces captured more weapons in 2nd quarter 1969 thmn in the 1st quarter.

S Bee article "EMes Ehfbasis of inflicting U.S. C&sualties" elsewhere
in this issue.

_/ Includes enem weapons captured in caches.
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ENEMY WEAPONS CAPTURED PER rOUSAND FRIENDLY STRENGTH
(Monthly Average)

L96/ tr 2Qtrr

Enemy Weapons Captured 2169 3008 2948
Avg Str (000) c/ 525 540 540
Weapons Captured Per 1000 Str 4.1 '5.6 5.5

RVNAF
Regular Forces

Enemy Weapons Ca tured 1325 2215 2317
Avg Str (0006)' 427 432 451
Weapons Captured Per 1-000 Str 3.1 5.1 5.1

RF/PF
Enemy Weapons Captured 658 639 872
Avg Strength (000) a/ 329 402 416
Weapons Captured Per 1000 Str 2.0 1.6 2.1

Total RVNAF
Enemy Weapons Captured 1983 043189
Avg Str (000) _/ 756 834 867
Weapons Captured Per 1000 Str 2.6 3.4 3.7

af MACV Measurement of Progress Reports. Includes caches.
b' Only includes 6 months, data not available for Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May

and Sep.
_/ OSD(C) SEA Statistical Sumeary, Table 2.

In total mubers of weapons captured, RVKAF figures increased from
a monthly average of 1983 tn 1968 to 3189 by second quarter 1969 ( a
61% increase). The regular force figures increased 75% and the U.S.
forces increased 36%. By 2nd quarter 1969 total RVNAF's monthly average
of weapons captured (3189) exceeded that of U.S. forces (2948).

Table 4 shows that in 1968 ,utlRVNAF was 63% as effective as U.S.
forces in terms of recovering enemy weapons. By the second quarter
1969 their effectiveness increased to 67%. As in the case of enemy
kiled,, regular force effectiveness was higher than total RVMAF. In
1968 it was 76% as effective as U.S.; by second quarter 1969 it had
increased to 93%.

I 80
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TABLE, 4

RVNAF/US FORCE EFFECTIVENESS
(ENV4Y WEAPONS CAPTURED PER THOUSAND FRIE0LY sTn.)

(Mnnthly Average)

1969
3.968 i3-tr 2t

us
-Weapons Captured 4.1 5.6 5.5

RVHAF
Regular Forces

Weapons Captured 3.1 5.1 5.1
Effectiveness to US (%) 75 91 93

PJ'/PF
Weapons Captured 2.0 1.6 2.1

Effectiveness to US (4) 49 29 38
~ Total RVNAF

Weapons Captured 2.6 3.5 3.7
Effectiveness to US (%) 63 63 67

Enexwr killed and weapons captured are compared in Table 5. It shows
that in 1968-1969 the ratio of enemy killed to weapons captured ranged
from 3.0 to 3.4 for U.S. forces and 2.0 to 2.6 for Vietnamese forces.
Stated another way, U.S. forces recovered one weapon for about every
three enemy killed, while-RVN forces recovered one weapon for about
every two enemy killed. If the weapons captured statistics are accurate.,
the RVNAF and the regular forces are performing surprisingly well, and
the trend is in the right direcbion. The low ratio of enemy killed to
weapons captured by the RVNAF tends to discount the possibility that
their data on enemy killed is inflated relative to U.S. figures.

S~81 -
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TAZT12

VC/NVA KILLED ViSUS TO"Z.L WEAP01S A•Y-PIURED

(Monthly Average)

.R68 1262

Us
Enemy Killed 7116 8961 9926
Weapons Captured 2169 3008 2948
Ratio 3.3 3.0 3.4

" "Ak RVNAF
Regular Forces

Enemy Killed 3423 4483 4800
Weapons Captured 1325 2215 2317

r Ratio 2.6 2.0 2.1
RF/PP

Enemy Killed 1573 1475 1451
Weapons Captured 658 639 872
Ratio 2.4 2.3 1.7

Total RVNAF
Enemy Killed 4996 5958 6251
Weapons Captured 11983 2954 3189
Ratio 2.5 2.0 2.0
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ARV/ I1IFANTRY BATTALION ACTIVITIES--FIRST HALF 1969

Sum.artj. ARV71 iniantry battalions contacted smaller e-iemy units in the
seco quarter of 196.I; this supports intelligence reporte that some enemy
units are being broken do-n into smaller units for future operations. This,
plus the loss of 4,0'00 officersINCO's to the RF/PF and other services, may
help explain the lack of increased ARVN effectiveness in the second quarter.
The num-ber of battalions on full-time pacification missions tripled (11 to
33) bet-ween March and June, but the mix of large operation. and small oper-
ations remained abeut the same. About 65% of the I and III Corps battalions
participated in coribined VS/ARV71 operations during the second quarter, and
were 15% more productive, on average, than when they operated by themselves.
About 64% of the ARVI. battalions reported no unit training at all, and
"only about 15 had 14 or more consecutive days of training.

Factors Influ:ncirig ARVN Effectiveness. Last month we found that total
RVNAF effectiveness, in terms of enemy KIA per 1000 friendly troops, improved

z in the first half of 1i49 over 1968, but the improvement tended to level off
in the second quarter.&_ Our preliminary analysis of the ARVN section of the
MACV System for ttie Evaluation of the Effectiveness of RVNAF (SEER) Report and
computer file for 1969 helps to explain these trends in terms of both ARVN
leadership and enemy activities.

MACV reported that during the second quarter of 1969 "the shortage of
officers and staff noncommissioned officers (NCO's) was particularly critical.
During the second quarter over 4000 Junior officers and NCO's were transferred
from ARVN for service in the Air Force, Navy, and Territorial Forces. The
shortage v personnel in many units was a contributing factor in reducing
what had been a steady improvement in unit operational effectiveness."

"in' Another factor in the second quarter has been the smaller size of the enemy

units encountered by ARVN battalions -- mostly battalions and companies during

the first quarter aad platoons during the second. Table 1 shows that small-

scale enemy attacks increased 25% in the second quarter while battalion size

attacks decreased 7ý.. The smaller enemy unit size was also reflected in the

SEER data on ARVN contacts with the enemy: whereas enemy companies and batta-

lions were involved in 67% of the ARVN contacts in the first quarter of 1969,

enemy platoons accouated for 72% of the contacts in the second quarter. These
findings tend to support intelligence reports that some enemy regimen.ts and

battalions are breaking down into smaller units for future operations.

_/ SEA Analysis Repo ¶rtVNAF Effectiveness," pp. 7-12, August 1969.
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ENE:Y AC7IVITY LEV"LS
January - june 1969

1960
lst 2nd
Qtr Qtr C g

Enemy Attacks: a-
Battalion Size 15 14 - 7%
Other 970 1215 +5•

Total 9-•+29 +2 5%

ARVN Contacts withEnemy Units: Y/
Enemy Platoons 320 681 +113%
Enemy Companies 314 195 - 38%
Enemy Battalions 348 75 --7

Total Contacts 9-2 951

Source: OSD/Comptroller, SA Statistical Summary.
b Source: SEER Computer File, reports by ARVN Infantry Battalion Advisors.

• . Allocation of ARVN Effort. The decrease in intensity of contact with the
enemy allowed more ARVN battalions to be assigned to GVN province chiefs forpacification duties. Table 2 shows 1*".-it the battalions working only on paci-

ficationrI increased from 11 during M'ai:h to 33 in June. The battalions
entirely devoted to non-pacification missions (combat or security) fell from
91 to 77. The rest of the 133 ARVN battalions split their time between paci-
fication and nonpacification missions.

TABLE

ARIN INFANTRY BATTAITON ASSIGNMNTS a/

March June

1969 1969

Mission Assignments
Non-Pacification Only b 91 77
Pacification Only bc .1 33
Both Pacification and Non-Pacification b/_/ 28 22
Training, Reserve, Rehabilitation Only 2 1

Total Battalions 132--

Source: SEER Computer File.
* ~ Battalion may have also spent part of the month on training, rehabilita-

tion, or reserve missions.
&c_/ Pacification missions are defined as being performed under t.he operational

control cf the GVN province chief. A few battalions in I Corps which per-
formed pacification-type missions under operational control of military
headquarters are not included in these figures.

o . The battalions may have also spent part of the month on training,
* ~rehabilitation, or reserve missions.
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In both quarters of 1969, the average ARVI infantry battalion spent 21-22

2 <•:days a month on large unit operations (15 offensive, 6-7 defeiisive), and 6
days a month on small unit operations (4 offensive, 2 defensive). Table 3
shows that I Corps battalions were in large unit operetions a few days more
than the average (25-26 days a month), while III Corps battalions were in
small unit operations a few days more than the average (8-10 days a month).
The smaller size of the enemy units encountered in the 2nd quarter apparently
did not affect the size of operation noimally used by ARVN battalions. When
assigned to work for G10 province chiefs on pacification, however, AHVN batta-

lions tended to use smaller, shorter operations.

ALLOCATION OF ARVN INFANTRY
BATTALION EFFORT BY CORPS AREA a/

1969
1st 2nd
Qtr Qtr

I Corps (33 Bns)
Average No. Days Per Month on:

Large Unit Operations 25 26
Small Unit Operations 3 2
Reserve, Training, Rehabilitation 2 2

Total No. Days 30 30

II Corps (28 Bns)
Average No. Days Per Month on:

Large Unit Operations 20 23
Small Unit Operations 8 6
Reserve, Training, Rehabilitation 2 1

Total No. Days 30 30

III Corps (36 Bns)
Average No. Days Per Month on:

Large Unit Operations 21 18
Small Unit Operations 8 10
Reserie, Training, Rehabilitation 1 2

Total No. Days 30 30

IV Corps (36 Bns)
Average No. Days Per Month on:

Large Unit Operations 19 21
Small Unit Operations 7 4
Reserve, Training, Rehabilitation 4 5

"Total No. Days 30 30

RVN (133 Bns)
I Average No. Days Per Month on:

Large Uzit Operations 22 21
Small Unit Operations 6 6
Reserve, Training, Rehabilitation 2 3

Total No. Days 30 30

/ Source:s o SEER computer file. Based on SEER Operational Statistics Report,
Section X, Allocation of Ef'fort.CONFIDENTIAL
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Combined US!ARVN Operations. is iS apparently stressing combined
operations in I and III CTZ as an effective means of training ARVN forces.
During the second quarter 1969, 6L;: c- ARVNI battalions in I CTZ and 69% in
III CTZ spent 2-12 dalys a month on ccz:bined operations with US forces. Table
.4 shows that cver 75% of the battali'ns in the 2nd, 5th, and 25th Divisions,

and 51st Regiment participated in cc--bined operations. However, these units
* spent only 10-23% of their available battalion days of operation in combined

operations with US forces; the coi~ntrywide total waL 7%.
TA3TE 4

ARVN INFANTRY BA'!C.].0.'T PARTICIPATION
IN ~ ~ ~~r SOBND P T W~rH US FORCES

(April-June l96 $T) A
Avg No.

Days Per % of Available

No. of Bns Mo. Per .Bn Dys on:

Partici- Total % Parti- Bn Parti- Combined Unilateral
Division ati ._ Bns cipating cipating Operations o ions
1st Div 1-7 47 l.b 16 io8
2nd Div 10 12 83 4.6 13 87
51st Reg 3 4 75 9.3 23 77

I Corps 21 3 0 i-1

& 22nd Div 1 12 8 .7 b_ 100
23rd Div 4 12 33 6.5 7 93,
142nd Reg 0 4 0 - 0 100

II Corps "5 2 i 5.3 - 9?

5th Div 10 12 83 3.6 10 90
18th Div 4 12 33 2.2 2 98
25th Div 11 12 92 3.2 10

III Corps 5 3 r 3.2 - 93

7th Div 3 12 25 1.4 1 99
9th Div 0 12 0 - 0 100
21st Div 1 12 8 -3 100

IV Corps -i 36 i 1.2 100

RVN 55 133 4i 5.1 7 93'

Sa Source: SEER computer file. Data on combined operations from Operational.
Statistics Report (OSR) Section MX.

uiLess thiin 1%.p

"MACV has stated that "for the ef~fort expe ded enemy KIA results were better
during unlatexa1 than combined omeratiors."l~ However, in terms of enemy 1(IA

-4 per battalton day, Table 5 shows l.hat- ARVN battalions were 15% more productive17;-i r4
17 MACV SEER Report, 2nd quarter 19'69Q p. 26.
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STABL 5

RELATXVE PRODUCTIVITY OF COMBIDD

1UNILATEATL ARVIT INFANTRY COW AT 0?

-nApril-June 
1969

Battalion Days On Enemy KIA On

Combat Operations Combat Operations

* Division Combined Unilateral Total Combined Unilateral Total

"lat. Div 284 978 1262 261 820 1081

2nd Div 138 589 727 319 726 1045

51st Reg 84 n4 198 27 146 173

I corps 11 607 1692 2299

22nd Div 2 496 498 0 207 207

23rd Div 18 244 262 7 76 83

42nd Reg 0 173 173 0 406 406

II Corps 20•13 933 -- T

5th Div 87 311 398 19 54 73

. 18th Div 26 502 528 25 459 484

25th Div 48 270 318 26 169 195

III Corps - 70o 752

7th Div 13 339 352 5 276 281

9th Div 0 464 464 0 2,94 284

21st Div 1 357 358 0 484 484

IV Corps 11-0 5 15 M

RVN 701 4837 5538 689 4107 4796

ou-rce: SEER Computer File. Data on combined operations from OSR Section IX; dI

IV; data on total enemy KIA from OSR Section VII.
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RATIONS a/

V"

Enemy KIA Per Bn % Advantage
Day ((,ombat Operations) of Combined

Combined Unilateral Total Over Unilateral

.92 .84 .86 + 10
S2.31 1.23 1.44 + 88

.32 1.28 .87 - 75W 1.20 1.01 1.05 + 19

0 .42 .42 -100
•39 .31 .32 + 26

2 2.539

.22 .17 .18 + 29
f.96 .91 .92 + 5
, 1.5. .63 .61 -14 (

.38 .81 .80 - 53
- .61 .61 --

0 1.36 1.35 -100

.98 .85 .87 + 15

•a on botal battalion days from OSR Section
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in combined US/ARVN combat operations than in unilateral combat operations.
Table 5 shows that the 2nd Division had the best results from combined opera-
tions (88% better than unilateral operations), followed by the 5th Division
(29% bette.4), 1st Division (l10% better), and 18th Division (5% better). The
25th Division and 51st Regiment had worse results (14% and 75% worse respec-
tively). The remaining divisions had too few days on combined operations for
comparison.

-;: These results are far from conclusive, and other variables besides enemy
KIA may influence results, so we plan to expand our study of combined operations
in future issues.

Battalion Training Assignments. Unit training of ARVN battalions has long
been neglected, and data from SEER shows that so far in 1969, little has been
done to improve it. Only 48 (36%) of the 133 ARVN infantry battalions spent
one or more days during the first half of 1969 assigned solely to training; the
other 85 (64%) may have had intermittent training as a secondary mission while

_ assigned to combat, security, or pacification missions (Table (). Furthermore,
detailed analysis shows that only about 15 battalions were taken out of combat
for 14 or more consecutive days of training.

: • .•TABLE 6

.: ~JanuaryW-,June 1•96

- No. of Days
No. Infantry Training No. Bn Days No. Bn Days

_Battalions _of Total Per Battalion of Training Available

i•85 64 0 0 15,385
: 21 16 1-iO 107 3,801

'.-i 13 9 11-20 206 2,353
9 7 21-30 247 1,629

3 2 31-40 100 543
1 1 41-50 42 1811 1- 51 p-90 90 181

00 z-"792 24,073

Source: SEER Computer File. Based on SEER Operational Statistics Report,
Section IV, Mission Assignments.
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*RVNAF STATUS

fu5! . The RVYAP force expansion has exceeded FY 1969 personnel
strength goals. Additional recruitment, particularly of RF/PF, is under-
zway against expanded FY 1971 goals. RWAF has received 70-90% of the
major equipment items programed for PY 1970, and the Regular Forces have
received all of their 14-16 rifles. RF/PF units had received about 150,000
M-16 rifles by April 1969 and advisors' firepower ratings improved signi-
ficantly as a result. Conmunication equipment, for the PF is stilZ a
major problem. Promotions had filled 615 of the authorized RVNAF Captain-
Colonel billets by the end of July. Desirtion rates have declined in
1969, but •er rin a problem and are unlikely to decline further. Reports
fromn WACV, ob. 'rvers' Icwoments and statistical analysis generally agree
that RVNAF performance in the field is better in .1969 than ever before.

The modernization program now calls for an FY 71 RVIAF force level of
992,800, an increase of 350,000 since December 1967.

RVNAF PERSONNEL STRINGTH INCREASES
(Thousan.Is of Personnel).I Actual Actual

1967 1969 Planned ~
(31lDec) (31 Jul) FY 71P Arime C02.8 394&.6 395.8

Navy 16.o 24.6 33.1 •i.marin•e corps 8.0 9-t.4 13.1

Air Force 16.1 26.9 35.8
Total Rglr3-72.9 455.5 T7

Regional 151.4 252.0 275;6
Popular 14.8.8 186 29

Total RVNAI 643.1 W.
J •Forces y 6635 3

SPhase IT Program.
Midway Proposal.

Total RVW strength rose 39% (6.3,000 to 894,000) between December 1967
and July 1969, and the RVNAF exceeded its planned FY 69 objective of 875,000.
The Regional Forces increased 66% (151,400 to 252,000) during the period, while
the Popular Forces increased 25% (18,800 to 186,4OO).
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In terms of personnel strength, the Vietnamese force expansion

has eyceeded expectations. It was thought that the GVN would
have extreme difficulty reaching the original (FY 69) force goals, but they

have now passed them. As a result they proposed significant further increases at

the Midway conference, particularly in the RF/PF and paramilitary forces. At

present, they are having trouble meeting police goals, but recruitment of RF/PF

forces has apparently been helped by the manpower becoming available as the GVN

expands its presence into contested and VC areas as part of the acc" 'rated

pacification programs.

RVNAF EOUIPMENT MODERNIZATION

Regular Forces. By June 1970 the modernization of the RVNAF ground forces
will be largely complete. At that time 186 maneuver battalions will be equipped
with modern individual and crew served weapons (M-16 rifles and M-60 machine
guns) and their artillery will be brought up to US standards (three 105
howitzer battalions and one 155 howitzer battalion per division). They will
have about 88% as many light artillery and medium artillery pieces as are
possessed by US forces in S1N. By August 1969, RVNAF forces had received the
following percentages of the items programmed for FY 19,0: 87% of their M-16
rifles (Regular Forces had all of theirs), 90% of their mortars and howitzers,
90% of their tanks and armored personnel carriers, 75% of their modern trucks,
and about 70% of their modern radios.

S, Navy of six modern river assault groups, 13 standard river assault
* groups, over 250 patrol craft end 2 destroyer escorts will be largely equippted

by June 1970.
Although four Air Force H-34 helicopter squadrons have recently been con-

verted to UH-1 squadrons, the VNAF modernization program will not be complete

until 1971-72. (This is caused by long lend-time pilot and mechanic.training
requirements.) The modernized VNAF will consist of 40 squadrons including 9
attack and 14 helicopter squadrons. The 9 attack squadrons will be capable
of flying 180 sorties per day, or 2.5 times their current capability.

Territorial Forces (KRF/P). II/PIF equipment improvement concentrates
primarily on weapons, particulary M-16 rifles. RF/PF units in the field
received a total of i145,757 M-16's between June 1968 and April 1969. More

2 have been issued since April but exact numbers are not yet available from the
computer data. The infusion df new rifles resulted in steady improvement in
WF/tF firepower; by June 1969, 84% of tobal RF units and 7-4 of the PF units

were rated by their advisors as equivalhnt to or better than the VC in fire-
power, up from71% of RF and 63% of F1 last December.

Other equipment problems hava improved in 1969. Fewer than 5% of all

IF/PF units now have an inadequate supply of munitions, dompared to 12% in
1968. Communication equipment remains a major problem, particularly for the
PF. Despite substantial improvement, lack of enough radios continues to
hamper operations for 45% of the PF platoons. One-third of RF units are short
of the authorized r'.,, of radios but can still perform their missions.
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RVNLF - LEERSHIP, IMORALE, AND) DESEF.TO:;s

Leadership - Observers reports coz..i..e to cite good leadership as RVNAF's
major deficiency. One key to improving leaiership is an effective promotion
system. Although the RVNAF promoted more cfficers in 1968-1969 than ever before,
only C•, of the authorized Captain-Colonel billets were filled at the end of
July 1969; the lowest proportion. of billets filted was in the rank of Colonel

4 (32% Regular, 7% Regional). US field ccnders continue to report that
Vietnamese officers (especially in the high.er ranks) owe their promotions mov:
to political acumen than battlefield prformance. The difficulties experienced
in trying to remove poor officers fror cc=-a•nd are also cited as a major obstacle
to effective leadership.

Morale - Little has been done over tne past few years to improve the living
conditions of RVNAF personnel and their fezilies. Recent reports indicate that
the military pay raise promised by the GVN; this year will be honored, but
difficulties have arisen in financing it. The promised commodity increases will
not be distributed at this time. The GVq; financial proposals presented at
Midway requested more than one billion dollars in FY 1970 to support pay and
ration increases, increased housing al-cwaces, free food issues, and other
items. The financial proposals were dis.=roved by the US mission because
their cost would be highly inflationary a=1 would tent to perpetuate
GVN dependence on imports.

Desertions - The table shows that the desertion rate has been reduced in
1969, but still remains a critical prob!-e. Men in the ground combat forces

t J are still deserting at 2.5 times the total RVNAF rate. Almost one-third of
their manpower will desert each year at the current rate; this is equivalent
to losing four of the twelve ARVN divisions. Moreover, historical experience
indicates that desertion rates are unlikely; to fall below their present levels.

RVHAF DESERTION RATES(Monthly Averagi. Net Desertions Per 1000 Strength)

1968 1969
S •Jul-Dee 1st Otr2n t

RVNAF 15.0 10.2 11.0

Regular Forces 16.2 11.9 11.8

(Ground Combat Units) 35.8 25.7 26.0

Segional Forces 16.3 10.6 13.4

Popular Forces 10.3. 5.8 5.4

SOURCE: MAC J-14 Selected RWAF Personnel Data.
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RWM1F R-SULTS IN THE FIELD

Repor';s from MACV, observers' comments, and our analysis generally agree
that RVNAF performance in the field is better in 1o969 than ever before. Some
ARIN units, (1st ARWI Division) are considered alr.ost on a par with US units.
On the other hand, some units are still bad and RVNAF leadership and desertion
problems persist.

Regular Forces

In the first six months of 1969, the Regional Forces',qnthly average of
enemy killed increased 35% over the last 9 months of 1968.-tStated 'another
way, in the 1968 period the regular forces accounted for 8.0 enemy killed per
1000 troop strength; in 1.969 the rate increased to 10.5 enemy killed, a gain
of 31%.

The Begular Forces effectiveness in recovering enevy weapons in 1969 in-
creased to a levei almost comparable to US forces. In 1568 3.1 enemy weapons
were recovered per 1000 troop strength; in 1969 the figure is 5.1. (US figures
were 4.1 and 5.5.) The Regular Fbrces accounted for almost'twice as many
enemy weapons captured in 1969 as in 1968. Moreover, the Eegular Forces have
almost quit losing weapons, a marked improvement over 1966 when they reportedly

lost more weapons that they captured from the enemy.

Much of the improvement in the Jbgular .brces is probably somewhat inde-
pendent of the equipnent modernization pV'ogram, which is well along but will
not be complete until June 1970. Thus, the prognosis for the future is good,
especially if the leadership deficiency and deserc1on problems are corrected.

Territorial Forces (RF/RF)

RF/PF operational effort improved in 1969; the monthly average of cpera-
tions increased 77%, contacts were up 60%, n.ght operations reportedly doubled
and night contacts were up 54%. Advisor ratings for unit aggressiveness and
responsiveness to orders also improved. PF units showed less progress than the

i BF.

4 EF/PF combat results improved less than the operational effort. It we
exclude the ist quarter 1968 because of the Tet offensive, enemy killed by RF
increased 19% in 1969 and PF performance increased unly 6%. The enemy/RF
kill ratio increased from 4.1 to 4.4; PF went from 3.2 to 3.4. Enemy weapons
captured per contact with the enemy leveled off after declining during 1968.

Fi_/ First 3 months of 1968 data not available.
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EFFEC2IVEWIESS MEASURES OF AR V IN!FANTRY BATTALIO:;S

')ata from MACV's System for the Evaluation of the Effectiveness of
RVN Armed Forces (SEER) reports show that the output of ARVN infantry
battalions in the first six months of 2969 was up 11% over the same period
in 1968 -- from 1,750 enemy killed per month in the first half of 1968 to
1,950 per month in 1969. Most of the increase was apparently due to
gyantitative external factors, including a 10% increase in the mnber of
battalions, increased suppcrt from US air and artillery, and more emphasis
on combined operations with US forces. The average battalion, on the
other hand, while it did spend more time on offensive operations, did not

g show much qualiitive internal improvement: it increased only marginally
in productivity -- from 14.3 enemy YXTA per month in the first half of 1968

flk to 14.7 per month in 1969 -- and received about the same subjective Opera-
tional Effectiveness ratings from US advisors. MACV reported in its June
1969 report that major personrel and leadership problems remained to be
eolved.

Background. MACV designed and implemented the SEER in January 1968 to
fill a wide gap in our information about the capabilities and improvement
of the Vietnamese Army, Navy, and M'arine Corps. From the Army/Marine Corps
(ARVN/VNMC) section of SEER we now have 18 consecutive months of operational
statistics (commanders' ranks and experience, mission assignments, days on
unilateral and combined operations, and result- , and 6 consecutive quarters

_ of subjective US advisors' ratings (operational effectiveness, leadership,
•. personnel, support, and logistics). The data is available on magnetic tape

for analysis.

The operational statistics frcm SEER, although unofficial, generally agree
with the sections of MACV's official M'eeasurements of Progress and OPREP ground
operations reporting system which report much of the same data in summary form.
The SEER data has the great advantage of showing results by division and batta-
lion, enabling comparison between units with similar environments and ruissions.
The source of the data is US battalion, regiment, and division advisors, who
have access to the daily operating records of the RVNAF unit they adv• se.

The SEER subjective ratings are a substantial improvement over other
systems MACV has used to obtain qualitative information about ARVN/VNMC units
(e.g., the "Satisfactory-ýarginal-Uzsatisfactory" ratings used in 1966-67).
Each quarter US advisors (and their superior officers) answer a comprehensive
list of 157 multiple-choice questions for every ARVN/VNMC battalion, regiment,
and division. Houever, the questions are highly subjective, and require advisors
to apply their own professional ex.erience and understanding of Vietnamese
standards to judge unit performance (Annex A lists the 21 questions which
relate to Operational Effectiveness). The data must be used with considerable
caution, due to several problems outlinei in the analysis to follow.

Operational Statistics. SEER data shows that the overall productivity
of ARVN infantry battalions ia terns of enemy kills rose .1% and overall

_40:__ friendly KIA dropped 15% in the first half of 1969 compared to the same period
in 1968: the number of enemy kil?.ed per month rose from 1,750 in the first
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aalf of 1968 to 1,950 in the first half of 1969 while the number of ARVN
infantrymen killed fell from 635 per month In the first half of 1968 to
540 per month in the first half of 1969 (Table 1), raising the :ill ratio
from 2.8:1 to 3.6:1. These improvements occurred during a period in which
the number of ARVN battalions was increasing 10% (from 119 to 133), the US
was modernizing ARVIN with 1-15's and other equipment, US air and artillery
support was made more readily available, and more ARVN battalions were
emphasizing combined operations.with US units. MACV's official Measurements
of Progress data on enemy killed by RVNAF regul~x forces (inc2uding ARVN
infantry) generally supports the above conclusions about the overall increase

F in ARVN productivity in 1969.

TABLE I

A "VAITRY BA'[?ALA01OS
OPRATIONAL EFFORT ATM RESULTS a/

1968 1969
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd
Qtr b/ tr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr

Effort:
No. of Bns (end of Per.) 122 126 127 131 132 133

• i Days per mo per bn on
Large Unit Opns Not Available 19 23 21 22

Days per mo per bn on
Offensive Assignments 11 10 11 13 19 19

Results:
En. KIA per Mo. 1753 1745 1514 1030 1965 -919
Fr. KIA per Mo. 629 642 436 293 547 531
K!A R.ttio En/Fr 2.8:1 2.7:1 3.5:1 3.5:1 3.6:1 3.6:1

En. Weapons Capt per I-o. 967 700 658 557 759 705
Fr. Weapons Lost per Mo. 170 150 61 40 68 101
Weapons Capt/Lost Ratio 5.7:1 4.7:1 10.8:1 13.9:1 11.2:1 7.0:1

Results per Battalion:En. KIA per Bn per Mo. 14.4 14.1 12.0 7.8 14.9 14.5

Fr. KIA per Bn per Mo. 5.2 5.2 3.4 2.2 4.1 4.0o!
KIA Ratio En/Fr- 2.8:1 2.7:1 3.5:1 3.5:1 3.6:1 3.6:1 :

En. Weapons Capt per Mo. 7.9 5.7 5.2 4.2 5.7 5.3
Fr. Weapons Lost per Mo. 1.4 1.2 .5 .3 .5 .8
Weapons Capt/Lost Ratio 5.7:1 4.7:1 10.8:1 13.9:1 ii.2:1 7.0:i

T; source: MACV's SEER reports, Operational Statistics section. Friendly and
enemy KIA from "KIA by Cause" section of report for 1968 and 1969.

b/ March 1968 data ozly.
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At the saxic time MACV continue` to report problems with personnel,
leadership, and trainLng in ARJIN ba-.-.aons. The SEER data reflects these
internal problm. in that the number of enemy killed per battalion increased
only slightly (14.3 per month in the first half of 1968 to 14.7 per month in
the first half of 1969). Other indicators, such as enemy weapons captured
per battalion, remained about the sao e al 1968 levels. One encouraging sign,
however, is that ARVN battalions nearly doubled the amount of time spent on
offensive assigrnents (froma 10-11 days a month in most of 1968 to 19 days a
month in 1969), possibly as a result of the expanded RF/PF forces taking over
more of the defensive territorial sec-urity missions from ARVN unit3.

Operational Effectiveness Ratings. The SEER records the US advisor's
ratings of ARVN battalions on a 5-best through 1-worst scale for each of 21
subjective questions relating to unit effectiveness (e.g. does the unit attempt
to make contact with the enemy during engagements? and do they employ fire
and movement effectively?). They then compute a rercent score for each anit,
consisting of the total rating poin.-s achieved divided by the total possible
points on all questions answered. Each advisor's superior officer submits
answers to the same questions, and a cocbined average score (advisor plus
superior) is then used for analysis.

During the 18-month period for which we have data, ARVN infantry batta-
lions have shown no significant im-_rc-;eent in advisor's ratings. Between the
first quarter 1968 and the second quarter 1969, the Operational Effectiveness
ratings of 6C battalions improved, W-"ile 58 regressed (Table 2). The overall
average score rose only 1.8 percentage _oints -- from 72.60 in first quarter
of 1968 Zo 74.3% in the second quarter 1969. (Because of the wide range of
battalion scores in both months, there is a 20% probability that the increase
could have occurred by chance alone.)

Table 2 al'3o shows that US advisors upgraded the ratings of JLRVN divisions
somewhat more than the ratings of their component battalions and regiments. This
probably means that ARVN division coanders learned to make better use of the
good units in their divisions, giving less important tasks to the lower-rated
units.

We have not fully analyzed the S=-ER subjective ratings, but there are
several problems w4th this type of data which require that it be used with
caution:

(1) Luring the period for which we have data, battalion advisors have

turned over at least once, and probably twice. Turnover of advisors may dis-
rupt the continuity of ratings, thus mae.ing time-series comparisons less valid.

(2) Wh'n a unit is thrown into heavy combat for the first time there
may be a tendency for US advisors to tiowmgrade that ,mit's ratings. The
regression of rating scores in this case does not necessarily represent a
decrease in effectiveness, but rather a reassessment of previously inflated
ratings. The case of the ARVN 42nd Separate Regiment is a good eample: all
rating: went down in June 1969, imediiately after the u.i.t's engagement at
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TABLE

SEER OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVEIMES RATINGS
ARVIN INFANTRY BATTALIONS, IREGIMENTS, DIVISIOIS

No. 3f Units in Each Rangej~ . attaions30-39 40-4t9 50-59 60-69 70..79 80-89 90-100

I682 6 10 27 36 32 6
26--ol.d units 2 48 28 35 20 2

2Q 69--aJllunits 2 5 9 34~ 37 22 24

Regimetents

2q 69--old units 3 8 8 10 2

2q69--alliunits 3 9 8 U3 2

Divisions
JK3 3 3

2Q 69 3 2 3 2

-A
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Standard
Deviat.on No. Units

""-or the Re- No
Total Mean Mean Improved gressed Change New

19 72.6 1.2
119 74.7 l.2 60 58 1 PI,
133 74.3 1. 2

31 72.9 1. 8
31 74.4 1.9 17 14 0 2
33 74.5 1.8

1~0 73.0 3.4i
0 78.2 3.5 7 3 0 0

ji
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Ben Het and Dak To. Some or all of the decline u-ndoubtedly represents a
reassessment, rather than actual decline in effectiveness.U' (3) Observers in the field have reported that major improvements
have occurred in many ARVN units since July 1. SEER subjective ratings for
the third quarter of 1969 will not be available until at least December 1.

(4) Many improvements in RVNAF will not be immediately apparent in the
SEER subjective ratings, or even the SEER quantitative statistics. For
instance, MICV is conducting many combined operations with ARVN units as a
means of providing training and experience. ARVN performance is only about
15% higher in combined operations than in unilateral operations according to
SEER data, but the long-run benefits are probably more important than immediate
results.

I
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I17'EX A

M4ACV OPERATIo*:AJ EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS
21 Conipone--, Questions from SEER

Rating
No. Question. Points

A. In your judgment, roughly what proportion
of the offensive combat operations did the
unit fight aggressively once in contact?

A. all 5
B. 3/4 4

2. In offensive comibat operations, the unit
sought to make contact with the enemy:

A. always5
B. usually It
C. sometimes 3
D. seldom 2

E.never 1
~*F. cannot judge

G. not applicabl~e

3. In offensive combat operat-ions, the unit
* sought to evade contact with the enemy:

A. never5
Eý seldom 4
C. sometimes 3
D. usually 2
E. always 1
F. cannot judge
G. not applicable

4. In your opinion, if~ the unit fully employed
available resources and intelligence during
the reporting period and permission was
given, contacts with the enemy could have
been:

A. made no more frequently than
they were 5

B. increased by about 1/3 4
C. increased by about 2/3 3
D. dQubled 2
E. mor., than doubled 1
P. cannot judge n

'G. not applicable
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Rating
uO. Question Points

5. By VIN standards the unit has demonstrated
that it performs Search & Destroy operetions:

A. well 5
B. acceptably 3
J. po,-.rly 1
D. not applicable

S6. By VII standards, the unit has demonstrated
that it performs Security operaticns (other
than stpport of Revolutionary Development):

!,• A. well 5
B. acceptably 3
C. poorly 1

D. not applicable

7. By VN standards, the unit has demonstrated
"that it performs Security opere.tions (in

"support of Revolutionary Development):

A. well 5
B. acceptably 3

; , C. poorly 1
"D. not applicable

8. By US standards, the troops employ fire
j ~and movement (actions designed to keep

the enemy under fire while approaching
his positions):

A. well 5
B.. aicceptably 3
C. poorly 1
D. dannot Judge
E. not applicable..

S9. By US standards the ubit.employs fire
and maneuver (actions designed to hold
an enemy by fire while the unit maneuvers
to attack a flank):

A. well 5
B. acceptably 3
C. poorly 1
D. cannot Judge
E. not applicable

SFV OFF!CIAL USE ONLY I01
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Rating
No___. _uestio Points

10. The unit conducts defensive operations:

t A. well 5
B. acceptably 3
C. poorly 1
D. cannot judge
E. not applicable

11. The unit conducts psywar:

A. well 5
B. acceptably 3
C. poorly 1
D. cannot judge
E. not applicable

12. The unit employs crew-served weapons:

A. well 5
B. acceptably 3
C. poorly I
D. cannot judge
E. not applicable

13. The unit conducts ambushes:

A. well 5"
B. acceptably 3
C. poorly 1
D. cannot judge
E. not applicable K

14. By US standards, the unit takes action:

A. quickly5
B. with acceptable speed. 3
C. slowly 1
D. cannot judge
E. not applicable

15. The unit can sustain operations:

A. five days or longer 5
B. up to five days 4
C, two days or less 3
D. overnight only 2
E. cannot judge
'F. not applicable V • L US O.LY
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Rating
No. Question Points

16. The unit's efforts to collect intelligence

A. effective 5
B. marginal 3
C. ineffective 1
D. camnot judge
E. not applicable

17. The unit reacted appropriately to intelligence
received:

A. in almost all cases 5
B. in roughly 2/3 of the cases 4

C. in roughly 1/3 of the cases 2
D. in almost none of the cases 1
E. cannot judge
F. not applicable

18. Unit effectiveness in establishing and
maintaining the requisite community
attitude for successful pacification is*:

V A. adequate 5
B. inadequate 1
C. not applicable

19.> Considering terrain and other factors,
the commander having operational control
of the armored unit employs the 'full fire
power of armor (including APCs):

A. generally 5
B. occasionally 3
C. rarely 1
D. not observed
E. not applicable

20. Considering terrain, the commander having
operr .ional control of the armored unit
employs the full mobility of armor:

*A. generally 5
B. occasiona•ly 3
C. rarely 1
D. not observed
"E. not applicable

105
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FRI Rating

No.estion 
Points

2 ' he staf f is caPable of Dai-anniflg and con-
du1. n opraions necesse~rY for the timely
duempihnel of the mission(s) of the unit'

A. effectively 
53

~1B. fairl~y effectively3
C. ineffectively
D. cannot judge

E.not applicable

\ Ig
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NOTES ON AR V.. INFANtTRY BATTALIONS: CORRECTION AND UPDATE.S

S a4, Corrected KIA figures show, that the enemy YJA by ARVN infantry
battaTionsin the first nine months of 1969 decreased 33% from the comparable
period of 19e8, possibly because the enemy was not engaging AR)V units as
frequently or in an Zarge strengths in 1969. In the third quarter of 1969,
U.S. advisors upgraded their overall assessments of AR'/ infantry battalions
from 74-75% to 785--the first time the average battalion has s;own noticeable
improvement since the SEEP reporting system began in January 1968. There
appears to be slight improvement in the aggressiveness ratings, but about 30 of
the 133 ARVN infantry battalions consistently have Zow scores on this factor.

Correction. cnonsistent with our policy of openly correcting past mis-
takes, we would like to point out that the KIA data used in our October
article, "Effectiveness Measures of ARVN Infantry Battalions" was in error.Y
This holds for both friendly KIA and enemy KIA for 1968; the 1969 KIA figures
were correct. Table 1 corrects and updates the data in the previous article.

TABLE

ARVN INFANTRY BATTALIONS
OPEPATIONAL EFFORT AND RESULTS

1968 19U69
1st 2nd 3rd- 4th 1st 2nd 3rd
I Etr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr

Effort:
No of Bns (End of Per) 122 126 127 131 132 133 133
Days Per Mo Per Bn on

Large Unit Opns N/A N/A 19 23 21 22 20
Days Per Mo Per Bn on

Off Assignment 11 10 11 13 19 19 N/A

Results:
En KIA per Mo 3665 2446 1946 -196 1965 1919. 1532
Fr KIA per Mo 695 662 450 303 . 547 531 366
I-KIA Ratio En/Fr 5.3:1 3.7:1 4.3:1 3.9:1 3.6:1 3.6:1 4.2:1

En Weapons Capt per Mo 967 70o 658 557 759 705 585.
A Fr Weapons Lost per Mo 170 150 61 4o 68 101 32

Weapons Capt/Lost
Ratio 5.7:1 4.7:1 10.8:1 13.9:1 U.2:1 7.O:± 18.3:1

Results Per Bn:
"En KIA per Bn Per Mo 30.0 19.4 15.3 9.1 14.9 14.4 11.5
Fr KIA per Bn Per Mo 5.7 5.3 3.5 223 1.1 4.0 2.86

:a7 Source: SEER.

fectiveness Measures of ARVN Infantry Battalions," SEA Analysis

Report, October 1969, pp., 17-18. ... 105
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Breakinkg the data down even f-:her *:e fin'd 'hat only 28 battalions fell
into Group II in both periods. Finally, zhe SFER repDort for third quarter 1969
reports that 32 battalions are n--4 :ery a-zre:zsive when in contact with the enemy.
These findings suggest once more t~a- 7nire is a group of about 28-3'0 battalions
with consistently low ratings on agrs' -ss. Twenty of them are found in
5 of the 10 ARVN divisions as fsll:: tsh (6bns), 5th (5), 23rd (3), 25th
(3), 7th (3). None of tne battalionz were from the ARVIir 1st Division or 51st
Regiment.

TAKELL

PR OGRE SS Ii 7 3z ES IVENEMS S

No. of Quarters No. of Battalions

0 66 76

1 35 32
7.2 17 16

3 9 -9
Subtotal 61 57

Total 127 133

Enemy KIA VS ARVN Effectiveness Rati.igs

In the past; ARVN effectiveness was usually measured by looking at the
level of enemy KIA, and we assumed T_'here would be a strong relationship between
U.S. advisor~s' combat effectiveness rasings and the level of enemy KIA by a
unit. However, a preliminary regressiorn analysis of the infantry battalions
of the ARVN First Division indicates teeis no relationship betwýeen effective-
ness ratings and enemyj KIA by the un~its.

On the other hand, the analysisc ii,. point up a-fairly good relationship
between the overall -effectivenezzs rati-zz and the leadership ratings given
to the ARVN infantry battalions by t-heir U.S. advisors. This, of course,
would be expected, and indicates the ad*visors' share General Ridgway's belief
that a military unit's effectivene-ss d-edsprmilonteqatyfis
officers and noncommissioned officers:! .piaiyopteqaiyo t

lJSee "How the K~rean Army zmrZe,"~ A Analysis Report, October 1969, p. I44
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Comparing data for the first three quarters of 1968 with data for the
same period in 1969 shows that the overall productivity of ARVN infantry
battalions in terms of enemy KIA did not rise, but fell 33%. Friendly KIA
fell only 2%, thus' dropping the kill ratio from 4.3:1 in 1968 to 3.8:1 in

1969. Enemy and iriendly KIA per battalion per month also showed comparable,
declines.

The drop in enemy and friendly combat deaths was accompanied by declines
in enemy activity, and the Post Tet 1969 attacks were much less severe than
the Tet offensive in 1968. Total enemy attacks declined 13% between the
two periods, with battalion sized attacks down 77%. "his suggests that
the enemy may not have been engaging ARVN battalions as often or in as large units
as he did in 1968, ana this could help'tb explain the decline in ARVN performance.

SEER Operational Effectiveness Ratings

In the October SEA Analysis Report we indicated that during the 18 month
period from January 1965 through June 1969, ARVN infantry battalions had shown
no significant improvement in their subjective ratings on operational effective-
ness. The third quarter 1969 SEER Report shows that some progress has now
been made, however. The mean operational effectiveness rating for ARVN
battalions was 77.6 for third quarter 1969, up from the 74.3 rating for the
second quarter. Moreover, the new data shows that rat*ings of 85 battalions
increased while only 46 battalions decreased. In the past, the number of
units increasing has usually been offset by an equal number of units receiving
lower scores. Thus, the new latest data indicates a break with the past.
Table 2 shows the effectiveness ratings.

I
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'S;i 0 (PE~N" E VE~IvEN;ESS RATINGS
ARUINFAVTRY BAA~:s*R~l2T DIVISIONS

No. Units
O*Je PL, No
Ra.tin; Impr:oved lleg&ressed Change yew

Battalions

V2Q 69..-old units PL.7 60 C8 1 12Q6-alunits 2::z 0j3Q 69--all units 77.0 85 45 2 0
~~~nts72.S

2Q 69--old units 7K 1 1402
2Q 6 9--all units 7
3Q 6 9--all units 77.5 21 12 0 0

Divisions
iq 68.73

2Q 69 V-.2 7 3 00

3a 369 7ý. 5 4 1 0

No. of~ Units in Each Scoring Range
30-3 _Lý-ý: 12-59 60-69 7-9 g-q90-10 Total

Battalions
Q682 6 10 27 36 32 6 119

2Q 69-- old units 2 4 8 28 35 20 22 119
2(Z69-- all units 2 5 9 34 37 22 24 133
3Q 69-- al!. urits 1 5 1, 13 35 35 30 133

Regiments10 93

2Q 69--old units 3 8 3 10 2 3
2Q 69--allunits 3 9 8 U1 2 33
3Q 69--ali.units 2 7 9 11 4 33

Divisions
1 3 3 3 102Q 69 3 2 3 2 10

3Q 69 2 3 l 10

:a7 SoUrce: SEER £Epports.

Aggressiveness of ARVN Infantry BLT~talions

In an attempt to investigate Th.e question of ARVN improvement more fully,
we have looked in detail at one tequestions used in arriving at the
operational effectiveness ratings. -his is a question on the aggressiveness of
AIMN battalions in contact with the enerW and is one on vhich advisor turnover

should have little or no effect. Tha- ;.uestion is:
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In your juigMent, roughly in what proportion of the offensixve ccmbat
operations did the utnit fight aggressively once in contact?

Group I A. all
B. 3/L

Group II C. 1/2
D. 1/4
E. .None

To simplify the analysis we have lumped~ all battalions rated A or B in a
given quarter in~o "Group I." All other battalions fall into "Group II."
Therefore, Group !I contains be~ttalions who ful~ght aggressively less than 1/2
the time when in contact. Table 3 shows the number of quarters a given
battalion had Group II ratings during the six quarters from January 1968
through June 19069.

The data indicates that 27 battalions spentthree or more quarters in
Group II. This implies a fairly small, hard-core group of ARVN battalions
which consistently receive low aggressivenss ratings. These 27 'jattalions
represent only 2r), of the total number of battalions but they were given over
50% of all of the Grc-,xp !I ratings.

TABLE 3

AGGRESSI1VENESS OF' ARVN INFANTRY UNITS

No. of' Quarters
Spent in GrouD II No. of' Battalions

0 47
1 37
2 22

Subtotal 19

3 18
4 8

5 3
6 0

Subtotal 27

71otal

Table 4~ gives us an indi-cation of ARVIN progress on the aggressiveness
rating over time. In .fanuary-Septeniber 1968, 61 batalions were rated in Group
II for at least on~e quarter. In October 1968-June 1969, 57 battalions fell into
Group 1I at one time or another. Also,, nine more battalions received Group I
ratings during the secon~d period. Thus the data in~dicate some improvement.
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ARVN/VNMC PROBLEM AREA PROGRESS REPORT

Sumrmary.. ARVN/VA'MC maneuver battalions are understrength, with 87% of the
autho z ersonnel actuaZly assigned and about 65% present for duty. Thenumber of ARVN battalions co.nended by captains (instead of Lt. Cole.) rose
from 72 to ?8 (59%) in the third quarter. About 20% of the U.S. advisors
report that the intelligence and oneration staffs of their ARt71 divisiong
or regiments are ineffective. Som.e irnrovement in training is evident, but
the problem remains severe. 4bout 28% of the advisors who assessed ARVN dependent
housing stated it wan worse than the quarters provided for the Chieu Hoi program.

jAn increasing proportion of APVN/VP!C XTA are caused by enemy mines and booby
Itraps (from 22% oa the total FJA at the end of 1968 to 35% in the 3rd quarter

1,40 1969),

Other articles in this issue address the activities and performance ofj*RVNAF maneuver battalions (A•.•/VNq..c). In t.his paper we review MACV's 3rd
Quarter 1969 progress reports on several key RVNAF problem areas.

Maneuver battalion strength. R'2ZAF regular force strength increased 4%during the third quarter (from 101% of authorized in June, to 105% in September),
but ARVN/VNMC maneuver battalions remained understrength. Their assigned.
strength rose from 84% of authorized in oYune to 87% in September. MACV
states that the total shortage is the equivalent of 30 infantry battalions.

In addition to the shcrtage of assigned personnel in battalions, delays13n..replacements and other problems have reduced the number of personnel actually
present for operations to only about 65% of that authorized. MACV currently is'vorking: to solve the fol. owing problems directly related to maneuver battalion
strength:

(a) Desertions - 11d'V has established a desertion control committee to
assist U.S. advisors in doing something about "the lack of productive action
on the part of ARVN at all levels to apprehend and return deserters to duty"
which MACV noted in June. The JGS has decided not to extend the desertion
amnesty period,! from 15 to 30 days, and has rece--ntly organized desertion con-
trol committees; the effect of these actions is to maintain strong penalties
for desertions and encourage deserter apprehension efforts. Desertions stillconstituted the major drain on kuRVN fighting strength in the 3rd quarter 1969.

(b) Strength accounting - MACV has recommended that the JGS rtudy the
feasibility of adopting a daily strength summary report, and an emergency
personnel requisitioning system.

(c) Replacements - in June, MACV advisors noted that "replacements for
all major units have slowed to a level of approximately one fourth the January
1969 rate; the problem is particularly acute in the ARVN 2nd Division where
combat losses exceed personnel arrivals." During the third quarter, the JGSraised mobilization requirements by 10,000 per mornth in July and August, and"created a Permanent Strength Procurement Board in an attempt to reduce recruit-
ing, desertion, and replacement problems.

f1 MACV SEER Report, 3rd quarter 1960.
2/ The period during which a soldier may be absent without leave without being

classed as a deserter. For U.S. soldiers, the "amnesty period" is 30 days.
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Leadership. MACV reports that the leadership problem is chronic and not
Samenable to rapid solution. One major effort centers on identifying and pr')-.

moting qualified leaders. However, despite an increase of 2,653 senior officers
between December 1968 n'nd October 1969, Regular Forces still have only 63%
of their authorized senior officers assigned; rapid force expansion simply
outpaced officer strength increases in early 1969. The supplemental August
promotion board actions have had little effect in raising the percentage of
assigned senior officers so far.

The Regular Forces have about 122% of authorized junior spaces filled,
so the problem is not so much to increase junior officer strength as to
improve their quality. MACV reported that a major effort is being made to
"increase and improve junior officer leadership courses.

MACV also stated that the problem of an overall shortage of qualified
and experienced offic s exists throughout ARVN combat divisions. We know
from a previous studyJ that leaders in the ARVN infantry division seem to be
least favored in terms of promotion. Between July and September the number
of battalions with captains as commanders (instead of Lt. Colonels or even
Majors) increased from 72 to 78 (59%), indicating the problem is getting worse.

Ineffectiveness within division and regimental staffs. About 21% of the
U.S. advisors in a position to judge division anI regimental G2/$2 staff

0 elements stated that they were operating ineffectively; 19% evaluated the
^3/S3 staff elements as ineffective. The percentage of advisors rating the
G3/S3 element as ineffective is decreasing, while the percentage of advisors
rating the G2/$2 element as ineffective is increasing. Definite trends have
not yet been established.

Training. There appears to be some improvement in comvand emphasis on
training and in the effectiveness of RVAF training in the 3rd quarter 1969.
The ninmber of battalion days spent by infantry battalions in training doubled
in the third quarter compared to the first quarter (380 to 786). Training
now accounts for 6.5% of the total battalion days available.

The 7GS training doctrine currently requires that ARVN maneuver battalions
receive four weeks (30 days) of refresher training in one of the national
training centers every three years. This amounts to 11 battalions per quarter
to cover the 133 Infantry battalions. For the first three quarters in 1969
ARVN has averaged 93 battalions per quarter or 81% "of the goal. Whether this
goal can be achieved in a period when ARVN operational commitments increase
"as U.S. troops redeploy remains to be seen. Even if the goal is achieved, the
adequacy of one period of refresher training every three years is questionable
expecially considering the turnover in personnel from desertion rates. A
minimum of one period of refreshecr training every year might be more effective.

The advisors rated 51% of the training to increase combat skills as
effective. The figures for first and second quarter were 48% and 44ý0 respectively.
Thus, progress is evident, but 49% of the training to improve combat skills is
still rated ineffectivG or marginal.

1_f RVNAF Leauership, SEA Analysis Pport, October 1969.
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F.. The advisors rated the le':el z:z=r.any grade officer training as below
average in 33% of the cases compared: •5 in the secondquarter. The level
of NCO training was rated as below average in 48% of the cases down from 55%

ME in the second quarter.

Logistics. MACV states that prz:-;es are being solved rapidly, but some
items, such as water trailers and hea'vy engineer equipment, remain irn short
supply. Adequate helicopter support for large .a=i RVNAF airmobile operations
is not avwailable. The dependent housing self-help program still lacks con-'I struction material. Approximately 28 percent of the advisors who were in a
position to assess ARVN dependent housing stated that is was worse than that pro-
vided to theChieu Hoi program. Stock shortages still reduce the effectiveness
of the commissary system.

•Casualties Due to Mines and Booby Traps. The proportion of total AMVN/VNMC
KIA due to mines and booby traps has risen steadily over the last four quarters.
In the fourth quarter of 1968 about one-ftif' of the total RVNAF KIA was caused
by mines and booby traps; by third quarter 1969, the figure had risen to more
than one-third of total KIA. The rise in the relative importance of RVNAF
deaths by mines and booby traps probably results fro: a combination of the
following type of factors:

(a) ARVN/VNMC units may be spendirg more time on combat operations in V'C
and contested areas, thus exposing themselves to mines and booby traps more
frequently.

(b) ARVN!/VNC leadership and r=raining may not be emphasizing the known,
routine procedures for avoiding deaths by mines and booby traps.

"(c) The enemy is no longer targeting ARVi/VNMc forces, except indirectly.
This is seen in the absolute and relati-'e declines in deaths by causes other
"than mhines and booby traps.

To put th, figures on ARVN/V 40C "P. Into better perspective, Table I shows
a compar.ison of KIA figures f..r both the U.S. Army arid the ARVN/VNMC forces
over the last four quarters. In general, the data indicates that although
mines and booby trapu do cause a large proportion of the deaths in the U.S.
Army, the relative importance of this type of KIA is much greater for the
ARVN/VNMC forces and is becoming more important every quarter.

"C-A
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TABLE 1

1968 1969
!X4th Qtr 1st Qtr 2nd qtr 3rd Qtr

KIA J.263ý/ 2003 2051. 1362
ARVWN/NC -2&cB T. 278 51636 477

MO l~cT 22 27 31 35
mI 1374+ 2146 230210P

U.S. Army MO&T 239 276 311 166
MOV&T 17412.9 13.5 1.

1/Ony 2 m~nths.
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RVNAF PERFRMANCE--A CORPS AND COUNTRYWIDE ASSESSMENT

tS, Swmnarw. RVNAF combat effectiveness indicators in 1969 show declining
pezformw,.ce for ARVN/YV4C regular force battalions and a generally improved
performoance by territorial forces, particularly the RF. The regular forces,
up 11% in number of battalions c. o~mitted since January 1968, are down about
209 ".n operations conducted, ener.y KYA, enemy/friendly KYA ratio and enemy
weapons captured. In contrast, RF rifle comTpanies were increased by 61%
during the same period, conducted 401" more operations per company, and
excluding the Tet 1968 period from the comparison, recorded 1?% more enemy
KIA in 1969. The number of PF platoons increased more than 25%, conducted
722 more operations per platoon and improved their enemy/friendly ratios for
both KIA and individual weapons.

SThese indicators, however, tell only part of the story. Enemy activity
has a heavy impact on combat st.Ltistics coul many of the "declines" in RVIAF
performance can be traced to the reduced intensity of enemy activity in 1969.
The large increase in RF/PF forces and operations conducted have probably made
a significant contribution to the w~earked progress in pacification. They have
not, however, succeeded in cutting down VC incidents of terror. Population
c7neity caoulations suggest that more RF/PF units should be recruited in I
Corps and IV Corps.

RVNAP performance varies widely among the four corps areas. I Corps
units seem to be less active but are the most effective in combat. II Corps
RF/PF units are by far the worst performers in combat and in IV Corps the good
RF/PF perfor.,ance offsets poor combat performance by the regular battalions.
III Corps units are about average in pez'formance but seem to be the most active.

The objective of this analysis is to examine 1he performance and !mpact
of RVNAF regular and Iterritorial ground .ombat forces in the aggregate. In
conducting the analysis, we considered RV:.AF input measures such as number of
units cob-mitted and operations cconduCted, and the interaction among these
factors which yields enemy activity patterns as delaonstrated by attacks andincidents; general output measures su2' as TES security scores, and specific
RVNAF result-- such as enemy KIA and we'apons captured. The time period examined
was from the~lst quarter of 1968 thrsugn the 3rd quarter of 1969:

The analysis draws on the newly ac~quired 1ACV System for Evaluating the
Effectiveness of RVAF (SEER) data and the Territorial Forces Evaluation System
(TFEW). It is designed to set the stage for future province level articles on
the impact of U.S. redeployments and Vietnamization, We feel that localized
analysis is more likely to show these effects, but that province level stud.e4
are more meaningful. if considered in the context of their corps and the country
as a whole.
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RVNAW Unit~s Committed1. Table I shows the commitmert of' ARVN/VIM4C P.&I
T"erriLorial Forces (RF/PF)7 maneuver units from the January 1968 through
September 1969. A. f.:C battalions increase, 11% during the perior, mostly
ir 21968. The nun;ber of' RF rifle companies and PF platoons increased 61%
and 27%~ respectively. 1-1sst of' the RF unit increase was ga-1ned during 1969,
while increases in PF units were about equally dividO& between 1968 and 19690.

TABLE1

IIUMBER OF RVNAF U1ITS
(Monthly Average) 9

I ~~~ARVN/NM Maneuver Bns ~Ž Qr 3t

I CTZ 34 3) 38 39 39 39 39
II CTZ 2 8 2 134 3

IVCZ4 - 43 _4 47 48__ 4

RF Rifle CoTpanies
I CTZ 124 14o 1.51 152 165 184 21.4
II CTZ 247 269 282 29? 311 337 357
III CTZ 220 237 252 26$- 297 33*1 366
IV CIS. 334~~ 39* - 3284 392 428 471 526

RVIN 9C7 95r- U69 1105 12CJ T3__ T163

PF' Platoons
I CTZ 710 724 737 751 763 768 883
II CIZ, l68 1119 1140 1168 1191 1197 1271
III CTZ 1 45 795 829 845 86c) 871 963

I6V 1747 189792 1976 1996 2207
_VD95TT -V375 4555 _71-490 793-2 -5-324

Source: SEAPIRS and TFES Com±puter Files.

EThe distribu~tion of units by Corps area changed little during the expansion,

first in the number nf RF/PF units.
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TABLE7

ALLOCATION 0'- Lrn'I::s =! CORPS AREA

ARIM/W1I4C R:-' R if 1e PF
CORPS Battalions Cz~anies Platoons-

1 21 21 1- 15 17 17
11 17 19 27 24 25 2-14

II36 34 2ý4 25 18 18
IV 26 26 ~ 5 36 4o 41

00 10100 100 100 100

Table 3 gives a different picture -,f RF/PF force distribution. IMeas-red
in terms of units per 10,000 rural popula-.ion, II and III Corps have 60% to
90% more RF coverage and about 255, more F?- coverage than the other two Corps.
This suggests an imbe.lance of forces, whiich should be taken into account in
determining the distribution of futuare forc~e increases or RVNPLF force structure
changes; the population to be protected should be a prominent factor in such
decisions. For example, IV Corps ranks second in regular units, third in
density of territorial forces, and last in number of U.S. units committted. It

has also been the least secure, according to the Hamlet Evaluation System.

(Units per 10,000 Rural Population)
(MonhlyA-zrg)

1968 1969
= 2nd rd 14th =st 2nd 3rd
SOr tr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr

RF Rifle Companies
T CTZ 0.5 0.6 -'.7 0.7 0.8 0.0r 1.0
II CTZ 1.3 1.,i5 1.5 1. 7 16
III C¶l2r 1.3 1.14 -1-4 1.5 1.7 1.9 1.9

IV CTZ o.6 0.7 0 -C- 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1

RVN 0.8 0.9 10 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

PF Platoons
I CTZ. 3.1 3.3 3.-3 3.5 2.7 3.5 14.0
II CTZ 5.7 6.0 -.c 6.1 6.0 5.9 5.9
ill CIZ 4.4 14.8 -5 14.9 4.9 14.8 5.1

.. 4IV CTZ 3. 4 33.-5 -.7 3.9 4.0 4.1 14.6

RVII 3.9 4.1 4. 3 14.5 14.4 14.8

Source: TFES antd HA14DA Computer Files
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,RVIAF Ooerations-.- Table It indicates that:

1. Except for I Corps, the average ARVI/VNMIC battalion is conducting
about 201 fewer large operations in 1969 than it did last year. Small unit
act lons (platoon or larger) by these forces have also declined below 196C
levels after a first quarter 1969 upsurge.

2. In contrast, the average RF company ajid PF platoon has increased

to new- levels of small unit operations some 40-," to 70% above those in 1968.
Substantial gains by both forces were reporv.d in all four corps areas.

The increased number of operations by territorial force units in :.969 is
even more significant if we add the effects of the force expansion. For ex-
ample, the 3rd quarter 1969 countrywide average is 30 operations per PF
platoon per month for 5324 platoons; or almost 160,000 operations. A year
earlier the average was 20 operations per month for each of 4555 platoons, or
91,000 operations. Thus, total PF operations increased 76%. This improvement
may help account for the dramatic rise in HES scores during 1969.

l/ The criteria for ARVN/yVM4C large and small unit operations changed slightly
between 1968 and 1969, with the heaviest impact on small unit operations
(SuO) data. In 1969 the category knon as "SUO less than platoon size" was
eliminated. We, therefore, deleted that category for the 1968 data dis-
played. The 1968 and 1969 data is thus internally consistent, but strict
comparisons between the two years may not be completely accurate. RF/PF
criteria for small unit actions remained constant and include all small
unit actions by a fire team or larger.

CA,
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(X.:onthly A':eraze Per Unit)

1968 1969
1961tý/ 2nd 3rd 4th ]st 2nd 3rd

1968- =1,0 tr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr r Qtr
Operations by ,ARVN/ VCIM

Large Unit Opns (LUO)•I CTZ 5 5 6 5 5 5 4 3 9II CTZ 7 4 10 7 5 4 5 4 4
III CTZ 11 9 11 9 10 14 10 9 9IV CTZ 15 12 15 14 15 14 13 13 11
RVN 10 13 9 9 10 9 8 8

Small Unit Opns (SUO)
(Pit size & larger)

T CTZ 49 17 '$2 57 39" 36 15 10 26
II CTZ 40 30 54 46 47 14 61 9 21
III CTZ 45 L- 45 42 50 45 87 82 75
IV CTZ 35 3- 28 29 41 43 55 21 15
RVNI 43 42 45 37 58 37 39

Operations by RF/PF Units
(SUO by fire team or larger)

RF Rifle Companies I
"I CTZ 42 55 127 30 48 64 65 50 -51
II CTZ 43 6- 133 36 49 55 60 62 69
III CTZ 59 8: 45 53 64 74 84 82 1ooIV CTZ 4 5 31 44 51 56 61 57 55
RVH '4 T'"53 6147 67 63 69

PFB Platoons
I CTZ 20 -3 8 21 22 28 36 32 31
II CTZ 18 31 13 15 19 26 30 30 34
III CTZ 16 2-c 10 13 19 22 27 30 30
IVCTZ 30 12 16 21 26 31 33 27
RVN 168 . ll 16 20 25 31 ý2 30

Source: AMFES/SER and TFES Ccmputer ?iles.
-a/ Excluding ARVN/VNMC operations data for Jan and Feb 68 in I CTZ; for all other

Corm areas Jan data only is excluaed.
./ First three quarters only.

-A / Excluding reserve, training, and rehabilitation.
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RVUAF Results. Table 5 indicates that the large reported increase in
RV1AF effort did not produce equivalent results, at least in terms of enemy
combat deaths. Compared to 1968 as a whole, results were down in 1969 for
all forces in all Corps, except for RF units in III and IV Corps. However,
if we eliminate 1st quarter 1968 (Tet offensive) from the comparison, we find
that RF units are killing 175 more enemy this year, with PF results about the

Ssame, and ARVI/%,-4C results down about 20%--the same amount their large
operations have decreased. Thus, the RF units appear to be picking up more
of the combat burden in 1969, particularly in IV Corps where enemry KIA by RF has
increased 3h4.

TABLE 5

ENEMY KIA 73Y RVNAF
(Monthly Average)

19b1 1969
1,*i 1/6W lQtr 2Qtr 3Qtr 4Qtr lQtr 2Qtr 3Qtr

ARVN/Vi�MC Bns (Per Bn)
I CTZ 37 24 41 47 4o 19 31 25 16
II CTZ 14 12 25 11 17 3 12 21 4
III Cnc 16 11 22 27 7 7 11 12 9
IV CTZ 28 13 60 22 17 13 15 12 11
RVN 23 15 36 27 18 10 17 17 10

RF Rifle Companies (Monthly Totals)
I CTZ ' 422 421 598 245 452 393 512 392 360
II CTZ 549 171 1515 310 188 183 196 147 171
III CTZ 311 326 315 369 330 230 304 407 266
IV CTZ 762 962 909 757 662 720 966 895 1025
RWN 204h 1880 3337 .1681 1632 1526 1978 1841 182?

PF Platoons (Monthly Totals)
-I C7Z 523 473 496 433 582 583 565 42o 433
II CTZ 139 83 287 85 119 64 91 86 73
III CTZ 131 Ill 202 133 113 76 118 132 83
IV CTZ 583 551 822 602 464 444 619 578 455
RVII 376 1218 1807 1253 1278 1167 1393 1216 1044

SSource: ANFES/SEER and TFES Computer Files.
A For ARHV/V11MC battalions, ist quarter data excludes Jan and Feb for I Corps

units, and Jan data orly for remaining areas.
i/ Ist three quarters only.
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Tble 6 indicates that the e..e-:yf-in1ly kill ratio for ARTTVJ/,mC
battalions hvs declined 19% in 1969; n-e .F ratio iropped 9%. H!o•ever,the PF ratio rose 3M%, for a signif:. "- re-, The kill ratios for
-all forces are highest in i Corps fsr ":th years.

TA~3E 6

EME!4Y,/R%:N.! -MA R10I

19 68 1969

i968! 1969./ !-tr1-/2Qtr 3Qtr 4Qtr lQtr 2Qtr 3Qtr

ARVU/VWWC Bns 1I CTZ 7.9 6.2 9.3 7.7 8.5 6.6 6.9 5.4 6.1
II CTZ "4.8 14. .6 3.1 6.0 5.6 4.7 6.0 2.1
III CTZ 4.1 3.9 3.8 h.9 2.7 4.C 3.7 3.9 h4.
IV CTZ 5.2 3.2 6.7 4.2 5.3 4.0 3.4 2.9 3.3
RVH 5.4 4*. 5.7 5.2 5.6 4.8 .4.6 4.4 4.1

W RF Rifle Cos.
•, • I CTZ 5.9 5.7 7.6 4.i 1.5 8.1 5.7 6.2 5.2
II CTZ 4.9 1.9 8.9 2.2 2.4 3.4 2.2 .. 8 1.9
III C TZ 3.3 3.6 2.5 3.0 5.3 3.5 3.3 4.3 3.3
IV CTZ 4.5 5.0 3.8 4.9 4.5 5.4 5.4 4.9 4.8
RVIT -7 - 5.14 3.5 14.2 5.0 4.4 4.14-IT7

PF Platoons
I C'TZ 5.3 5.8 3.6 14.6 6.3 8.5 5.2 6.0 6.7
II CTZ 1.6 1.3 2.1 i.i 1.6 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.5
III CTZ 1.5 2.5 1.3 1.5 1.9 2.2 2.3 3.0 2.2
I! CTZ 2.1 3.t 1.8 3.1 2.5 3.1 3.4 3.3 3.6
SRVN 2.7 3.5 2.0 2.7 3.1 3.9 3.4 3,1 3.

Source: AWfrES/SEER and TFES Computer ?-iles
a/ For ARVH/VNMC Bettalions,lst quart-er .ata excluies Jan and Feb for I Corps

and Jan data only for remaining areaS.
"_b•/ ist three quarters only.

Table 7 indicates that ARVMr/V•.'C battalions in all Corps '.re capturing ii1%
fewer weapons in 1969. However, they irproved their ratio of enenW KIA to weapons
captured from 3 KIA to 1 weapon in 19i63 o 2.5 to 1 in 1969. The RF have cap- A
tured 7% more weapons due: to a sharp increase in III Corps. The PF captured fenier
weapons in 1969, with the largest droz in I Corps. Once again, the PT appear to be •showing the most improvement, this tile in III Corps ; IV Corps recorded the
greatest RF improvement in terms of end-y conmbat deaths.
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TABI, 7

ENTMY fWEAPONS CAPTURED BY RVWTAF
(Monthly Average)1t8d 1969

196__ _ 1969' 1t 2Qtr 3Qtr 4Qtr lQtr 20tr 3Qtr

AWRVNM'•C Bns (Per Bn)
I CTZ 30 9 11 10 12 8 9 10 7
II CTZ 3 2 6 3 4 1 2 3 1
III CTZ 7 6 8 11 5 3 8 5 4
IV CTZ 7 5 14 7 4 5 8 4 3
RVN 7 3i 9 6 4 7 6 4

RF Rifle Cos (Total All Cos)
I CTZ 147 130 207 131 137 113 121 143 126
II CTZ 93 74 159 91 73 48 66 73 83
III CTZ 174 250 142 193 180 181 220 296 233
IV CTZ 275 280 242 247 316 293 262 277 300
RVH 689 734 750 662 706 635 669 789 742

"PF Platoons (Total All Plts.)
I CTZ 219 157 195 211 276 192 168 131 171
II CTZ 51 38 103 28 48 25 42 43. 32
III CTZ 86 83 85 98 99 61 91 91 68
IV CTZ 181 147 267 183 150 125 146 171 124
RVN 537 425 650 520 573 403 447 434 395

Siurce: AMFES/SEER and TFES Computer Files.
a/ For ARNN/V114C battalions, 1st quarter data excludes Jan and Feb for I Corps

units, and Jan data only for remaining areas.
1st three quarters only.

Table 8 indicates that the ARVN/VNMC battalions captured 10 enemy weapons
for every one they lost in both 1968 and 1969; the RF improved their performance
by 67%. The PF improvement of 200% is extremely good. In all 3 cases II Corps
is the worst performer by far; I Corps is generally the best.

A
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UP T3LE

RATIO OF EiEMY .... ::. CAP..
TO FRILDLY .... LOST

5 t3 1969
1../ 2nd 3rd 4th 1st- 2nd 3rd

"1968,. 196 -- r Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Otr Qtr

AP.VIiV3NMC Bns
"I CTZ 19 24 9 11 35 54 23 17 78
II CTZ4 4 4 2 5 41 6 1
III cTZ 13 14 8 16 15 13 20 11 13"IV CTZ 7 12 7 5 14 9 13 8 18

RVN 10 10 7 8 15 16 16 5 20

RF Rifle Cos
I CTZ 4 19 3 8 3 9 5 5 9
II CTZ 1 3 1 1 1 2 3 2 3
III CTZ 3 6 1 3 83 9 10 4 8
IV CTZ 4 5 2 5 7 5 5 5 4
RVN 3 5 1 3 4 5 5

PF Platoons
ICTZ2 5 1 8 7 7 3 5 9
II CTZ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

( IIICTZ 1 6 1 3 4 9 7 5 7
IV CTZ 1 3 0.2 1 2 2 2 3 3
RVN 1 3 0.4 2 3 3 2 314

Source: AMFES/SEER and TFES Computer Files.
a/ For ARVN/VNMC Battalions, 1st quarter data excludes Jan and Feb for I Corps

units, and Jan data only for remaining areas.
b/ 1st three quarters only.

Overall Assessment

If we confined our RVNAF effectiveness evaluation to enemy KIA and weapons
captured, we would be compelled to conclude that RWVAF performance, except for
the 1*', has not improved much during 1969. However these factors are only part
of th,: story. The intensity of enemy activity has declined sharply in 1969,
"compared to the same period in 1968; enemy battalion sized attacks are down 751,
for example. This means that RVXA? forces would have had fewer targets and been

•oA placed in defensive situations (in which they probably fight best) less often.
"In short, the "decline" in RVNAF performance is probably best explained by the
drop in enemy activities.

Finally, the large increases in R7i/rF forces and the effort they expended
have probably had a significant impact on pacification progress. At the end
of march 19 6,9, 60% of the SVN population lived in relatively secure circumstances,

( CONFIDENTIAL 2,S. . 122
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the figure is now over 9r,, partly due to the expansion of GVN presence into
the countryside via US and A_•VN strike forces, followed up by heavy recruiting
for RF/PF in the areas being cleared. However the RF/PF have not succeeded
in cutting dowm VC terror incidents; the number of casualty producing terror
incidents per 10,000 population has remained constant.

Corps Comparisons

Based on Tables 1 through 8, plus HES and terror data not shown in this
i paper, we have attempted in Table 9 to characterize and compare the four Corps

areas in terms of RVNAF input and results in 1969.

The overall impressions conveyed by Table 9 are as follows:

-- RVNAF units in I Corps are less numerous and less active, but are the
most effective in combat.

-- Territorial Forces (PF/PF) in II Corps are reasonably active, but are
poor performers in combat.

-- In III Corps, regular and regional forces are the most active but are only
average performers in combat.

q -- Territorial Forces in IV Corps are very effective but regular forces
have a poor combat performance record.

-- The relationship between HES security scores and RVNAF performance seems
to be some function, as yet obscure, of unit density, operations conducted and
owmbat performance. There is no clear relationship between HES security scores
and protection of the populace from terror at +,he corps level.

ý44
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TABLE I

RANKING OF TIM C.,ý .R&EAS

- c'E fort ResultsEnem Unts Terror

Units Onerations Con- . Enemy •nsHES Sec-

T CC)mmitted ducted per unit .- capturc5 urity Score Prot.-ction

I CTZ 33

A.EVN/ 1MMC 3 4-13
4 4 3

PF 4 1 i

IICTZ 24
A-iRW/VNI4C 4 3 2 4

RF 3 2 L 4

"III CTZ 1-2
ARVf4/W/ C 1 1 2
RF 2 1 3 2
PF 3 4 3

IV CT1-2, AR\P/VM4C 2 2 3
RF 1 3 2 i
PF 1 3 2 2

:a / Lowest terror rate per 10,000 populetior, rar.ed first, etc.

14 D
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"ARVN-U3 COMBINED OPEPATIOVS

S . The percentage of ARt-W battalions participating in combined
operadtio, has decreased in 1969 and so has the percentage of bataLin dayn
spent on combined operations. On the whole, limited statistical data on
.,neay KIA indicate that ARM effectiveness has not increased over a period
of time as a reeul.t of participating in combined operations. ARVM does 45%-
75% better during a combined operation than it does operating alone, in tzmfa
of enemy )CA per battalion day and kill ratios.

Table I shows that the percentage of ARVN infantry battalions partici-
pating in combined operations has been declining since the third quarter of
1968, except for a very small increase in the third quarter of 1969. Fourth
quarter figures are not yet available; but the continuing redeployment of US
combat units suggests that the percentage is unlikely to rise.

TABLE 1

PERCENTAGE OF ARYN BATTAUOIJS.PARTICIPATING IN
SCOMBINED OPERATIONS a7

1968
2nd 3rd 4th ist 2nd 3rd
Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr m Qtr

Percent of Battalions on
Combined Operations 30.6 40.6 38.6 30.0 23.0 24.6

Pa Figures are the average of monthly •percentages.
Source: SEER Computer File. Data on combined operations from OSR S•:ction IV.

Table 2 shows that the number and percentage of battalion days spent on
combirnid operations has also declined since the 1st quarter 1969, although the
decline is smaller. Table 2 also reflects the impact of American troop with-. drawals from Vietnam. All figures for ARVN divisions in I Corps show a decline
in percentage of battalion days spent on combined operations, with the First
Division showing the biggest decline. With the cotplete withdrawal of US
"troops from YV Corps, combined operations there dropped to zero in the third
quarter of 1969 (they were never very high, probably because of the limited US
presence in IV CTZ). Consistent with other reports, every division in III
Corps increased the amount of time spent on combined operations in the 3rd
quarter, although the increase for the 18th Division is only from 1% in the
first quarter to 4% in the third. The 5th Division spent 25%, and the 25th
Division, 21% of their battalion days on combined operations during the 3rd
quarter.

) i CONFIDENTIAL
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PERCENTAGE OF ARVN BATTAITCJ •.AYS SlaNT ON COMBINED OPERATIONS

1Qtr 2Qtr 3tr Total_

I Corps
1st Div: Bn. Days 398 281; 207 889

4. % of Total 26 18 13 19

2nd Div: Ba. Days 66 138 123 327

%of Total 6 13 11 10

51st Regt: Bn. Days 9 84 16 109Iof Total 3 23 4 10

II Corps
22nd Div: Bn. Days 99 2 101

of Total 9 .2 3

23rd Div: Bn. Days 113 78 18 209
%of Total 11 7 2 7

42nd Regt: Bn. Days 21 13 34
%of Total 6 4 3

III Corps
5th Div: Bn. Days 215 107 274 596

% of Total 20 10 25 18

18th Div: Bn. Days i- 26 47 84
% of Total 1 2 4 3

2.7th Div: Bn. Days 358 108 231 497
4 %of Total 15 10. 21 15

'IV Corps
7th Div: Bn. Days 55 13 68

%of Total 5 1 2

9th Div: Bn. Days 4 4
,of Total .4 .1

21st Div: Bn. Days 40 1 41
% ofTtal. 4 .1 1

CountryEVide
Bn Days .189 841 929 2959
-of Total 10 7 8 8

Source: SEER Computer File. Data on combined• operations from OSR Section IX;)4ata on total battalion days from OSR Section IV.

CONFIDNTIAL
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Tables 3 and 4 show our two readily available measures of ARVN performance,
kill ratio and kills per battalion day. They indicate that ARVN does better on
combined operations than on unilatetal ones, achieving kill ratios about 75%
higher and 45% more kills per battalion day when working with US units. more-
over, Table 5 inmicates that ARVN has a 10% better kill ratio on combined
security-pacificetion operations than it dOL. on combined combat operations.
When operating alone the kill ratios of ARVN units on such operations are well
below those for combat operations.

TAKE 3

KILLS PER BATTALION DAY FOR CCMBINE AND
UNILATERAL OPERATIONS

ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr
-rnilat- Unilat- Unilt.'- Change inS •• Combined eral Combined eral Combined era! Unilateral

I CTZ
lst Div .34 .29 .92 .73 .56 .51 + .22
2nd Div 3.91 1.04 2.31 .94 .78 .96 - .08
51st Regt .22 1.81 .32 .63 .94 .35 -1.46

:2id D'--- iv .88 .24 - .29 -.i8 + .04
63rd Div 58. .19 .9 .17 0 .02 - .0642nd Regt .76 .98 - 1.iO 0 0 - .98

II OTZ
S5th Div .36 .15 .36 .21 .42 .46 + .31

18lth Div 1.00 .36 .96 .50 .04 .38 + .02
25th Div .26 .33 .70 .35 .50 .27 -. 06

• ; IV CTZ
,7th'----iv .69 .52 .38 .36 -. 45 -.07

,•!9th Div 0 44 - .34 - .319 -. 05 ,
",.21st Div .40 .54 0 .68 -. 66 + .12

Countrywide .64 .49 .90 .49 .50 .42- .07

Source: BEER Computer File.
Note: "0" means some operations were run but no kills were obtained.

meana no operations were run. A
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_jajk BAIO 0? Sýý BIE A!,a UITATERAL
OFMEA r._ _0-- ýAR7,! DIYMI n~

1st Qtria __Len Qr3r.Q
Unilt- ni)at- niiat- Chantge in

Combined eral Czr::bined era]. combined era]. Unilateral

I TZt1 6.2 14.3 6 2 5.5 7. 31.0 67

2nd Div 1.1.2 14.! 7.14 '4.14 6.9 5.6 +13.5

51s~t Regt P/O 7.7 3.0 14.0 2.1 14.2 -3.

11 CTZ3. +-
22d~~ 12.6 2.5 -33. 30 +.8

23rdDiv 9.6 14.2 7.0 3.2-1.4 28

142nd llegt 5.3 8.5 - 3.6-0 -8.

Sbi 4.9 1.7 3.9 1.7 14.8 2ý9 p1. 2

18th Div 5.5 3.0 25/3 3.8 +/1 8. 3.

W.25th Div 8.2 3.3 B.04 '3.5 10.6 3.6 +.

IV CTL . .3 -
7th Div 2.2 31.2 5.0 23-23 -.

7th)D IV - .- 2.14 - 4.1 + 1.5

21st Div 1. . . 4.o. +, A.

courtrywide 6.5 3.6 6.5 3.14 6.4i 40 1

Source: - EER Coxiruter File..

Note. "0"f mews~ lio e~ were drlled, but, at least one ARVH was ki31L'Zd.

"-"means no enemy or MUV were ki3led.

TABLE 5

AR17 hAIR BATTALION -KILL PATIOS

1969
1st Xtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr

Cobne prat'lons NA6s6.5
Cmabat N .

security & Pacification a/ 14A 7.1 7.1

All Operations 1. 421.

Combat4. .45
&Pacification a/ 2. 2.1 -3.

Includes security, active pacification, an~d static pacification.

Source. BEER Coquuter File.
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One of the most important questions about US/ARVN combined operatioizs is:
"Does significant participation in pombined opzrationo improve ARVE.'s subsequent

performanc; when it operates 43one? The only data readily available to answer
this question are shoinin Tablcs2, 3 and 4, which show the amount of time each
unit has spent on combined operations (Table 2) and the subsequent results in
terms of enemy KIA per battalion day (Table 3) and the enemy/ARVN kill ratio
(Table 4). Any measure of ARVN effectiveness based solely on enemy KIA has sig-
nificant shortcomings because it does not take into account changes in enemy
tactics and aggressiveness and changes in AREV missions and tactics. Thus, our
findings must be considered with caution, and are in no way conclusive.

In order to see if time spent on combined operations improved subsequent
ARVN performance we ranked the ARVIN units by time spent on combined operations
and the t.wo enemy KIA variables. Our statistical correlation analysis shows
no relationship between tim spent on combined operation. and improved perfor-
mance in killing the enem -.. Moreover, we checked to see if the level of an
ARVK unit's performance (not improvement in performance, as above)-was related

"toh-to the amount of time spent on combined operations. Again we found no rele-
5.1 tionship .?f

X-

ei_ Sp aur'as r_7 for percentage of time spent ou zc•wined operatior.s versus
¶.= % improvement in kills per battalion days is .055. For improvement in kill

ratios it is .01i.
[ / Spearman's r 2 of .006 percentage of time spent on combined operations and

;:ills per bn day; and .095 for kill ratios.

CONFIDENTIAL 12J
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V; IV CORPS- RVNAF PERFOILANCE AND RECEN? ACTIVITIES

Swumnary. Despite the recent enen-. buildup in the Delta, the RVI1AF
conanaers and their US Advisors indicate that the current RV7AF forces in
IV Corps can handle the situation. The additional enemy battalions in and
adjacent to IV Corps are being cauntered uitih 9 n.ore IV Corps battalions
assigned to combat missions than before the uithdrawal of the 9th US Infantry
Division. The release of 11 ARVN battalions *from. pacification duties,
assignment of t.o newly activated ARV7 1 cavalry squadrons, and provision of

X, three more Marine battalions from the JGS reserve account for the increase.

The 9th ARVN Division has become a mobile reaction force, making the
.~ ~*first time in the war that an ARVIV Divi-,sion has operated outside its tradi-

tionally assigned area. The 21st ARIIW Division is doing a good job contain-
ing the new enemy regiment in its area but the 7th Division has generally
failed to respond to its increased responsibilities. The recent replacement
of the division commander is indicative of Vietnamese concern, and the new com-
mmander is reported to have moved aggr'.ssively after assuming command.

* Performance by the Territorial Forces (RF/PF) materially augments the
uneven regular for-je performance and they are, in fact, successfully coping
with a proportionately greater share of the increased enemy activity than are
the ARVH/VNMC battalions. As a result, I4 Corps' pacification program has
continued to progress. In the 44th Special Tactical Zone (STZ), however,
which includes the 3 border provinces, there has been some regression since

1 "• September 1969.

Friendly Forges. There are n:w =:re forces committed to combat in IV
Corps than at any previous time (see Table 1). The RVNAF has compensated
for the withdrawal of the US 9th infar'nry Division's 8 battalions by: (1)

Activat4on of 20 RF rifle companies a:n4 about 350 PF platoons, releasing 11
ARVN battalions from pacification dutie_=, (2) assigning 2 newly activated
cavalry squadrons to IV Corps, and (3) providing an additional 3 battalions
of Vietnamese Marines from the JGS reserve, At the time of the withdrawalannouncement in June 1969, there ;ere 3:-* czmbined US/ARVN/VNMC battalions
assigned to combat operation; at the e~ni of January 1970, IV Corps reported

47 ARVN/VN4C battalions on combat opera-ions, a 20% increase. The addition
bf moge US helicopter assets to the 164.1 Combat Aviation Group during the
same pericd, now allows the US to suppcr-: •,•]AF IV Corps units with 3 Combat
Aviation Battalions and 1 Air Cavalry Squadron.

vE A
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FRIENDLY FORCES - IV CORPS

'a :thly Average
196 19 June 69, Jan 70

Combat Pac OtherjTotal Combat Pac OtherajTotal

Maneuver Battalion-b/

A Us 6 5 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0
ARVI,/,.%.C 44 48 31 12 4 47 47 1 4 52

TOTAL 50 53 39 12 7j -55 7_7 T1 52

Territorial Forcesc/

RF Rifle Cos. -.36o 489 170 282 58 510 178 307 45 530

PF Platoons 1800 2-51 69 1861 69 1999 89 2154 170 2413

SReserve, training, and rehabilitation.

Includes US and ARVN cavalry squadrons.

c/. Data for RFly'PF units available only through Decembher 9.

Enemy Forces. The initial movement of NVA units and f~illr personnel into
IV Corps beginning last surnmer was generally regarded as a long standing enemy
plan to recoup Tet 1968 losses and prevent further GVN encroachment of prime VC
recruiting and supply sources. The enemy buildup in IV Corps (see Table 2)
began with the movement of the 273rd VV Regiment (comprised almost entirely of
NVA personnel) .ihich disappeared from III Corps in April 1969 and was later
discovered moving through the southern portion of the Pelta to the U .inh forest
base area. The NVA 18B Regiment arrived in mid-summer and remained in the
Chau Doc Seven Mountains area just inside the southernmost portion of the IV
Corps - Cambodian border until February 1970.

" CONFIDENTIAL
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IV CORPS E}'.Th',Y 2 OF BATTLE

Dec Ju~ne Dec June Dep,

Batlos67 68 68 69 69
VC M~aneuver Bns 29 32 26 34~ 35
VC Combat Support, Bns 3 2 2 4 -

Sub Total 3-2 3-2-3-1
NVA Maneuver Bns 0 0 0 0 7
NVAk Combat Support Bns 0 0 0 0 0

Sub Total 0 0 0 0 7

Total Bns 32 314 28 :38 45

V'C Combat Strength 20,211 17,6514 17,566Ž! 17,576-2/l52 '
VC Guerrillas 28.100 23 000 214 300 21,700 18,881

Sub Total 48,311 -" ~~39,276 3426
NVA Combat Strength 0 0 0 0 3 420 -e/

Total VC/NVA Strength 48,311 3~~ 3,76 3,2

AM. Solurce: MACV/CICV 0rdar of Battle (collateral).
2/Does not include about 8000 non-co--at administrative service personnel..

1~rb/ Includes 100-300 NVA fillers.
2/ Includes 900-1800 NVA fillers.
d/ Includes 1500-2500 NVA fillers.
e/ Does not include INVA fillers in VC n.~ts.

Recent intelligence reports indic-ate that 3 additional NVA regiments
are now located adjacent to IV C-rps; the l01D.Y. A Regiment across from Chau
Doc Province, and the 88B and an unidentv-if-ed NVA regiment farther north in
the "Parrot's Beak." In February, scme of these regiments reportedly were
beginning t~o move' farther into IV Corps and these latest movements, together
with a large scale logistics buil-lup inz Cambodia, suggest that the enemy may
have expanded his plans to include a ch-allenge to Vietnamization. By

* 1December 1969 RVNAI'in IV Corps faced L2enemy maneuver battalions, a 24%
* - increase over the 34 in June 1.969. By January the number of VC/NVA mnaneuver

battalions had increased still, further ard total strength was slightly above
that for June 1969.

Enemy Activity. Enemy activity da-.& in Table 3 reflects the recent
buildup in IV Corps, particularly in the 144th S7Z. In ala area, t~he monthly

~.erage for the last half of 1969 is Cconsiderably higher than for the same period

lowr tan1968 except for the 44th STZ a~nd the 7th*ARVN Division Tactical Area.
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TABLE 3

IV COR.PS NEM•Y ACTIVITY
(By Division Tactical Area)

2nd Half 2nd Half
1968 i969 1968 1969

Enemy Activity (Monthly Avg)
Amtacks

7th Div 23 19 10 18
9th Div 17 14 6 12
2)- Div 37 2 17 231_ a_/ 11 n6 7 20
-4 Corps Total 73 -7- 7o 73

H/SIT
7th Div l14 15 61 ln8
9th Div 10 68 36 63
21st Di v 184 101 83 94
44th STZ a/ 39 72 27 77

*IV Zorps Total 436 3o-6 352

I_ •ncludes the provinces bordering Cambodia: Chau Doc, Kien Phong and
Kien Tuong.

RVNAF Operations. Reports and comments received in Wasnington from RVNAF
commanders and their US advisors indicate that the forces now in IV Corps can
handle the present enemy buildup. The 9th ARVN Division has begun operating
as a mobile reaction force in the Delta, marking the first time an ARVN divi-
sion has operated in regimental size outside its traditional area of opera-
tions. Beginning in early November, the Qth ARVN Division has successively
operated for about 3 weeks each in areas of the 21st ARV" Division, 7th ARVN I
Division, and the 44th Special Tactical Zone.l/ Colon, Di, commanding the
9th Division, states that he can move a regiment anywne're in the Delta in 4
hours and the entire divisicn in two days.

In contrast, the 7th ARVN.Division by all reports failed to respond to
their increased responsibil ities following the withdrawal of the 9th US Divi-
sion from their 3 province area. Enemy units, fragmented by US operations in
the area, benefited not only from receipt of NVA filler but also fror 7th
ARVN Division reversion to large unit operations. The data in Table 4 shows
the heavier emphasis on large unit operations by the 7th Division compared to
the other two ARVIW divisions. The infusion of new personnel and respite from
daily pressure allowed the enemy to consolidate and inflict heavy casualties
on the 7th in Novemnber. The replacement of the division commander in January

£ is indicative of Vietnamese concern and the new commander is reported to have

7Azone dT or. the 3 border provinces: Chau Doe, KMen laong, and Men
Phoag. The I44Vth SIZ has no organic division troops; security is normaUlý
provided by Ranger battalions from the 4th Ranger Group, CIDG, and RYI/I'.
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moved aggressively after assuming ccz_-.:., actively supervising units in the
field and encouraging small unit acti::'.. during darkness. In mid-February
he moved the 7th Division headquarter--- frc •.y Tho to Dong Tam, formerly
occupied by the headquarters and'or.e %-ale of the US 9th Infantry Division.

TABLZE 4

RVNAF OPERATIC:;S - IV CORPS,
(Monthly A-;erage)

2nd Half 2nd Half

198ý 16,1968 1969

i ARVN/V1C Large Unit
S1 Operations (.LUO)

Battalion Days b/
7th Div !17 272 147 282s
9th Div 2L0 258 240 243
21st Div 215 210 215 231

ARVN Inf Total 6-4 7T0 756

IV Corps c/ 725 937 725 949
Number of Operations

7th Div 12. 177 l5 1M8
\ 9th Div 181- 112 191 70

21st Div 201. 137 202 312
ARVN Inf Total C v 506 W66

_I"7 Cgorps _/ 62B 518 627 418

ARVN/VNMC Small Unit
Opera~tions (jSUO)

7th Div 43-: 288 535 68
9th Div 279 266 269 80
21st Div 757 932 93 Ill

ARVN Inf Total 1i7:- 926i173

IV Corps / 1553 1152 1818 5b9

RF/FF Operations - IV Corps
(SUO by fire team or larger)

RF Rifle Companies 16709 28-462 20728 30613

PF Platoons 3402R 6i693 44079 70330

ýj January 1965 data for ARVN/VhI4C ao= available.
' Data series began July 1968.

-J / Includes all Infanxry, Ranger, Cavalry, and Marine battalions.
CONFIDENTIAL
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The 21st ARVN Division, operating in the southernmost part of the Delta,

reacted quickly to the infiltration of the 273rd VX Regiment, inflicted

severe casualties during the enemy move and have prevented the enemy from

exploiting the situation by keeping him isolated in the U Minh base area.

Performance of the Territoribl Forces (RF/PF) in IV Corps materially

'A- "augments the uneven effectiveness of the regular forces. Unlike other

Corps areas, a significant number of RF companies conduct combat operations

and the total number of RF/PF operations has .continued to increase in IV Corps.

RVNAF Results. The. data in Table 5 shows that in spite of the build up

on both sides, the intensity of the 1969 main force conflict in IV Corps is

less than for 1968 in terms of contacts and enemy KIA. The Territorial Forces

(RF/PF), however, are much more engaged than in 1.968 and are doing reasonably

well in te--ms of KIA ratios. The KIA ratio for the 7th Division in 1>59 not

only lags the other two divisio:ns, but also the PF. This performance of the
W RF/PF in the face of increased intensity may account for the continued progress

in lMSecurity Scores. Y There has been continued progress in all areas

except in the 44th STZ, where the increased eneuy activity has depressed the

security score from a high of 93.9% in September to 91.8% by the end of

December. For the entire Corps, the security score was 76.2% in June, 83.6%
in September, and 87.2% in December.

Recent Activity. We examined the MACV weekly OPREP-5 reports through
O 21 February 1970 to gain a preliminary but more current view of the IV Corps

i ~situation. This data seems to indicate improved performance in IV Corps;
enemy KIA figures are slightly above the monthly average for the last half

of 1969 whila the friendly KIA is about one-third less. Enemy activity levels

continued at or above the 2nd halt 1969 rates through January, but showed

a slight decrease in February. In the area of the 7th ARVN division, an

operation initiated on 18 January continues to inflict damage on the enemy

forces. The prima-y friendly force involved is the three VNMC battalions

recently sent to that area and the cumulative results as of 21 February show

221 enemy KIA versus 37 friendly KIA, a 6 to 1 ratio. Operations in the 44th

STZ and the areas of the 9th and 21st Divisions show equally good results.

%1 Refers to percent of total population rated relatively secure (ABC).-
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TABLE 5

RVNAF RESJ-L$S - IV CORPS
(Monthly Avrage)

2nd Half 2nd Half

li968qý,* 1960. 1968 16-

•ARVNW/VI4C Contacts
"7th Div 105 66 103 46

S9th Div 82 74 79 66
21st Div 106 iiii

I ARVN Inf Total 225 293

IV Co.'ps b/ 371 273 362 228

RF/PF Contacts
RF Rifle Companies 692 1116 841 1221
PF Platoons 815 1303 1035 1226

Enemy KIA by ARVN-/VNMC
7th Div 196 135 93 328
9th Div 163 146 120 152

21st Div 340 174 184 174
ARVN InIf Total -9- - 9

IV Corps b/ 1072 612 640 578

Enemy KIA by RF/PF
RF Rifle Companies 762 1016 o91 1102
PP Platoons 583 553 454 507

Enemy/Friendly KIA Ratio
7th Div 3.5 2.4 3.3 2.A
9th Div 3.4 2.9 3.0 3.5
21st Div 6.9 3.4 5.2 4.0

IV Corps ARVN/VNMC bj/ 5.2 3.2 4.7 3.2

W? 4.5 4.4 5.0 4.o

PF 2.4 3.1 2.8 2.8

January 65 data for ARVN/VNMC not a-.ailabie.
Includes all Infantry, Ranger, Cav-.ary and Marine units.
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PRVN1AF GROMJ7D INiTERDICTION IN CAMBODIA A-fDLAOS

Sumnviar

PVNAF ground combat units have conducted operations outside ofSouth Vietnam RVN) continuously since late April 2970, with distinct
vartations in scope, combat intensity, and amount of RVNAF connitted
frnrl each RVII M'iZitar,, Region (MR).

,he reouZts of these operations so far indicate that:

-- They have made a definite contribution in dislocating enemy mainforce units frorl URs III and IV and limiting the VCINVA offensive capabilitywithin those MRs. The eneim has been forced to react to RVNAF initiative.

,-- Te size and duration of 1970 operations launched from MR IIIappear' excessive, leadirg to later morale problems in the units involvedand cont:ributing to temporary. GVN control losses within 14R III. Thosefrom Ri 11 were at the other extreme, neither frequent enough nor large
enough to show any apparent effect on the enemy. MR IV seems to haveac'seved a better balance.between the scope of internal and cross border
operations.

-- Conducting two simultaneous large scdle operations in Cambodiaand Laos in 1971 was overly ambitious and probably required more combat
support capability than is programzed fori RVNAF.

-- The capabilities of RF/PF units in each MR are crucial indetermining the scope of cross border operatiord. Without significantimprovement in Territorial and Pacification forceo, RV.'/AF reguZar forcesare not completely free to conduct extended operations, either out of
country or in remote areas inside the country.
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Objectives. RV..AF ground cperations are primarily
conducted to limit enemy capabiHi:-.es inside South Vietnam by disrupting
their logistic and sanctuary syste= adjacent to the RVU border. On two
occasions RViiAF has gone further into Cambodia to assist the Cambodian
forces (FANK), whose continuej %,i!rzility helps divert the enemy threat
from South Vietnam.

Scope and Intensity. The cross b:rder operations can be described in
three distinct periods over the past year (Table 1).

-- The initial Cambodian oreration (Ray-June 1970) was a large
scale RVNPA'Q offensive augmented 'by US lu;nits. This operation encountered
little coordinated enemy resistance, buý there were several clashes with
VC/NVA rear guard units.

"-- From July 1970 through J x-uary 1971, RVNAF continued operations
in Cambodia on a reduced scale and ;4ithout assistance from US ground combat
forces, although US air support and artillery fire from positions within RVN
was provided. These operations were designed to stop the enemy from re-

establishing his sanctuaries and tc help the Cambodian forces. VC/NVA
* units in Cambodia generally refuse! czntact with RVNAF during this period,

Sbut increased their resistance in December and January.

-- In February and March 197!, RVTAF conducted si-ultaneous opera-
tions in Cambodia and southeri. Laos to disrupt the enemy supply system and
to pre-empt enemy offensives within ?,:. These operations evoked a strong
enemy reaction, resulting iii heavy icsses for both sides, particularly
in Laos.

TABKE 1

FORCES III CAC2.7.,A AND IAOS
(Montbly Aver age) --

" US/RVP.F
May-June July 7C- Feb-4ar VC/NVAr/

1970 Jan 7. 71. Maey-June July 70- Feb-Mar
US RVNAF RVNAF RV.AF 1970 Jan 71 71

Combat Bns
Cambodia 22 39 22 31 69 67 65
Laos/DMZ .... 20 20 26 4o

Total 22O39 22 1

Combat Strength

"Cambodia 18.2 21.1 11.6 16.7 20.6 20.0 20.0
Laos/DMZ - - 2. 9.2 10.7 27.1

Total ii. 21.1 -1 71 29.2 30.TTO7 47.1

Source: Oprep 5, Special Oprep, IACIV A:.-_Scurce Enemy OB, CIUCPAC Strength
Reports and SEER.

a/ Dual threat units located outside RV.N. but which could be introduced rapidly
enough to constitute a threat to . :-.s. 13s3
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The KIA and combat intensity (KIA per 1.000 RVINAF) data in Table 2

illustrate the-different combat intensities of the three periods. The
heaviest fighting occurred this year.

-- In February and March of this year, RVNAF KIA and VC/NVA KIA by
RVNA7- were nearly 2j times greater than during the first Cambodian operations.

-- The Laotian operation this year was uearly 3 times as intense as the
initial RVWAF operation into Cambodia.

Ell'-- The ccrfbat intensity in Cambodia this yepr.was below the first operations
W-- last year but abcut double the intensity during the intervening period.

TABLE 2

C0-MBAT IN•TEEWITY IN CAMBODIA AND lA.OS
(Monthly Average)

US /RVNAF
May-June July 70- Feb-Mar VC/MVAL/

B 1970 Jar, 70 71 May-June July-.70- Feb-Mar
US 1RVNAF RVNAF RVUAF 1970 Jan 71 71

KIA
Cambodia 181 438 108 245 6422 772 2399•" ~~43 lo T245~l• 1-O ~ l - 772 299••

-" Laos -- 766 -- 6821
Total IF.T 5 10 1011 W22/ 772 92E

KIA per 1000
RVNAF

Cambodia 21 9 15 187 67 144
Laos .. .. 61 .... 546

Total 21 9 35 187 67 316

Source: OPREP 5,, Special OPREP,, and MACV Measurements of Progress." a/ Includes only those VC/NVA deaths attributable to US/RVNAF ground operations.

S~Does not include those killed by FAT"K forces or as a result of the air
, interdictioh campaign.

b Includes 2472 killed by US forces.

Includes 2982 killed by aircraft (KBA), 800 in Cambodia and 2182 in Laos.

GVN Commitment by Wt. RVNAF ground interdiction operations in February-
March 1971 absorbed about 27% of thbir 188 combat battalicns, cownared to 21%
in the initial Cambodian operations and 12% during the intervening period
(Table 3). YA III has provided the bulk of RV1XAF units throughout all periods,
and the two reserve divisions (Airborne and Marine) have also been heavily
committed. A

In GVN MRs II and IV, RVNAF has concentrated on internal operaticns
since July 1970, but MR II operations have been more defensive than those in
MR IV. Plagued by a well intrenched VC infrastructure in the populated areas
and a paucity of regular forces, MR II has conducted only one short, four

47-, " battalion foray into Cambodia since June 1970. MR IV has concentrated on

139CONFIDENTIAL
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reducing the remaining enemy strongho2's it, the Delta, with shallow penetrations
into Cambodia using a minimum of regu..ar forces augmented by Border Defense and
RF battalions.

IIRVNAF CO,2:.•T 7:; ]; CA.MBODIA AND LAOS BY MR
(1.:cnth.1-y Average)

ff Combat Battalions Combat Strength (000)

May-June July 70- el-.._r May-June July 70- Feb-Mtr
1970 Jan 71 71 1970 Jan 71 71

MRI 0 0 2C 0 0 12.5
MRII 6 /1 0 3.2 0.1 0
MR I11 21 1 2A_ 12.1 8.7 15.3--
1.M IV 12 6 3 5.8 2.8 1.4

RVIN 39 ~2 ~ .21;1 29.2
a/ Less than 1. Four battalions durng the last two weeks in November yields

an average of 0.

Impact on the Enemy. RVNAF ground inzerdiction operations, combined
with the closure of Sihanoukville in 1969 ,and the survival of the Cambodian
government (GKR), have caused a significarn. realignment of the VC/NVA main
force threat to GVN MRs III and IV (Table 4).

-- The enemy!s main force coubat strength; inside of MRs III and IV
has dropped 60% since April 1970 as a result of ene-" units (1) moving irto
Cambodia to protect their logistics network and fight FANK, and (2) ta-ing
heavy losses. Supply problems ha-.e further limited the capability of remaining
units, and no offensive has been mountedi in MUts III or IV this dry season.

-- Some of the enemy units driven irto Cambodia are still targeted
against MRs III and IV. If we count them, the total threat reduction is 20%.

The effect in MR II is less apparens. Some enemy forces have been forced
out of the MR but the total threat has nzt -eclined. The lack of significant
RVNAF cross border operations may have cohtributed to the recent VC/NVA offensive
in Kontum and Pleiku.

MR I was not directly affected by the 1970 operations into Cambodia. It
is still too early to gauge long range efe-ts of Lam Son 719.

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE 1

VC/IWJA M4ATN FORGE THREAT TO RVN
(Combat Strength in Thousands)

Within RVN Outside RTotalThreat
Apr70 Feb 71 Apr70 Feb 71 Apr70 Feb 71

9k 'R 111 27.3 7.8 0 13.5 278 21.3
ImR IV 13.9 8.9 0 1.5, 13.9 10.7

a ~ Subtotal 47 1 70 153777 32.0

1R 29.0 17.9 9.5 12.7 38.5 30.6
MR II 14.0 11 .5 2.2 4.8 16.2 16.3
RVN' Total 767Ti Ti .17 3.

Source: MACV A.ll Source Enemy OB
a; / Dual threeat units located outside RIM borders but which could be introduced

into GVN 1-2s rapidly enough to constitute a threat. Does not include W~!A

targeted solely against FANlI in Cambodia,

RYNAF Perf'ormac.Teeoeain have demonstrated that RVNAI' can
plan and conduct large scale operations with a diminishing relliance on US
logistical support. During the Initial Cambodian operations, ARVN divisions
were rapidly moved and concentrated at the desired location with organic
transportation. The 9th AflVN division, for ex~mrple, moved from the Parrot's
Beak (next to 1.2 111) to the Zhau Doe area in izothwestern KR IV in three days.

Air support for the two cimultaneous ope:ýe~iozns this year, however, was
beyond the present V11AF capability and represunts rnore than 70% of the attackI sortie rates progra~ed for V1.101- in F'Y 73. Support in Laos was almost entirely

t lrb,, but WNAY ftL-nished 671% of the attack sortie support in Cambodia.IThe intense- comibat this year exposed some of' the problems cited in the
after action re:ort of the first "Vietnamization Test" under intense comlbat--
the 1969 Ben Het-Dzuk To campaign in the western highlands of MR 11:

-- Battlefield coordination deficiencies, both in maneuvering the
ground units and between ground units and supporting aircraft, were evident.

-- Replacement of battle casualties by unit rotation sever~ely limited
RVNAF's ability to stay in sustained combat. There is no system for rpplacing
individual losses while the unit remains in combat.

On balance, RV1NAF units have performed well oagainst enemy forces in the
former sanctuary areas, including the lightly regarded 18th and 5th Divisions
in MR Ill.

The high morale generated in NR III units during ;he initial Casmbodian
operations has since deteriorated, however., because of the large, sustained
commitment and increased casualties during February and March. MG 1Lieu,, the
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ARiVNr '1th Division commander, cc-ntends t-.at inflicting high casualties -n the
enemy has little or nn long range effec* on him, bat the cost to RVNAF seriously
dazaagec ARVR morale.

Impact withifi RVN. The R1VAF grc~nd interdiction efforts must also be
evaluated 'n terms of their contributicn. to continuerl progress in the I(U
Tablte 5 shows that the enemy threat realignments largely offset W. redeploy-
ments and RVNAF out of country cr=.t½er.ns during 1970; the rE.tio of friendly
to enemiy combat batta2.ion strength has beein maintained at or above early 19'70
values 3ince July 1970.

Nevertheless, there were 0,11VN contrcl regressions in MR III during the

last quarter of CY 1970 an3 ,n iKI, and southern MR IV during the first
q~aartcr of 1971.

S: TABTLE 5

FOhCE RATIOS ;U GV01 CONTROL
Main Force Ratio G-V' Controlb/

(Monthly, Average) (End of period reting in %)
1970 1971 1970 1971

1st 2nd 3rd 'th feb- 1st 2nd 3rd Wth Feb-
Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr March Qtr Qtr Qtr Qt• March

Within RVN.f MR T 2.4 1.9 1.8 2.7 2.8 56 61 70 73 62
MR II 3.3 2.8 3.2 2.8 3.-1 41 t42 53 55 52

MR II 2.7 2.7 5.0 4.4 3.5 59 63 72 69 72
MR IV 2.3 1.9 2.3 2.4 2.2 53 58 65 69 71

RVN 2.7 2.3 2.7 3.0 2.9 52 56 65 67 66

a/ Strength ratio of IRLj-17/ maneuver battalions (including ARVN cavalry
squadrons but exclU..i', border defense battalions) to VC/NVA maneuver
and combat suppt.rt battalions.

b_ Special indicator developed for the Vietnam Special Studies Group (VSSG)
based on TES (generallyr parallels the HES AB secur*.ty score).

The intern 1 shuffling of regular units to laurnch large scale cross
border operations, or (as in MR IV) to operate at length in remote areas
inside RVN, places an increased responsibilily on the F.F/PF, perticularly
if there is a significanb US redeployment during the period.

Commenting on the fourth quarter regression in MR III, 2 of the 3 ARVN
division commanders and an MR 17 staff officer (in separate interviews)
stated that the control decline stemmed from APVN -)reoccupation in Cambodia;

"-.4 that much of the 4R Ill regular PV11AF- cc-_bat force was either preparing for,
standing down from, or conducting operations in Cambodia during the last
half of 1970. This gave small VC/NVA bands a relatively free hand to attack
pacification forces (RF/iF/PSDF).
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Shnilar co=.ents have been not-d in recent I'rcvin.-,,o Senior Advisor
reports from i.T , an so.utllern 14M TV, wrhere securi ty dreolines were attributed
tr' regultir force coperations in Lacs and in the U Mdinh Forest respectively.

A recated internal effect of large reale interdiction operations was
noted r, Toarn, comnander oýf the 2d ARMi Divisio, who said that. the resources
conn1 itted in Lacs precluded his planned offensive i western Quang Tin and
Quang Ngai.

UR TI, having conducted little or no ground interdiction operations,
apparpntl1y is declining due to a coirbination of poor intelligence,.relatively,
few for(c?.s fcr the large area, and units of dubious quality. General Dzu has''Vacknowlc~ged that he had little useful. intel~ligence on enemy mo'-ments out-
side M~R II, part-ioularly around the critical tni-border area (B~ase Area 609).
lie rated both hia divisions as poor 'and the RF/PF as the worst in the country.
To counter the recent enezry offensive in the highlands he hai had to draw
battalions fror. the coastal and southern areas. After the termination of the
Laotian opei:& ion, howeyver, he was reinft.*rced with a brigade of airborne

troops to assist in defending Fire Support Base 6 in Kontum province.
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The Vietnamese Regular force-z ha-.' only half (51%) of the authorized
captains and above, and their nrri•her has dropped 800 (11%) in the past year
Sin spite of a 1.9% increase in Regular fcrces. Based on US standards, the
RVN,.AF forces should have 65% morc cffieers end 1C1s than are presently in
the Regular, RF and PF forces. iACV. programs have not found a way to fill
6200 vacant captain and higher Rei-':lar spaces (of 12,500) or to get the
RVWRAF even to promise more than 17CC) prootioris per year to these ranks.
Data are so bad that gains and losses of officers cannot be tracked, but
pre.ýont programs clearly are not gcing to elininate prescnt deficiencies,
much less those impending under the C01,000 authorized force level.

j •. RVNA.F Leader Strength and Shortages

"Table 1 shows that the total cfficer strength in RVNAF Regular Forces
increased by only 41 during the year ending 31 March 1968. More important,
total personnel in the critical rat-ks of captain and above actually declined

"by 793 (11%) in the same period. .oreover, the leadership density declined
as total regular officers increase4 only .1% in face of a 195o increase in
the total force. Non-commissioned officer (NCO) strength increased by'8189
in the Regular Forces (12%) bu- N.C0 density per force also dropped.
Most (80%) of the NCO increase occurred in the lowest rank (Sergeant).

The RVNJAF Regionel Forces (RF) increased by 835 officers in the year
ending March 31, 1968; but they gained only 36 captains and above. The RF
gained 1195 VCOs, mostly in rankIs above sergeant. Both officer and NCO
density dropped (Table 2).

In contrast to the Regular an" Regional Forces, increases in Popular
Forces (PF) squad and platoon leaders have both kept pace with PF strength
gains*(Table 3).

Our information about RVNAT officers and NCOs is not sufficient for

us to project fature officer-NCO ex-pected inputs, losses, or strength levels.
To help judge the extent of the RVr;A.F o-.ficer-NCO shortege, we have compared
the current officer-NCO levels with the authorized RVNAF levels and with
comparable officer-NCO densities in the U.S. Army.

* Squad leader and platoor .eedi- --*e the only PF ranks. They act only as
tactical leaders; AR7. ,. - 5 subsector staffs assign their missions
and are supposed to pr,±iJýc i:eedei support.
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TABLE 1

VIET.M•E/SE REGULAR FORCE
0FFICER ADiD NCO STRENGleTS

Actu8l Authorized
ck Actual

K Oct 31 Mar 31 Mar 31 Apr 15 to Author-
1966 1967 1968 1968 ized (1968) 2-

Officer
General 2 2 1
Lt Gen 6 9 3
Maj Gen 14 12 10 134 22
Brig Gen 17 21 15 J
Colonel 88 94 93 365 25
Lt Col 315 374 428 1130 38
Major 1249 11,83 1755 2832 62
Capt 5276 5192 4089 8021 51

Subtotal 9 71F7 6 h 51

ULT 6552 8196 8562
2LT 6243 4998 7008
Aspirant (WO) 6570 8580 7038

Subtotal 1936 2177- 2230 17746 .27
Total Officer 2&332 2 29002 302-2 9-6

I.-GT 1st Class 2435 2339 2446 2813 87

I.GT 6338 6527 6918 9536 73
SFC 17341 17853 18984 23030 82
SGT 41514 43861 50421 41892 120

Total NCO -67Z7 70580 79 77271 102

Total Officer and NCO 93960 99541 107771 107499 100

Total' Regular Force Strength 328638 329432 390891

% Leaders to Total Strength
SVN Regular Forces

Officers 8 9. 7
NCOs 21 21 20
Offic rs and NC0s 29 30 28

USAI.V 3/
SO-fficers 11

NCOs 26
Officers and NCOs 37

11__Source: MACV J1.
2/ March 31, 1968 actual; April 15, 1968 authorized.
1 .Source: DCSPER 46 Report.
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OPFICER _ ::cO STRENGTHS 1_/

Actual
1967 1968
As of As of
Mar 31 Mar 31

Officer
Colonel 2 1

* Lt. Col. 16 20
Major 95 116
Captain 574 586

Subtotal 6 723

1st Lt. 1157 3193
2nd Lt. 3792 3065
Aspirant (W.O.) 3240 2730
Lieutenant &

Aspirant Total 8189 8988

Total Officers 8876

NCO
M Sgt. 1st Class 924 816
M Sgt. 1825 2095
SFC 5111 6656
SGT 19047 18535

Total NCO 2622 28102

Total Regional Force Strength 3.41772 167056

% Leaders to Total Strength
Officers 6,2- , 6 ;
NCOs 19 17
Officers and NCOs 25 23

I/_ Source: MACV Jl
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TABLE 3
ACTUAL POPULAR FOibE

LEADER STRENGTHL/

31 Mar 67 30 Sep 67 31 Mar 68
SFPF Leaders

Platoon Leader 2,688 2,80ol 3,200

Squad Leader 2,155 9,21 10,361
Total 11,843 12;725 13,T61

Total PF Force Strength 143,657 14o,615 155,349

% Leaders to Total Strength
Platoon Leaders 1.9 2.0 2.1
Squad Leaders 6.4 7.1 6.7
Platoon and Squad Leaders 8.2 9.0 8.7

l/ Source: MACV J1.

D Comparison with RV•iAF authorized levels (Table 1) indicates that the
SRegular Forces have been able to fill only half (6394 of 12,482) of their

captain and above slots; moreover, the, have lost ground in the past year.
The recent increase in authorized RVNAF force levels to 801,000 and the
resulting new unit activations are likely to further increase the critical

shortage of captains and above.

By US standards, RVNAF has a significant shortage of officers and NCOs.
A comparison of US and RiITAF data show that:

1. The density of officers in US Army infantry divisions on 30 April
!968 was 7.2% in contrast to 5.9% for ARVN infantry division on 29 February
1968.**

2. On March 31 the actual density of Vietnamese regular officers was
64% that of the US Army (USARV) deployed in Vietnam and Vietnamese NCO
leadership was 77% of USARV (Table 1). Moreover, the 15 April 1968 authorized
strengths for SVI! Regular Forces were only 73% of actual USARV officer,
strength and 77% of USARV NCO strength.

** The ARVN Infantry Dirision has a greater cfficer density than the US
Marine Division (5% on 30 April 1968).
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3." As• togla IPF/ throu-:h sector

3.Asreulz-of ficers iprc*:-' e d- i rec ... ion to Rand subsector headquarters, a morý- real:Sic zomparison of actual leader

density for all 1W'.iAF forces corres % -'z contra:st of total RIT-;A of-ficer-NCO density to that of USARV - 60"[ for offic:ae-rs and to xc

It. The relative density of leadershi.o for total RVNAF forcez is
actually even less than indicated by the foregoing comparisons, because
Vietnamese regular officers and COs personnel for a training base,
an army wide overhead, and h.adquarters not included in USARV. A coi.Tparison
of RVNAF (including RF/PF) leadership densities w..;ith US Army worldwide figures
yields the following: RVNAF officer de.nsizy is 55% that of the US Army world-
wide and RVNAF NCO density is 57%.

Present Programs to Improve R:?13 T.eadership

In 1966 MACV advised tl-. Vietnamese Joint General Staff (JGS) to institute
several programs t6 improve `%?vAF leadership including: (1) a better promotion
system, (2) training to improve leader c-uality, and (3) increases in junior
officers. Results of a JGS program in each area are set forth below..

Promotion. ARVN has two types of o-'ficer ranks: permanent and functional
(similar to permaneiit and temporary in the US Army). There are two promotion
systems: Annual and special. The special system contains two categories -
battlefield" and "special, other than battlefield." The JGS establishes

Syearly allocations for annual promotions to permanent grade. There is no
quota for special promotions to either permanent or functional grade.

Vi consider here only promotion to the grades captain and above because
promotion from the Aspirant and 24 Lieutenant ranks is automatic after twm
years in grade. The JGS uses a promotion board system which considers and
selects officers. The promotion board used efficiency reports for the first
time in 1967 to make its selections.

During CY 1966, ennual promotions to captain and above were 2988 (against

an a'location of 3592 promotion slots), and special promotions were 714
(Battlefield - 2 and Other - 712) for a total of 3702. In 1967 both allocations

-(1704) and total promotions (1273 thruugh 18 October 1967) were much lower.
(See Table 4.) Moreover, fewer allocations were filled (63% versus 83% in 1966)

* -rd by 18 October 1967 only 34% as many officers had been promoted. Total
promotions to grades captain and above averaged about 2500 per year for 1966 and
1967. At this rate, t would take 2.5 years with no losses to fill the
15 April 1968 author 'd billets fcr captain and above; this does not take into
account the increase. needed to meet the new 801,000 approved RVNAF force level.
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r-TABLE 4

"1967 R'MPI OFFICER PROMOTIONS

51" Promotion to
GEN COL LTC MAJ CPT TOTAL

ANNUM, PR0MOTIOU~S
Allocated - 45 220 6P6 813 1704
Considered - 83 369 2083 689 3224
Selected - 6 135 540 397 1078

% Allocation Selected 13 61 86 49 63

Considered Selected 7 37 26 58 33

Promoted as of 18 Oct 67 6 104 445 326 881

SPECIAL PROMOTIONS~I
Battlefield - - 3 20 33 56
"lion Battlefield 5 7 56 119 149 336

Total 5 7 59 139 !F2 392

TOTAL PROMOTIONS'/ 5 13 163 584 508 1273

As of' 18 October 1968.

The promotion data also suggest two other problems. First, the "special,
other than battlefield" category accounted for 19% of the prors-,.tions in 1966
and for 26% in 1967. The "battlefield" category promoted 2 officers in 1966
and only 56 (4%) of the officers in 1967. The data clearly indicate that service
in battle is not the path to quick promotion in RVNAF. This adds to the incen-
tive to avoid combat assignments.

Second, selection by the board of Only 33% of the officers considered for

annual promotion in 1967 suggests serious problems in the selection process.
It is unknown whether the introduction of efficiency reports in 1967 caused the
great reduction in annual promotions. Whatever the cause, RVNAF promotion policy
clearly needs revision to get more qualified leaders to the rank of captain and
above.

Offshore Training. The overseas training program for RVNAF leaders
promises long term benefits but has high short range costs. Table 5 shows that
this program deprives ARWN of the services of about 1000 (average FY 1968-69)
experienced leaders per year. Figures are not available on the ranks of Viet-
namese personnel selected for overseas training but the majority are believed
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ARV, T&'...

In e. Branch ofI Trained Servic

Total Schooled Service

FY 6 4 - 81D?/ by Branch of of Total

Branch of Service FY 67 FY 68 F1 6 Service Schooled

5-k Combat 0 19
Airborne 5 19 0 119 3.1

Armor 5119 4.4
AL Artillery 101 34 3- 169

152 140 o10 402 10.4
Infantry 2 13 .3
Ranger .• • aner12 7 0 19•5

Special Forces 0 1 1.

Subtotal 323 171 741

Ccmbat Support lap 514 13.3

Engineer 263 6.9
Signal 192 37 37 266 6.9
Intelligence 457 179 2L0 876 22.7

eol War 1114 68 57 239 6.2

~~~ ~subtotal I3i9

Cc..,mbat Svc Support
AG65 36 36 137 35
Finance 36 46 29 ill 2.9

JAG 9 1 2 12 .3

Logistics 85 6). 24 170 h.

Medical 23 27 31 81 2.1

M1P 46 26 21 93 2.4

Ordnance 61 22 32 115 3.0

149 43 26 118 3.1

Trans 39 33 24 96 2.5

WAFC 15 7 7 29 .8

Miscellaneous 151 55 53 259 6.7

Subtotal 579 357 235 1221 31.7

Total 1828 1087 9-2 3857 1O0.0

V1 Protralmed.
Approved.
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to come from the middle officer ranks. More personnel (50% o,' the total) are
selected in the combat support group than the size of their ,roup (estimated
25% of ARVN.1* warrants. Conversely, only 19r of the personnel attending school
in the US v:ere from combat branches, although the assigned strength in combat
units is .4% of the total ARVIT strength*. The rationale behind %-he types of

tvý training and their effectiveness are unknown. Nor is it clear that the off-
shore training program has complemented Vietnamese training capabilities or
provided critical specialities.

Junior Leaders. In 1966, COMUSMACV initiated a reserve officer training
course for selected ARVI ITCOs to relieve the shortage of juaior officers in
ARVN infantry units. The OCS program, plus direc.t appointment of senior NCOs

k to offic.er rank, and battlefield commissions greatly reduced ARVN junior] officer shortages in 1966. The resulting 27% excess of junior officers (Table
1) led JGS to curtail the OCS prograin in 1967. (We do not have data to deter-
mine where the excess junior officers are assignud.) Quotas for direct
appointment which were well met in 1966 and 1967 have been cstablished again
for 1968. Actual battlefield promotions weia a bare 10%,f of quotas in 1967,
suggesting that the quotas are unrealistic or that. the Vietnamese simply will
not promote on the basis of battlefield periormance (Table 6).

TABLE 6

RTA• NCO COMMISSIONING PROGRAM RESULTS2/

1966 Planned
Actual 1967 -968

Dir6ct Appointment
Regilar Forces 401 484 371
Regional Forces 100 100 100

PtS u b T t-, 50147

Special Battlefield
Regular 16 log/ 80
Regional 4 i001) 134

Subtotal 20 2"-1

Officer Candidate School 1725 155 --

Total 2276 939 W5

SSource: MACV Jl
10 awarded as of 18 Oct 67
2 awarded as of 18 Oct 67

* As of June 30, 1961 _a
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•;, Reducing Middle-Rauk Shortages
Almost 800 officers, captain •.• abc':e in ra•k, have been lost or discharged

•i from the Regular Forces in the past •.'ear. To alleviate the officer shortage

• and support the current force ex•nsi•.'.; •he G• •ould Le well advise• to recall
Sall those fit for service under g•nera! zobilization. In addition, the GgZ•
• should offer direct reserve commlssicns in an appropriate grade to persons

with needed managerial skills and e:•riezce. Revision of the promotion systemis needed to reward performance and to a£:,ance personnel with gro•h potentialand battlefield competence. Finally°. •he service school system must be designed

i to improve critical skills and to prs-.'!-e genuine career opportunities for the
i p•oven leaders advanced by new promotion measures.

• •.•',•
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WNWI I .FADERSjj.'

We reported in June that Vietnamese Regular Forces had only half
of their authorized captains and above. We have since learned that JGS
is reluctant to promote large numbers of officers in the field grades,
but nevertheless, have set an objective of filling them to 80% of
authorized strength bythe end of 1969. Further, there are significant
shortages of cenior NCOs which need to be filled.

The most recent figures (Table 1) show that regular and regional
forces have only- 50% of authorized captain through colonel strength
despite a 14146 increase (31 March-30 June) of officers in these ranks.
"Authorizations have increased almost as rapidly as officer procurement. --

Although detailed data on the source of these new officers is not availd-
able; there are indications that the large gains come from calling up
senior reserve officers, stopping retir•.mentsx and promotions on Armed
Forces Day (19 Jun 68).

TABLE 1

RVNAF OFFICER STRENGTHS

Regular Regional Force Total
~,On ~On % On

Auth On Hand Hand Auth On Hand Hand Auth On Hand Hand
12/31/68 6/30/68 12/3168 6/30/68

COL 414 109 26 52 .2 4 466 in1 24
LTC 1208 552 46 100 20 20 1308 572 44
KAJ 2993 2109 70 830 182 22 3823 2291 60
CAPT 8493 4586 54 2897 974 34 11390 5560 49

Subtotal 13105 7356 56 3879 1178 30 16987 8534 50
LT, &
Aspir 19190 23344 122 11120 9948 89 30310 33292 110

TOTAL 32298 30700 95 14999 LU26 74 47297 41826 88

To reach the 80% goal for both "main" and regional forces by the end of

1968 would require promotion of 46% of the lieutenant colonels, 32% of the

majors and 27% of the captains in about 18 months. If these promotions were

made to captain, major and lieutenant colonel; the resulting promotion rates

would be close to that for US ArBW temporary promotion to major.

28
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CONFIDENMlA
t, The figure for pr a' tion to coi-rne- -s nigh .ntil one notes that

the R%-NAF forces have nly 24 -1 a torized in this rank.
."Morale and performanc cannot be h.';.. -. a service where, if all authorized
jobs are held, 62% o" the lieute :_•:•eis must be holding dowrn
colonels jobs, 48% of the majors are :-.ng lieutenant colonels' jobs,
and 4W7 of the captains are holing . jobs. Waiting to achieve
the 80% objective until tie end of ... ,efers recognition and pay that
sho•ild go with the responsibilities officers are already
holding.

Our June article reported that '-••ial other than battle promotions
accounted for 26% of a.d p. %notions fzr the period reported on in 1967."
Data for the first six months of 1S:6-::• 'r4ate that they account for
59,4 of all promotions. In contrast, -z-alefield promotions were 56 (4%
of total) in 1967 and 195 (5% of all" fTr 1st six months of 1968. IMCV
finds that battlefield criteria are = E-. =s.ringent. We agiee, and
believe that the JGS must promote g&::. cohbat leaders faster if RVNAF
performance is to be dramaticslly in:Zeazed.

We do not understand Vietnamese re!"x1.tance to fill these authorized
spaces. The authorizations may he inflated, but we have no way to tell.
Until the JGS reasons for not prrmc,:in -: fill these vacancies are
kr.,,,wn and coped with, we do not fore-ee any real progress on this iasue.

Table 2 shows that the creation c' :rew,, units has intensified the
shortage of senior NCOs. If ell aulhl r:ati4ons are va-id, ard all the
porjitionz are filled, then 274 of E-7- 1oli E8 jobs, t of E6s hold E7
pcs4 tions and 17% of ESs occupy E6 s- . The 9 overe of E~s indicates
tiat there is an experienced NCC- poo f• which to select senior NCOs.
We do not know the JGS attitude to i rcblem.

NCO --- GTH
(30 -e 8)

Regular Forces ýaional Forces Total

o r % on
Auth On Hand Hand ":h On Hand Land Auth On Hand Hand

E 8 3224 2041 6`3 211 706 37 5355 2837 53E 7 10_60 7267 68_ 2114 109 12621 9381 74

F,7 619553 33515 26384 79
Subtotal
EE6 to E6 3845-- 2886i. 75 i-9•- 9741 75 51491 38602 75

E 5 483o. 55726 116 2 - 1992 94 69261 75708 109

-1 '-OTAT, 86011 8h587 1 29703 87 120752 114290 95

CO0FIDENTIA
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TABL .1.,

IPANIING BY DIVISION OF ARVN LEADERSHIP
AND PERFORMANCE I:DICATORS (196 -

-Infantry Divisions
I CTZ II C7Z III CTZ IV CTZ

"1st 2nd 22nd 23rd 5th lath 25th 7th 9th 21st

Leadership Rating 1 5 2 4 9 10 2 7 8

Bn Days of Opns 1 7 4 3.9 10 6 2 5 8
Opn Days of "nntact 6 5 8 7 9 10 3 1 3 2
% Contacts of Opns 8 4 10 7 6 8 2 3 4 1
"Opns/iO00 Men 2 7 2 2 9 10 6 1 2 7

.Friendly KIA 1 5 8 7 9 10 3 2 6 3
Enemy KIA 1 4 .8 7 9 10 3 2 5 6
KIA Ratio 1 2 7 9 7 10 2 5 2 5
En KIA/1000 Men 1 4 8 7 9 10 2 2 5 6

a En KIA/Contact 1 2 7 7 7 10 3 5 4 6
"Division performance appears to be tied to the level of enemy activity

as well as leadership. The exceptions to the correlation between leadership
and performance include the II CTZ divisions (22nd and 23rd) which had fairly
good leadership ratings and were aggressive (2nd in battalion days of opera-
tion per 1000 ARVN), but their performance was poor compared to o'-her divisions.
Previous studies showed that ARVN performance improved markedly during periods
of intense enemy activity such as Tet 1968. Since II CTZ had the lowest inci-

- dent rate in SVN in 1968 (Table 2), -w;e can speculate that there is a relation-

ship between enemy activity levels and ARVN performance. Thus, 11 CTZ per-5- formance might improve if the level of incidents increased and they had more
opportunity to engage the enemy and show what they could do. To take a reverse

A- case, the 25th Division which was in one of the highest incident areas has only
an average leadership rating and lacked in aggressiveness (sixth in operations
per 1000 ARVN). Yet it had one of the best performance records.

TABLE 2

ENEMY ACTIVITY BY DIVISIONa/
(1978 Monthly Average)

Divisions
I CTZ II CTZ III CTZ IV CTZ

ist 2nd 22nd 2ard 5th l~th 25th 7th ah 21st

Incidents 482 234 12o 124 171 108 279 211 240 248

Division Ranking 1 5 9 8 7 10 2 6 4 3

r. a/_Source: VCIIA Computer File. Incidents include attacks, sabotage, anti-
"aircraft fire, terror, harassment and propaganda.
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TABIv, 3

ARH IVSIT Length of

Service in

Di.vision Commander Rank Current Jobs iMos. B i rthpla:e

3-at Infa~ntry Ngo Quang Truong 14" 30 SVN

2nd Infantry ý,iguyen Van Toan BG 28 I,

22nd Infantry liguyen van Hieu BG 34 ~ Chin~a

23rd Infantry Vo Van Canh Col 8 1 RN

5th Infantry Pham Quoa Thuan MG 46 VN

18th Infantry Do Ke Giai BG 32 SVN

25th Infantry Nguyen Xuan Thinh MG 16 NYN

Kr
7th Infantry Nguyen Thang Hoang BG 3.0 SVN

9th Infantry Tran Ba Di Col 10 SVN

21st Infan~try iiguyen Vinh Nghi BG 11SVN

-~ Source: DIA Biographic Data Reports.
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Comments

W'• "one of the hardest working and most professionally
4 competent officers in the Vietnamese Armed Forces ....
} an excellent and aggressive commander...."

ii
S"an excellent leader and an intelligent decisiv;e,

an! conscientious officer who is concerned for the
welfare of his troops." (US source) "unwilling to

'" !use his troops in any way that would endanger them....
rumored to be corrupt and a playboy." (Vietnarmese
source)

"one cf the ablest senior Vietnamese officers."

"Hard-working, thorough, and highly motivated,3

Colonel Canh is considered a well-qualified officer.-

"':considered to possess good military knowledge, re-

-kable initiative, good organizational ability, ani
igh sense of duty .... an outstanding reputationr.... (

i n 1966 evidence of corruption."

"The performance of the 18th Infantry Division has
UE been rated satisfactory and its overall lead. 'ship

adequate."

"The 25th Division, prior to the assumption of com-
mand by General Thinh, was generally considered to
be the worst co.,bat unit in ARVN. Thinh has begun
to make changes that will eventually improve the
25th's reputation....sets an example for his men."

a professional military officer who is highly intel-
ligent, extremely shrewd, quick to apprehend, and is
deliberate in thinking and speech. He commands the
attention of his subordinates."

i average intelligence and shows good Judgment. He
"is a strung leader both by example and by force of
authority."

"very intelligent. He repleces M3 Nguyen Van Miinh....
under Minh the 21st Divis ion was one of South Viet-

S , nam's fincet combat units.'t
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The ability of the division commander is undoubtedly a major influence
on lower level leadership in the division and the division's combat perfor-
mance. Table 3 provides data on each division commander including rank,
number of months in the Job, birthplace and comments on his military capabil-

In, ities extracted from DIA biographic data reports. The comments concerning
the division commander's ability conform with the relative performance and
leadership of the divisions. For example, the best commander in SVN is con-
sidered to be the 1st DiviKlon commander and his division was first in per-
formance and leadership. The 18th Division commander received a very poor
rating when compared with comments made about other division commanders, and
his division is the worst in SVN. The 2nd Division commander is said to
be "unwilling to use his troops in any way that would endanger them." This

.3 view may result from his relative lack of aggressiveness (7th in battalion
days of operation per 1000 ARVN). However, once in contact with the enemy
his troops do well (2nd in KIA ratio), supporting the comment that he is "an
excellent leader." Since the 25th Division improved significantly during
1968 (discussed below) the new division commander is living up to the expec-
tations set forth in the comment about him. All the IV CTZ commanders took
control in mid-1968, sc the indicators probably reflect more the ability of
their predecessors than that of the current commanders. The same is probably
true of the 23rd Division commander in II CTZ who has been in his job only
eight months.

WARVN Versus RF/PF Division Parformance

Previous studies indicate that areas where RF and PF performed well (I and
IV CTZ) were the same CTZ with good ARVN performance. Conversely, poor ARVN
performance areas (II and TII CTZ) were the same as poor RF/PF areas. In an
attempt to define this relationship more clearly we compared the performance
indicators of ARVIK with those of RF and PF at division level. The map provides
the location of each division tactical area of operation. Table 4 shows that
the correlat' - '-etween the performance of ARVN and the P"/PF forces operating
in the Lame clear. By summing the performance indicators (KIA ratio,

enemy KIA pea men and enemy KIA per contact) and ranking them for each
force by division, the relationship between ARVN and RF/PF performance stands
out.

TABLE 4

RM(ING OF PERFORMANCE FACTORS

Infantry Divisions
I CTZ II CTZ . III CTZ IV CTZ

1st 2nd 22nd 23rd 5th 18th 25th 7th 9th 21st

A AR1 1 3 7 8 8 10 2 5 4 6
BF 1 3 6 9 . 10 8 5 7 2-
PF 1 2 8 9 5 10 7 3 6 3
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- st
Divisizn

I CTZ Qag Da
Al St'ezi~alZon

* ! AoIN INFANTRY
DIVISION AR~EAS 2n

OF OPERATION

S 24th
xt- Special
N Zone

22nd
II CTZ Division

III C Diviiion

""5 th

Diivision

.25th

"18 OTE: The 4th Special Zone wasD iformed in md-1968 from parts

of the 7th and 9th Divisions
(Kien Thong, K•en Phong and
Chan Doc provinces).
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The influence of ARVN on RF/PF performance occurs in several ways: (1)
The chain of command. The RF and PF are under the control of the district
chief who reports to the province chief. For military purposes the province
is considered a sector of the division area and the province chief reports to
the division commander. Thus in joint military operations between ARVN and
RF and/or PF the division commander has operational control over all forces
involved. This provides a direct link between ARVN leadership, particularly
the division commander, and PF/PF performance. (2) Combat support. Requests

.•for artillery or air support for territorial forces go through military
channels to ARVN. (3) Division orientation. Those divisions which are
oriented toward combat operations set the example for territorial forces and
use RF/PF in combined operations, while bad divisions tend toward static
security missions and the RF/PF do likewise. (4) Reinforcement capability.
Poor ARVN divisions might tend to fail to reinforce RF/PF when they are
engaged in combat more frequently than good divisions. As a result, RF/PF
would have the tendency to avoid combat.

One exception to the correlation between ARVN performance ana RF/PF
performance in the division area is the 25th Division. Before 1968 the 25th
Division was considered one of the worst in South Vietnam. In January 1968

a new division commander was assigned and performance improved. The KIA ratio
was 8:1 in 1968 versus 3:1 in 1967. The 25th Division killed 14% of total
enemy killed by ARVN in 1968 versus only 4% in 1967. The RF and PF failed
to match this imp~rovement of the 25th Division in 1968. However, lst quarter
1969 data indicate that both RF and PF improved their KIA ratio. RF ratio
rose from 3:1 to 5:1 and PF rose from 1:1 to 3:1. This may mean that there
"is a time lag between ARVN improvement and RF/PF improvement, which would
seem to be a reasonable assumption.

II
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t E-RV,'AF LEADERSIHIP

Summary. The RVNAF pro'woted more officers in 1968 than .n
any previous period for which we have statistics, and the number
of officers increased by abou 35"1%. Despite this, only 51% of the
authorized captain to colonel bilZets were filled at the end of
April 1969. The continuing shorzfall is the result of the rapid
growth of officer authorizations in the expanding RVNAF, as the
promotion system is unable to keep pace.with the force expansion.
Achievement of the 196.9 promotion goals for captains to colonel
will require 33% more promotions than last year. Nonetheless,
the substam'tial 1968 zncrease in the actua - numbers of RVNAF
officers should help alleviate the serious shortage of leaders,

• i iespecially in the junior officer ranks.

Progress in Recent Months

Total RVNAF officer strength increased by 13,426 (35%) in the 12 months
ending April 30, 1969, an unprecedented ex.oansion by Vietnamese standards.
(In the previous 12 months, Regular Force officer strength had increased by
only 41.) However, as Table 1 shows, two-thirds Qf the increase was in the
aspirant to first lieutenant ranks, brining them up to 110ý, of authorized
strength, while the captain to colonl2. rar-ks were at half strength (51%).

We reported in June and August 9!65 that the Regular Forces had only
about half of their authorized captains an-d above. By December, a large
number of promotions had raised the figure to 66%, but increased authorizations
in 1969 dropped it back to 55% by April, 4espite 1,288 more promotions between
December and April. The Regional Forces still had only 34% of their authorized
captains and above in April 1969, despite adding 963 (133%) more officers to
fill these slots in the previous 12 months.

Plans for CY 1969

The persistent shortages in officers result in a large part from the in-
creased demands for officers to fill out the expanding RVNAF force structure.
Authorized officer spaces have increased more rapidly than officer promotions,
especially in the captain-colonel ranks. -opounding this rapid growth in
authorizations is the fact that the Vietna'ese Joint General Staff (JGS) did
not carry out all of their announced programs to meet their 1968 promotion
objectives.

The JGS goal for 1968 was to fill 67% of the anthorized captain-colonel
billets. However, in December the JGS cancelled special promotions which were
supposed to complete the 1968 requirenents, although there were enough eligible
officers available. As a result, Table 2 shows that only 59% of the slots were
filled by December, with tha two ranks of colonel and lieutenant colonel show-
ing the greatest shortfalls.
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TABLE 1

RV~kF OFFICER INCREASES

1968 1969
(APR) (APR) CHANGE

Act./ Act./
Auth. Act. Auth. • Auth. Act. Auth. Auth. Actual

REGULAR FORCE'S-

Cpt-Col 12482 6365 51 17929 9915 55 5447 3550
Aspirant-lLt 1:7746 22608 127 209 1 5O763 2688

Total 30228 26973 9t 41•3 211 B5 11210 6238

REGIONAL FORCES
Cpt-Col rA 723 NA 4932 1686 34 NA 963
Aspirant-lLt -%A 8988 :1 1321 1ý213 115 NA 6225

9 Total ? 97 NA 16143 165D 93 NA 7188

TOTAL
Cpt-Col NA 7088 NA 22861 11601 51 HA 4513
Aspirant-ILt A 3.15L6 I3A 36720 4o050 110 HA 8913

Total IM 3w,- NA 5581 52110 W NA 13426

_/ As reported by MACV from Vietnatese JGS Gain/Loss Reports.

TABLE 2

RV.-AF REGULt-iAN D REGIONAL FORCE 0FFICER STREENGTH R

1968 (APR) Change
tAA /c From April 1968

Auth. Act. Auth. % Auth. Act. Auth. I Auth. Act. Auth. • (Actual)

REGULAR FORCES

Col 365 93 25 414 146 35 591 165 28 72
L/Col 1130 428 38 1208 618 51 1774 702 4o 274
l4uj 2832 1755 62 2993 2138 71 4215 2402 57 647
Opt 802' 40 51 ý 52 7 n349 6646 59 2557

Total UFF 6365 52 3-108 U27 66 17929 9915 55 3550

REGIONAL FORCES

Col NA 1 ZA 52 3 6 56 4 7 3
L/Co1 NA 20 NA 100 48 48 133 59 44 39

NaJ ZA 116 NA 830 224 27 982 285 29 169
1pt NA 586 NA 2897 1056 36 3761 367

Total ZA 723 NA 3079 1331 34 42 66 3493

TOTAL NA 7O88 uA 16987 9958 59 22861 1160l 51 4513

/ As reported by XACV from Vietnamese JG8 AO-3 Gain/Loss Reports.

Z
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At the same time the December prc=-:zions were cancelled, General Vien
directed that the 1968 promotion shortf al be added to the 1969 annual pro-
motion quota, which is designed to fill , of the authorized captain through
colonel spaces (Table 3). He also direzzed that 20% of the total 1969 quotas
be allocated to battlefield promotions and announced the following actions
to increase RVNAF promotions during CY 196:

1. The original annual promotion bzýard will be reconvened in May to
reconsider for promotion all personnel -weho were previously eligible, but who
were either not selected by the ho-rd or not approved by the promotion
authorities.

i' 2. A new promotion board will be convened in August to consider for
promotion those personnel who become eligible during calendar year 1969.

3, In the development of their reco__endations, these boards will not
be limited by certain minimum requirezents that previously had to be met.

Table 3 indicates that 6000 promotions in the captain-colonel ranks
are needed to achieve the 1969 objtztiv;ez. This is 33% above the April
1968-April 1969 promotion figure of 4500, aud may be difficult to meet.

CAPTAIN - COLONEL ?RT.O. "0OS - 1969

1!9 0 s.-s - Promotions Promotions
Actual % Act./ Needed to April 1968-
Apr 69 Officers Auth. Meet Goal April 1969

Colonel 149 309 60 160 75
Lieutenant Colonel 666 1012 70 346 313
Major 2362 3370 80 1008 816
Captain 6781 11280 90 4499 3309

Total 9958 15971 85 6013 4513

164*
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f RVNAF LEADERSHIP

-Srmaw. Leadership is the crucial element in an effective Vietnamese
combat force. Efforts to improve RWAP leadership this year include removing
two mediocre division comnmanders and promoting about 3,400 senior officers.
Serious problems remain, however. The most acute officer shortage is in the
field where many slots are filled by officers one or two ranks below that
authorized for the job. The rapid force expansion has negated officer strength
increases; only 59% of senior officer slota were filled in September.

Combat Duty. Few R7,1AF officers seek combat commands because there is
little incentive for them to do so. For example, RVNAF commanders in the
field appear to be least favored in terms of promotions. Most battalion and
regimental commander slots are filled ty officars one or two ranks below the
TO&E authorized rank for the job. There are vwo reasons for this: lack of
emphasis cn field promotions and lack of qualified personnel for the jobs.

Table 1 represents a one month sample of the ranks of battalion commanders.
Although the battalion CO should be a Lt. Colonel (LT), only ll1 hold this
rank (half are majors and 395S are captain',). July data show that 45% of all
RV'AF LTC slots were filled, indicating that the emphasis on promotions is
not on field officers but non-combat or staff officers.

ARVN infantry division battalion-3 are least favored of all types of batta-
lions, Of the 133 division infantry battalions, only two have LTC's as CO
with 15-16 years of commissioned service and an average of 15-20 months on the
job. Clearly, the least rewarding job in terms of promotion is that of divi-
sion infantry battalion commander.

TABLE 1

BATTALION TA CO1.ij.1U.EWS RUASK AND SEPRVCE
(July 1969)

RANK Total % Avg. Yrs. Avg 10' s
COL LC MA•J CAPT CO's LTC Commissioned Assigned

Division Inf Bns 2 56 72 130-/ 2 11 11
Airborne Bns 7 2 9 78 16 20
Rangers Bas 3 8 12 23 13 10 20
Artillery Bns' 3 34 37 8 15 17
Cavalry Bns 1 8 4 33 62 15 15
Marines Bns 1 5 6 IV 12 10

Total 1 241 109 'kt 218 11 12 13

Source: SEER.,a/ Three battalion3 not rated.
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Divi.sions with good performance -ar to b: divisions with higher ranming_

battalion comman(lers (Table 2). For e:..Ql 1st Division in I CTZ has con-
sistently been onc of the best perfo'i.i divisions in SVN. It is also a divi-
sion with most battalions coy'nande` t -'a:ors (rather than captains). Also,

"the battalion CO's averaged only 9 yr-rs co:.=,issioned service versus 10-14 years
elsewhere, indicating a faster promotion rate for this division. In addition,
the ist Division battalion CO's are mc're experienced, averaging 15 months on the

job versus an 11 month average for all di-iision infantry battalion commanders.
To take a reverse example, the 5th ARPI2 Division has one of the worst performance
records. Eleven of its 12 battalion MO's are captains. However, the problem is
probably more a lack of qualified perso-nnel than slow promotions because they
have an average of only 7 years of ccz-issioned service end 8 months on the job.

DIVISI0, IIWATITRY BAPrAL-C: CO'S RA2Z P1,0 SERVICE
7July 1539

RANK Tota vg Yrs Avg .o' s
L-TC 4AJ CAT CO' mCori•ssioned Assigned-

ist iv 1 14 2 17 9 15
2hi Div 3 9 12 10 11
51st Regt 1 1 2 4 14 7

22nd Div 6 6 12 11 i6
23rd Div 5 ..1.7 12 7

42nd Rýegt 1 3 4 13.. .13

5th Div 1 11. 12 7 8
18th Div 5 7 12 . 13, 5
25th Div 8 4 12 -1 15

7th Div 9 3 12 i 15
9th Div 2 10 12 10 I2
21st Div 1 8 9 -7

Total 2 56 72 130 ]I 11

Source: SEER.

As a result of the undesirability of combat command, many units have low
ratings in leadership though some improvement has been made in the last year
and a half. The countrywide index of average leadership ratings of infantry
division battalions stood at 77 (out of a possible 100) at mid-year, up from
73 in 1st tuarter 1968 (the Tet offensive period). Between first quarter 1968
and mid-1969, the number of infantry division battalion commanders which received
good ratings on indicators of aggressiveness increased about 20%. However, less
progress was made in improving the leadership of company grade officers and
KNO's. Only the 1st and 2nd Divisions and the 51st Regiment, all in I CTZ,
showed significant improvement in their battalions' overall leadership ratings.
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41 Officer Shortage. The RVUAF officer corps is bottom heavy with too many
V junicr officers (lieutenants and aspirants) and too few senior officers

(captains through colonels). The persistent shortage of senior officers re-
suited mostly from the increased demands for officers to fill out the expanding
RVNAF force structure; authorized officer spaces increased more rapidly than
"officer promotions. Compounding this rapid growth in authorizations, the
Joint General Staff (JGS) failed to carry out all of their announced 1968 pro-
motion objectives and these carr-ied over into 1969.

Efforts this year to increase promotions centered arounC special promotion
boards (in May and August) and relaxation of certain minimum requirements for
promotions. Despite a net increase of 3,458 senior officers so far this year,
however, the JGS will probably not meet their 1969 goal of filling 85% of these
slots; only 59% were.filled in Septeyaber.Even if RVNAF strength does not increase
during the remaining months of 1969, the JGS would have to promote about 6,100

Mi more junior officers to meet the 85% goal. Since the promotion board met in
August, we can expect increases in promotions to show up later in the year
but probably not enough to meet the goal. Assigned junior officers exceeded
"authorized spaces by 8,426 in September, representing 123% of Regular Forces and

S123 of Regional Forces spaces.

Conclusion. The problem of improving theRVNAF leadership is a difficult
one as it depends on action by the GVN which they are not anxious to take.
Howeveir, much could be done if we could find ways of inducing better qualified
individuals into command slots by making such jobs more attractive. This might
be done by authorizing combat pay, giving double service time for time spent
on combat duty, and accelerating promotions for combat officers. Conversely,
it "safe jobs (in h'adquarters, in Saigon etc.) could be made less attractive by
slowing promotions. There is a limited number of qualified individuals for the
combat jobs, however and this pool of qualified people should be expanded
through training.

"i Training is the subject of the following article in this month's
Analysis Rep~ort,.
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CONFIDENTIAL
ARVN DIVISION COMMANDERS

Sunrary_. Poor ARVN division cor.Tncr:ers adversely affect the performcmnce

of several ARVN infantry divisions in SV?". I CTZ divisionc remain the best.

IV CTZ division performance declined in 1969, Four new commanders have

been appointda since August but only one (the 7th) appears to be making

significant improvements in his division. Advisors' assessments of ARVN
Division commanders seem to differ fror, those of experienced observers in

"several cases.

The capability of hn ARV" division ccnmnander is a key factor in the per-

formance of RVNAF forces in the Divicioa Tactical Area (DTA) under his command.
Unlike the US military, the AR?,- division com-nander retains tight control of
all operations and activities "n his area, allowing little leeway for sub-
ordinate initiative and responsibility.

L_ Specifically, the division co.ander has control of all military forces
within the division tactical area (DA_-.). For" uilitary purposes the p-ovince
chief eeports to the division conssanaer and for joint operations RF/PF forces
come under his command. In addition, combat suport and reinforcements to all
GVN forces a.e controlled by ARVN leadership. The division cougander has con-
siderable influence in other areas as well. For example, if the division
commander is corrupt and insists on .ayoffs and bribes, this puts severe pres-
sure on his subordinates to do the saze. Another example is that a commander
may or may not stress personnel bene-fits for his men. Where he does, as in
the cast! of the former 22nd Division C0, Gen. Hieu, promotions are faster end
desertions are less of a problem.

Analysis suggests a close correlation between ARVN leadership and ARVN
as well as RF/PF combat performance. Divisions with good leadership and per-
formance had good commanders and con;rersely, poorly performing divisions had
mediocre commanders. To cite obvious ca3es of commander influence, Gen. Tuong
in the 1st Infantry Division is widely recognized as an excellent combat leader
by bot'., Vietnamese and Americans. The sarformance ratings and indicators show
that his clivision ranks first or second in almost every category when compared
with all ARVN divisions. On the oLhcr band, the 5th and 18th divisions have
long had the worst performance ratings and in August 1969, as a result of con-
siderable pressure-by US officials, these commanders were removed. Annex A
discusses this relationship between leadership and combat effectiveness in
greater detail.

As an example of the diffcrancc it might make if all divisions performed
as well as the best, we projected possible enczor KIA using the performance
f,.ctors of the best divisions. In 1969 the ist and 2nd Divisions averagedI _? enemy KIA per 1000 ARVN per month. If all ARVN division,' performed at
this rate, ARVN would average about 2700 enemy KIA a month (or over 32,000 a
year). This would be about 70% higher than ARVýI's 1969 level of enemy KIP

In the past US persuasiveness and pressure accompanied by evidence of
corruption and effectiveness resulted in the removal of a number of p-ovince
and district chiefs as well as the 5th and 18th Division commanders. One
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experienc(,d observer noted that about 8~50 of the new province and district
chiefs turned out to be better than their redecessors. In the case of' the
new 5th and 18th Diviir ornnders, however, the new ones seemlitebtr
than Lhose they replac~d. This demonstrates the importance of following up
on corinand changes to ensvre the new appointees are more effective. The 7th
Division commander was also recently replaced and appears to be an outstand-
ing leader. Thieu's choice may be an indication that he realizes the critical

importance of the division comtnander to RVINIAF pe,.formance.
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ARXIN Leadership and Division Combat Perforrmance

Table 1 shows the shifts in AF',- Division leadership rankings between

1968 and 1969 from the SEER. The Se-ond Division improved significantly
and the division is now first or second in every performance indicator.
II and IV CTZ divisions dropped in leadership rankings and III CIZ divisions
rose.

AB13 1

RAI1KING BY DIX.IS_-ON 0? AR'iN LEADERSHIP

j Infantry Divisions
I CTZ .. .. C7Z III CTZ IV CTZ

_st 2nd 22nd 23rd 5th 18th 25th 7th 9th 21st

1968 1 5 2 4 9 10 5 2 7 8
1969 2 1 6 5 7 8 3 4 lo 8

STable 2 shows a comparison of leadership and combat performance indica-
tors of aggressiveness and effectiveness in 1969. In order to compare the
relative standing of each division in !eadership and performance indicators
they were ranked from highest tc lowest (1 to 1O). There are wide disparities
in combat performance among the tern divisions. One of the key factors
appears to be leadership. In general those divisions with good leadership
ratings had good performance and poorly led divisions had poor performance.

I ".@• L• 2

"COeA.RBIS0N OF LPERSIP? A2D COMBAT PERoOFUCE
BY DIVTSiT:Z - 19•9

I CTZ IT C-Z III CTZ IV CIZ
1st 2nd 22nr 23rd 5th 18th 25th 7th 9th 21st

Leadership 1 6 5 7 8 3 4 10 8

Aggressivtness
Operations 1 2 3 6 1o 7 8 4 5 9
Contacts/iO00 ARVIl 1 1 3 7 10 6 8 5 4 9
Contact4, 2 1 3 2.0 5 8 9 7 6 4

Effectiveness
Enemy KIA 2 1 8 10 9 5 7 4 6 3
MIA•Ratio 1 2 6 6 9 3 4 10 8 5
Enemy KMA/1000 ARUK 3 1 8 10 9 4 7 6 2
Enemy KIA/Contact 2 1 5 10 8 3 3 6 7 5
Advisor Rating 1 2 8 7 9 4 6 10 3

-ource: System for Evalating the Effe•ztiveness of RVNAF (SEER).
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Previcub stud~is indicated that in areas with good ARNq performance RF/PF
ecrformed well, and conversely poor APVN performance areas were the same as

poor RF/P,? areas. In 1969, however, there appeared to be no correlation be-
tween •RWV and RF performance although the ARVN-PF relationship was clearly
shown (Table 3).

TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF ARVN/!RF/PF COMBAT PERFORMANICE

I CTZ II CT IN CTZ IV CTZ
1st 2nd 22nd 213rd 5th l.th 25th 7th 9th ?lcst

ARVN 8 9 9 3 5 6 6
PF 3 1 9 10 7 8 4 2 5 6
RF 7 4 7 10 3 7 6 2 4 1

P

f.1
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Division Conmmanders

The ability of t' division co=-'-' is undciubtedly a major influence
Pi on lower level leadership in the di-;isicn and the division's combat perfor-

mance. The table provides data on each division commander includi g rank,
number of months on the job and coz=ents on his military capabiliti 's from
DIA biographic dat3 resorts, advisor evaluations and experienced observers.
The comments concerning the division co-mmander's ability confcrm with the
relative performance and leadership of the divisions. They must be read,
however, as one reads efficiency rezorts. An "able" commander, for example,
is distinctly inferior to an "excellent and aggressive" commander.

1 CTZ (Ist and 2nd Infantry Division)

Clearly the I CTZ division-. ranked highest in the country in both leader-
ship and performance. However, the !st Division leadership rating
declined between 1968 ,d 1969 (85 co 01) while the 2nd Division rating rose
(77 to 82) and this is reflected in their relative standing in performance

ME indicators. In 1968 1st Division was number one in all effectiveness indica-
tors unile 2nd Division averaged third. In 1906-, 2nd Division appeared to
have a slight edge in performance j'us- as it did in leadership.

The 1st Division commander is considered to be the best division commander
in SVN and his didis'on was first in 1048 in cerformance and leadership 4nd
second in 1969. He has held his job for three an! a half years. Recent

reports indicate he may be names_ a corns cozmander in 1970.

The second Division commander, BG Toan, was involved in the now famous
cinnamon smuggling case last year. Kis participation led to a recommendation
that he be relieved for corruption but President niieu refused to do so.
Despite General Toan's dubious business interests, his division's leadership
and p•,rfornance ratings are now the highest in Srv[. Observer comments (see
table) indicate Ger Toan has serious drawbacks ;s a combat comnander. However,
these comments are -sed primarilv on observation during 1968 when 2nd
Division's performai e was only average. Also, L•ueh of the 1969 improvement
may have been due to support froma US forces. High desertion rates and result--
ing personnel shortages continuae to be serious problems for the 2nd Division.

II CTZ (22nd and :3rd Infantry Divisions)

Division perfoxmance may be tied to enemy activity levels as Nell as
leadership. The ir.,34catorb which partially da-oend on enemy presence and
activity (enemy KMI, KIA1O000 ARVIN, enemy KIA/contact) were very low for II

CTZ divisions. They had better ratings in leadership, but the combinedS •factors of only average leadership and low enemy activity contri-buted to the

verS-'poor overall ratings.
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The 22nd. Division lost its commander to the 5th Division in August. While

"lhe coiuamnded the 22nd division it was rated 2nd in leadchrshLp in 1968 but
dropped to 6th in 1969. Performance was poor in bobh years. The new 22nd
Division conrxander was fornerly the Commanding General of' Quang 'Trung Training
Center in Gia I)inh. A3.though he ap-ears to have good potential, time
will tell whether he displays the qualities desired in a combat commander.

Mhe 23rd Division's leadershi, and performance worsened in 1969. Little
is available on the division com:!ander, Col. Canh, in Washington. What is
kno-n is uninspiring.

III CTZ (5th, 18th and 25th Infantry Divisions)

The 5th and 18th Division- appear to have improved somewhat in 1969. In
j 1968 the 18th Division ranked lowest (10th) in every indicator of leadership

"and performance. In 1969, although still ranking low in many areas, it was
not last in any. It showed substantially improv.Q kill ratios, for example.
Advisors indicate that an increase in joint and com.ibined operations as well
as refresher training pro-ided to three battalions b: the Australians con-
tributed to improved "-cores. The 5th Division did not show much improvement
except in leadership (from 9th to 7th). The new division commanders of both
divisions have poor reputations and may not be significant improvements over
their predecessors.

The 25th Division has devoted most of it, effort to pacification support.
Thus, while it is ranked 3rd in leadership, it ranked at the bottom in aggres-
"siveness and in the middle in effectiveness. One reason for this is that
until the Fall of 1969 the 25th largely limited its operations to pacification
in areas of Hau Nghia and Long An that had relatively few main force enemy
troops.

The rew 5tY Division commander received average leadership ratings when
he was commander of the 22nd Division but division performance was poor. He
replaces General Thuan whose removal was recommended by US advisors and V'ho
was accused of coi'ruption.

The former 18tt Division commander, General Giai, generally recognized as
incompetent, was replaced by General Tho, considered by some as equally bad.
Although the 18th improved in 1969 while still under General Giai's command,
this iray be attributed to the increased emphasis of US units operating in the
same area on conductinr joint and combined operations w.Zth 18th Division
battalions and more training.'IJ

Observers were optimistic that General Thinh would improve the 25th Divi-.
-ion. In 1969 the di,,ision ranked 3rd in leadership, and in important effec-
tiveness indicators such as KIA ratio, enemy KIA per contact and advisor
rating, the 25th was 3rd or 4th. Low marks in aggressiveness and total enemy
KIA reflect the division's emphasis on pacification security missions and lack
of operational activity in areas of significant enemy presence. Overall, the
division's performance appears to have regressed in 1969 from 1968 when it was

_� 2nd or 3rd best in the country. However, by late 1969 the division had moved
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"significant forces against critical e.b..: base areas in Tay Ninh and reportedly

""is achieving saccess.

IV CTZ (7th, 9th and 21st Infantry Di'."sions)

The 7th ARVIN Divisior in IV CZ, e.er.orated in almost all indicators in
1969. Leadership went from 2nd to t:- :d the kill ratio dropped from 5th
to 10th. In fact in some instances the kill ratio was in favor of the enemy.
Contacts were low (7th) despite one of the highest enemy densities in the
country in their DTA. The redeployment of The US 9th Division in the summer
apparently contributed to this decline in effectiveness. The situation was
serious enought for President Thieu to replace the 7th Division commander in
January with Col. Nguyen Khoa Nam who has a reputation as an aggressive
leader.:

The 9th Division was rankvd last in leadership and effectiveness by US
advisors in 1969. Lack of aggressiveness was a frequent criticism and most
performance indicators were below average. The 21st Division was considered
the worst division in IV CMZ in 1968 and the best in 1969. The division's
performance actually changed very little (8th in leadership, very low aggres-

R, siveness ratings, slightly higher effectiveness ratings) but the 7th and 9th
* Divisions declined, therefore shifting relative rankings.

__ •The recent appointment of Col. "g-uyen Khoa Nair to command the 7th ARVN
Division hopefully will be a significant Lmprovement over his predecessor.SGen. Hoang, the former commander, w.ras .-- o-n for his conservatism and his sub-

r ordinates lacked initiative. Seventh.- i:ision performance deteriorated in
1969, particularly after the departure of the US 9th Division. The new com-
mander's reputation is that of a dynanvz and aggressive leader. Col. Nam's
advisors indicate he has "outstanding leadership ability" and judgment. "His
services are sought all over Vietnam; *e has excelled in all areas.: In one
advisor's opinion he is one of the great leaders of SVN and one of the most
competent officers he has ever known. It is obvious that the 7th Division
will need an officer of this caliber to arrest the deterioration of the 7th's
performance and face problems posed by the enemy's buildup of forces in the
northern Delua.

The 9th Division's low ranking leaiership and effectiveness ratings re-
flect the assessment of Col. Di as a -,:ea an" unaggressive commander whose
attitude affects the leadership of his stcordinates and the performance of
the division.

Reports indicate the 21st Divis:=n 2onniander, Gen. Nghi, may be trans-
ferred to a rnew post in 1970. Eighth i.: leadership for two years, performanc.
is sinotty and the division has personnel rroblews. In Nc,,ember one of the
battalions was led by a first lieutenant. Observers indicate Gen. Nghi is
a better staff officer than division •c--ander.
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<EA f.-d AdVis')r C',rzsnt Bxlperienced Obse-rver C'=,ent

X1, Ngc- .;; -rucr.E %,.t! e±f tht !'ri -crkirg a:.i most pl'~fy 1. ';. a e s~
(Ist t1'.'r:2a.it--tent T-!zvi a :n tie Vietca'es Ir'lr. ~ ~ 't thi eV r1 0

43 mrt?,,s C! =ox.ente &-.-. a~reossve' comv.ncr...' the i" &*.i o-jt with units -1 the tire.
Tou -a e~a sub.-rd Irnatez. 'In.' with MZ s
,,ts e Y p.±ople andI Is able to promote

BG L.guier eTotnt a ex e2ený ae~- J' intclllint,ý-islve- 1. "rur,.l.,y overrated. ~ilvision prl'ocz-
(2nd Infentry Divls~c-ý' a conzlenti-s .fi er who tis c er-ti :)~r the 'eirrgnl La'.agrinns
24 wnrh- Ma: Ca -.:,'-are o" hi: tr -ps ... cossastently displays his W~ould rel' cvo himr

;erscna1. rsg .-.der 1'iro to encou,.ragt his trotýs.* 2. "Super deft~nive. IA(:rted ag.wr~isive-
('. ~ -u Je~~±~~;touehsto'si t'dss. Looeo'i.ng upward iather that. down--

WR vul4 en!lrer tý'Žro. -rumortd to Lt cerrupt niot gcoo. t; his people. Couple of' very
Uyby. -- e~tese source) ba-I rtp.zrts f'rom provin~e adeisor; In his

I4zt BGL go Trien *'isplays tie hiens,: zoral fiber desirti or a 1. '%o4 reputatiren, but I don't kunow him.
(22od Ini'antry mtt' l~e. ~ics~ t bj him ref'lect c:.refus Was plea-ze. to :;cc Iieu relieved." iBce 5th
6 months as ZCý tnt.ysis .1' tat,~:io and i=ture! ;'igment... Division belc'.*.)

eIs hignly' res;sztei by his stboniinatts as a 2. -Br'fgt guy vhý made good use of' his
AtV~a.,sr wnho !r nc esttasnt To praise .,r stai'i la -ZS. Part the quorng Trtnz; Training
M,-h-.he%~ iezan-t! by the Situatiort ..ac the C-ater well. Have not PSuer. him in the

-.bility Ini :zr tine highect c12iset In P.7:kF." Nell, bu.t ±'conl him aggressive a-A intelli-
bili~yof gent on tne whole. Have nct-ohserv'ed hin

Is 2.vInior cz.smnndt-.'

Col. Vo Va. -Anh -wrtot..~,and highrly m~otivated, ". Goo! reze,'tatie-r, but I don't know his."
(23rd Infi'a.try 2'vlsiz'ý :.Carnh is cc-s!cre! a wtoll-qualitf~e- ofict'ie'. 2. ::~rret. him, but 1 recall. ht th' tie',
17 ctnth: as 2 .: gz-,A1 di:±Is- :7 :ý7enier. Strong of- t, 1 his iý)ntzer.t ntd'ili gra~it AR*I% o,'fic-.r:

i~ressi-s.t.W. lxr:o.-A- in tools o' ::Is trale. ~ ere fts~ir ., * iow did thris guy get It?' pis
;.:.epte2 ad:!,*-- M~~.~evhs£r. g points reputatll= is not hig.. anon:, this group."

a'weak pcints. .ettprticularly politically
.e'tts. ~cl~:.o at:oep governzcr~t pcolicy; rcot

e;:11ttical =An. T:hei-.:Xd to be prcmtel to Bý.
7. t t,-&: -,, ýeslrex of' 'US crc=%'tders in the
ares.. *;erY nc-est. Personally b-ave, ri-ady to Icad

M ga'ra V'sn Ft'le s-ý of' thz cl'ezestse!.Icr Vietnamese chIe.'1. "Poor as 22nd I'ivisior. coiranier.
t1" Inf'antry Li "-sont -t.mer C; h' tl~e 22-.-1 io1'artry Dlivision. Arericarns are over-impressed by hit. fluent

Pmonths- as 0", English, %atich he learned In g¶alayshs."
2. "A'htn Fieu was in the 22nd DiVi3ton it
vs. like 2nd Division performance- -non'4nno-
vatirng and careful, e'.en when enemy forcesa
were deplettid. In~suff'icient concern with
the SF ar-i P-? while in the 22nd Division
and conflicts with province orthizials."

Ba Lam quacfg Itsor exudes sel.? s:.i!!ence and has si noticeable 1r.- 1. "Coward anid military incompettnt,
(18th Infantry Divisicr) ltence or. the ,olos h his junior officers. FT despite his six root height and bearing.
6 months as ::G is highly psocel and admired... .a competent genera2. Was the armor com:%ander at the crutial

otff!er. battle at Ap Btc, uhich ARVN lost."
2. "Don't know him as a division commnder.
Tall, good r'ilitary bearlng--US orficer4
th~r.k he's great and he gives good briefings.
The Vietnamese generals think be's a dud.
TheF7 hate his guts. He always looks up.
Doesn't ag-_ressively carry out his duty.
Rides the fence.'
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Commanders

97 Nguyen Xuan Thinh "The 25th Division, prior t. the :: f 1 "Fair cosander. Clearly the 25th
(25th Infantrv Division) cca•ad by General Thinh, D.evsion is u.i--pre:1ve."

to be worst combat unit i- ' -. r :. 2. "Don't k.•,• enough ebou- him to co'--ent,"
make ch^0ges that will e:.'e.tmal'. - -e 2-th'a
reputation ... sets an example for " ... ren.. ..m .•
in aggressiveness and the Aster-" -:":a:- a
division."

5R Uguyen Thanh Hoang "a profes• nacsl military •Ofice. v:.-... 2. "Relieving him was a good move. Fe was

(7th Infantry Division) Intelligent, extremely shrew!, q-cI:% t;rtheA, a lousy provin•e chief. S,.per defensive, in-
19 months as CG, relieved and is deliberate in thi.-kin and i;.ee:z.. Ft decisive. Didr't replaee pcr officials.

in January 1970 cooands the attention of his m~bz .i:.ez. .e- Tried to do all tne work himself, didn't use
placed in Jan. 1970 by Col. ::3.ye:. 7-a ., former his staff."
cv--a•nder of che 3rd Airtcrnre Br•'-4e.

Col. !%guyen IKoo Sam "outstandirn leadership a•... ". f1-•.' .... etir. 1. "Good reputation."
(7tb Infantry Division) seems to be berng a full tize sci!.r. H'Is serx:-ce. 2. "Don't know him.'
1 month as CG are sought all over Vietn,=. e :f ý. eat

leaders in this country...cnne of tne =sl :cmnten-.
officers I have ever known."

Col. Tran Ba Di "colonel Di clearly cor.&n.s the t .. i :., hevever, 1. "Better than before, but only fair."

(9th Infantry Division) his lf.adership is weak del..!n-.: " ... "art far2.i- 2. "As a province chief he .,•Ae such
19 months as CO ures by som.e of his cor.-A.!'•er: an.! •.•:••W!,h effective use of R7.-iP" in *63-a• that no

poor staff perforance. .. this lacs -f fr. -1 ARWJ' battalions were needel in Phong Dinsh or
aggressiveness extends to ccmba :•re.i:':: it.&a to protect Can Tho, deppite the presence cf

his units seldom take'fol. t:*d-.sn:e-t -f t.:y substantial VC forces in the province. Toe
contacts by exploit.n• tien - effe:i:'ei. :n cthcr Vietnamese say ht is doing a good job, but
retpects, hi& competence as a c !e: : far the Division is in a ",cu;h area and the
above averuge." problems of operating the division tactically

pseem beyond hsim. Locks the necessary ex-
perience at Division le:'el. Would do well If
he had an absolutely first rate adviror who
could help him vitn the tactics of eiploying
the Division."

BG Nguyen Vinh 1.ghi "very intelligent. lie repl•:es ,• :;..-e ",.. Yt .... 1. "Poor ccennder in the 21st Division, but
under PAnh the 21st Divisic-. "an •cne :-,f -.:.- excellent staff oi'icer ai chief of staff in
Vietnam's finest cocbat units." I MZ."

2. "Sjich Chief of Staff in I CIM. Super
defenaibe posture--put t.,-%ed wire around
Sac Lieu. The Division "t let," of its old
steam--I attribute this . . . 's
dcmineering- -scares hi c.:, nt. r . verrateW."
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• • t RVNAF OFFICER AND NCO SHORTAGE

Swumarl. The RYWAF officer corps is bottom heavy with too many
junior officers (lieutenants and aspirants) and too few senior oj'jfic.rs
(captains through colonels). The persistant shortagd of senior officers
"resulted mostly from the increasad demands for offiera to Jill out the

expanding ?RVNAF force structure; authorized officer spa:rP.s increased more
rapidly than officer promotions. Coprwcuvding this rapid jirowth in
authorizationa, the Joint General Staff (JCS) failed to carzr out all of
their announced 1968 and 1969 promotion objectives Wi.nd probably will not
reach 2970 goals either. The RVNAF need to increase the rate of senior
officer promotions to at least one and one half times the 1969 rate to
reach 1970 goals. Imbalances in NCO ranks persist but improved in 1969,I;• and 1970 qoals may be attained.

Strength. TablE_ 1 shows that the RVWNA officer corps (both Regular and

.1 Regional)i-nareased 191% in strength in 1969 ( a net gain of 9362 officers.)

IR Most of this increase resulted from add-ons at the bottom--13,627 aspirants
were commissioned last year. Because most of the new officers are aspirants
the imbalance in the officer corps structure persists. Junior officers are

overstrength (12O-) but senior officers have only 62d of their authorized
spaces filled. This is an improvement over the end of 1968 when juntior
officers were 1291%, and senior officers 59%, of authorized--ags-.inst signifi-
cantly lower authorized strengths.

TABLE 1

RVIIR.•F OFFICER STRENGTHa/

31 Dec 1968 Strength 31 Dec 196 Strength e han9e

RI•HAF Officers Auth Actual % Auth Actual % Auth Actual

Col 466 149 32 647 250 39 181 101 7
LtC 1308 666 51 1907 1016 53 599 350 2

Maj 3823 2362 62 5197 3320 61 1371 958 2

Capt 11390 6781 60 15110 9562 63 3720 2781 3
Subtotal 109W7 9-9-5Z 59 22861 Yl~IV8 3774j

Lt/Asp 30330 39022 129 36720 44194 120 6390 5172 -9

Total 47317 4 1 59581 5•3 •2 93

a/ Regular and Regional Fzrces.

NCO strength increased by 17% (a%gain of 22,659) in 1969. The 1968
imbalance of too many E-5s and a shortage of E6-E8 e-,.-oved although short-
,-Se in the E7 and E8 ranks continued.
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TALBL 2

RVNAF NCO STRENGTH

ff 31 Dec 1968 31 Dec 1969 Net Change
RVNMF NO~s Auth Actual . Auth Actual Auth Actual

E8 5798 3731 64 7929 5564 70 2131 1833 6
E7 13259 11142 84 17811 13032 73 4552 1890 -11
F,6 36150 30038 83 45567 47136 103 9417 17098 20
E5 71622 86786 121 00 8866 1874 -23? 886 9 18768 17 2

Total 126829 131-69-7 161697 1539-2 95 [1i86a 22695 - 9

S•/ Regular and Regional Forces

Promotions. There has been no major renovation in the RV officer
promotion system since 1965, but some reform has taken place.l/ While the
Vietnamese have a better promotion system on paper, it has changed little in

?ý_ the way it operates. The promotion system responds more to the politics of
Z the senior generals than to the needs of the professional military service.

The result is that it has been unable to respond effectively to requirements
for professionalism and to the war itself. For example, the RVNAF has not
losened significantly the educational requireme ;s for commission, nor has
it used quotas for battlefield promotions. The steady expansion in the size
of the RVNAF has overtaken army politics in the sense that the need for more
officers, and hence promotions, has outstripped the capacity of the RVNAF
political system to sanction such promotions. Unless the promotion system
is regularized and given the aut noij it clearly needs, the increase in RVNAF
effectiveness may be limited.

In 1968 the RVNAF JGS established a series of promotion goals desigaed
to achieve 90% of authorized strength in all officer and NCO grades for the
combined regular and regional forces by the end of CY 1970 (Table 3). How-
ever, the JGS cancelled the December special promotions designed to complete
the 1968 po tion of the goals because of administrative delays by RVNAF field
commanders in submitting prerequisite recommendations. The 1968 promotion
shortfall was added to CY 1969 promotion quotas. The fact that National Day
(November 1) celebration promotions did not occur in 1969, plus the general
failure to meet training and promotion goals established by the RVNAF in 1968,
contributed to the failure to meet 1969 goals. In fact, the RVNAF failed
last year to reach its 1968 goals for senior officers.

Two new programs that should increase officer strengths in.1970 are the
planned input of combat-experienced NCOs as officer candidates and a larger
effort to rotate combat unit officers and school instructor officers. Even
with these new programs, the continued force structure increases and a lack
of eligible and qualified personnel for promotion:goals for all grades make
it doubtful that the CY 1970 promotion goals will be met.

See annex for a summary of promotion policies and procedures.
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TABLE 3

RVNAF PROMOTION GOALS.
(% of Authorized Strength in Grade)

Goals
1968 1969 1970 End CY 69 Actual 69 Shortfall

Col 40 60 90 39 -21
LTC 6o 70 90 53 -17
Maj 65 80 90 64 -.16
Capt 70 90 90 63 -27

E8 70 80 90 70 -10
E7 80 85 90 73 -12

R E6 80 90 90 103 +1-3
E5 109 123 100 98 -25

Table 4 shows that, assuming no attrition or increases in authorized
officer strength, but allowing for changes in rank through promotion, the JGS
made only about half of the officer promotions needled to meet its 1969 goals.
NCO's fared better with the minimum promotions needed but still failed to
meet their goals in filling authorized spaces for E7 and E8 (as sho-m in Table
3) presumably due to attrition.

TAI.LE 4

1969 OFFICER/NCO PROMOTONS
190-9

Dec 1968 Dec 1969 Promotions, Promo-
Strength Goal a/ Difference Needed tions Shortfall

Col 149 388 239 239 108 - 131

LTC 666 1,335 669 908 421 - 487
Maj 2,362 4,158 1,796 2,704 1,526 -1,178
Capt 6 781 13 590' 9 513 4,452 -5 06

Total 9,956 19,471 9,513 13,364 6,507 -6:857

E8 3,731 6,343 2,612 2,612 2,694 + 82
E7 ll,lh2 15,139 3,997 6,609 5,291 -1,318
E6 30.038 41,010 10,972 17,581 26,017 +8,436
E5 86 786 111,180 2439 41,975 35,128 -684

Total 67173,672 6,77- 69,130 + 353

1969 objectives (Table 3) multiplied against 1969 authorized TO&2 strengths.
_/ Promotions needed are larger than the difference between the 1968 strength

and the 1969 goal to account for the additional spaces that must be filled
as officers or NCO's are promoted upward. For example, if you fill the 239
Col. spaces by promoting 239 LTC, you now need to pkoir.3te 908 Majors to
LTC to reach your 1969 goal, etc. (669 to meet your goal, plus 239 toreplace the LTCs promoted to Col. ).
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Table 5 shows the number of promnotio.s needed to reach 1970 goJls of 90%
fill in all ranks except E5, where 1C,: fill is required. The RVIIAF needs to
increase the rate of senior officer prcotions to at least one and a half
times the 1969 rate to reach 1970 goals. Casualties, retirements or increases
in the authorized strengths would mean an. even higher rate of promotions is
required. Unless the JGS takes steps to ease promotion policies and increases
the rate of promotions, they will fail so attain their 1970 goal.for senior
officers. They may, however, be able to reach NCO goals.

i

TABLE 5

CY 1970 P-ROM.:ONS

1970 Goala/ Promotions Needed

Col 582 332
LTC 1716 1,032
Maj 4677 2,389
Capt 6,A26

Total 20574 10,179

E8 7136 12,5(2
FE7 16030 4,570
E6 41010 -1,556
E5 174

Total 155 4,760

a 1976 objectives (see Table 3) multiplied against 1969 authorized TO&E
strengths.

_/ Promotions needed are larger than the difference between the 1968 strength
and the 19o69 goal to account for the additional spaces that must be filled
as officers or NCO's are promoted upward. For example, if you fill the
332 Col. spaces by promotitg 332 LTCs, you now need to promote 1,032 ,4jors
to LTC to reach your 1969 goal, etc. (700 to meet your goal, plus 332 to
replace the LTCs promoted to Col.).

I!: 18 0
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RVOAF PROMOTION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

"Types of Grades: There are two types of grauLes provided for in the
directive. These are permanent (for officers and NOOs), and functional
(for officers in the grade of first lieutenant and above). The permanent
grade is official for pay allowances, retirement, and most significantly,
for promotion list seniority. The functional grade, while also ofeficial
for pay, allowances, and retirement, is not official for promotion list
seniority. Promotion list seniority is based solely upon the time in
permanent grade. While the RVNAF permanent gradc may be compared to the
"US permanent grale, the RVNAF functional grade should not be compared to
the US temporary grade. An RVNAF officer who holds a functional grade may
not be promoted directly to the next higher permanent or functional grade.
He must first be promoted (converted) to the permanant grade equivalent to
his present grade. A permanent captain, for example, may be promoted
directlj either to permanent major or to functional major. A functional
captain, however, may be promoted (or converted) only to the grade of
permanent captain.

Types of Promotions: There are two general types of promotions pro-
vided for by directive. These are annual and special. Annual promotion&.
are made on the basis of selection lists similE& to those used in the US

s Army promotion system. These selection lists are prepared by promotion
boards which meet each year in the fall to k- ..sider for promotion all Regular
and Regional Forces personnel who meet th. babic criteria for promotion (time
in grade, etc.). In the preparation of the lists, promotion boards are
required to employ an objective point system which takes into account each
eligible individual's seniority in' tservice, seniority in grade, present
position, seniority in present position, military schooling, civilian
schooling, awards and decorations, time of service in combat units, effi-

• ciency rep rts, and disciplinary record. Annual promotions are normally to
peimanent grades, although they may, depending upon force level requirements,
be to futctional grades. Special promotions, on the other hand, are made on
the basis of individually considered commanders' recommendations. They are
normally granted as special battlefield promotions to those individuals who
have consistently distinguished themselves on the battlefield or as special
non-battlefield promotions to those individuals who have served meritoriously
in non-combat positions, These promotions may be to permanent or functional
grades according to the services performed and the current grades of the
individuals being promoted.

Promotion Criteria: Promotion criteria prr¢ided for in the directive
vary according to type of promotion and the particular grade involved. The
following chart depicts the current time in grade criteria for anr'ial and
special non-battlefield promotions to the grades indicated:

UNCLASSIFIED
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GRADE AN.TAUL NON-BATTLEFISLD

Col - ILT 2 yrs 1 yr (6 mo in psn)
2LT - CPLI 2 yrs 6 mo (3 mo in psn)
CPL - PFC 1 r 6 mo (3 mo in psn)

The times in grade shown are all tires in permanen!, grade. Promotions to
private first class, second lieutenant, and first lieutenant are automatic
after the times in grade zhown f6r annual promotion. Exceptions are that
aspirants who are graduates of the 'fficer training school at Thu Duc are
automatically promoted to second lieu.enaats after 18 months in grade and
second lieutenants who are graduates of she Vietnamese Military Academy
at Dalat are automatically promoted to first lieutenant after 18 months in
"grade. Promotions to corporal first class for corporals who have a CCI
Certificate and promotions to sergeant first class for sergeants who have
graduated from the NCO Training.School are also automatic after three years;
in grade. In addition, first lieutenants who hold-the functional gr.Ade of
captain may be promoted to the permanent grade of captain after 18 months in
the permanent grade of firs lieftenanz, and outstanding second lieutenants
may, based upon their cowu.nders" recoz=endatioas, be promoted to permanent
first lieu.enant after only one year. The following chart depicts the
current time in grade criteri.- for special battlefield promotions:

SPECIAL
GRADE BATTLEFIELD

Col - SFC 6 mo (3 mo in psn)
SGT - CPLI 3 mo (6 mo in svc)
CPL - PFC none

There are no apparent exceptions to these criteria. As indicated, battle-
field promotions to corporal and PFC may be made w.Lthout regard to time in

grade, time in position, or time in service.

Promotion•. Authorities: While reccmendations for annual and special
promotions are made by promotion boaris and unit commanders respectively,
the actual promotions are made only by the several. promotion authorities.
The following chart lists the promotion authorities and grades to which
each is empowered to promote:

President General Officer

Prime Minister Permanent Colonel

Minister of Functional Colonel
Defense through

Permanent Major

Chief, JGS Functional Major
and below

The Chief, JGS has delegated a portion -f his promotion authority to subordinate

"vs" +•" commanders. 1
UNIC 1-,. •IFED
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LEADERSHIP AND ARYN COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS

St, Sur . The February 1970 Analysis Report presented data which
"suggested leadership and combat effectiveness were closely related.
Further evidence of that association was found through correlation and
regression analysis of three ratings from the SEER Quarterly Report-1
combat effectiveness., leadership, and quality of personnel. Within
each division the three ratings upually show similar patterns, but the
overall trends and.:their timing arn quite different among the divisions.
There is a hi&h correlation between cambat effectiveness and the leadership
in ARVY infantry, but only a moderate one between -- 'bat effectiveness
and the quality of ARVN personnel. This in&d A';es .- proving leadership
is more likely to increase com bat effectiveness than is improving the
quality of personnel. Additional evidence from regression analysis shows
that an increase ir leadership will yield more than four times the imrove-
ment in combat effectiveness that an equivalent increase in quality of
personnel would.

In the System for Evaluating the Effectiveness of RVNAF (SEER) there is
a quarterly report in which the advisors of battalions and higher units respond
to 157 questions on various aspects of the unit, its personnel and its opera-
tions. This paper will be concerned with the questions and ratings pertaining
to combat effectiveness, leadership and quality of perso nel. The ratings are
composed of the weighted answers to selected questions.l_/ Appendix A shows the
dimensions measured by questions in the combat effectiveness, leadership, and
personnel ratings; for example, personnel ratings measure the physical condi-
tion of the troops, hou eager for combat and loyal they are, how effectively
morale incentives are used, and how often pay is delayed.

Tablesl-4 show the combat effectiveness, leadership and personnel ratings
for the twelve ARVN divisions and separate regiments during 1968 and the first
two quarters of 1969. For most units, the ratings are similar within each
division, e.g. the three ratings for the 1st Division peaked during the second
and third quarter of 1968 and declined thereafter (see Table 1). However,
the rating.: of the divisions show different patterns among themselves; they do
not '.uctuate at the same times. For example, the 2nd Division (Table 1) shows
a large decline in the 3rd quarter 1968 and consistent increases thereafter,
but the 42nd Regiment shows increases in the 3rd and 4th quarters of 1968 and in
the 1st quarter of 1969 but very large rating drops in the second quarter of
1969 (see Table 2).

SThese ratings are calculated by adding the weighted responses to selected
questions and dividing that sum by the total possible score. For example,
if on seven questions the highest possible score iS 35 (5 points is the
highest on each of the sever, questions) and the advisor gives the unit five
4's and two 3's, a total of 26, the units rating would be 26 $. 35 or .743.
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COMBAT EFFECTIVEMESS, FADE-SHIP, AND PERSONNEL
Ze' RATNGS FOR b2tMS IN I C'1

1968 1969
1Qtv. ?2Ctr 3Qtr t lQtr 2Qtr

Units
1st Comb Eff 70.9 88.0 90.9 83.6 83.6 82.2

Leadership 72.9 89.6 88.2 82.3 83.1 81.9
Personnel 77.7 8'.8 91.9 86.8 88.2 87.6

23rd Comb Eff 66.4 71.4 59.0 66.7 74.4 86.6
Leadership 64.5 70.6 59.0 66.5 77.2 86.oSPersonnel 77.6 78.4 70.5 Z48 78.2 82.3

51st Comb Eff .0• 77.6 90.6 92.1 92.1
Leadership 77.2 71.0 871.6 84.7 84.9 85.1
Per sonnel 85.7 90.8 92.0O 80.4 77.9 82.1

Source: SEER Quarterly Reports for !9-48 and the firn•t two quarters of 1969.

TABLE 2

COMBAT E)TCTIVEDE•SS', LEAJEnSHIP, AND PERSONNEL
RATINGS FOM UTNITS IN I1 CTZ

lQtr 2Qtr 3Qtr 4qtr iQtr 2Qtr

Units
22nd COmb Eff 70.8 71.5 74.7 78.2 74.9 73.5

Leadership 72.0 72.0 75.3 80.3 76.1 76.6
Personnel 80.0 82.7 81.0 80.9 82.2 81.5

23rd Comb Eff 72.1 64.8 72.9 72.5 66.9 72.0
ireadership 75.4 69.8 74.3 72.6 71.5 77.3
Personnel 80.14 73.4 81.9 79.4 80.2 83.8

42nd Comb Eff 6-"3.5 76.7 81.9 89.2 67.6
Leadership 80.6 78,8 76.6 79.7 83.2 72.0
Personnel 83.0 79.1 82.9 83.6 85.1 67.5

Source: SEER Quarterly Reports for 1968 and the first two quarters of 1969.
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"TABIZ 3

COMBAT EFFECTIVEhTSS, LEADERSHIP, AND PERSONNEL
"RATflMGS FOR UNITS IN III C0Z

1968 1969
iQt- 2Qtr 3Qtr 4Qtr 1Qtr 2Qtr

Units
5th Comb Eff 73.2 73.4 64.2 71. 70.6 74.1

Leadership 71.0 74.0 68.8 70.5 71.7 76.3
Personnel 74'.9 79.1 76.2 78.0 80.7 82.6S18h Comb Eff 76.3 79.8 68.8 66.0 61.o

Leadership 76.5 80.4 68.6 68.4 64.7 68.8
Personnel '73.1 84.0 77.1 71.7 71.3 71.8

25th Comb Eff 71.5 76.9 73.5 72.4 71.5 8-.
Leadership 74.2 81.0 74.3 74.7 69.5 79.5
Personnel 74.5 80.8 81.3 83.9 86.7 87.8

Source: SEER Quarterly Reports for 1968 and the first two quarters of 1969.

TABLE 4

COMBAT EFFECTIMEESS, LEAERSHIP, PYf ,,,.RSONNEL
RATMlGS FOR UNITS IN IV (.

196Lý 1969
1Qtr--"tr 3qtr 4Qtr lQtr 2Qtr

Units
7th Comb Eff 70.3 71.6 81.8 78.5 72.5 68.5

Leadership 71.8 71.0 .80.5 81.6 75.3 76.0
Personnel 82.3 84.3 0•00 892.8 85.7 81.4

9th Comb Eff 67.6 57.6 74.9 71.6 66.8 60.7
Leadership 69.6 6L.2 74.5 68.2 68.5 65.9
Personnel 78.6 82.? 82.5 72.3 75.4 7y4.4

21st Comb Eff 79.7 74.0 75.3 WAIII 80.6 75.4
Leadership 74.3 77.. 79.3 8P.6 8o.7 77.0
Personnel 82.7 80..; 80.8 87.9 82.4 80.9

Source: SEER Quarterly Reports for 1958 and the first two quarters of 1969.
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Correlations calculated for the SIR ratings of combat effectiveness,

leadership, and pprsonnel show a high association between combat effectiveness

and ltadership (rW = .812) but only a z.od~rate association between combat

effectiveness and quality of personnel (r = .500). The substantial difference

in the two correlations suggests that there Is no "halo effect" in the data.

That is, avisors do not rate all aspects of a unit's performance the same be-

cause of a general impression of unit perzormance, rather they seem to judge

each characteristic of the unit independently. A close examination of Appendix

A indicates that the questions for combat effectiveness and those for leader-

ship are quite different and therefore it is probably safe to assume these

ratings tap different factors.

Table 5 shows the moderate relatipnship between the data on quality of

leadership and quality of personnel (r = .436). Moreover, Table 5 shows that
the multiple correlation predicting combat effectiveness ratings from both
leadership and persongel ratings is not much larger than that for leadership
alone (the multiple R = .859)and is only slightly larger than the .842 correla-

K tion between combat effectivenesz and leadership). This means that combat
effectiveness can be predicted nearly as accurately using leadership ratings

alone as by using both leadership and personnel ratings. This implies that if
one were to improve combat effectiveness in APVN infantry and had only limited

--resources, it would prove more effective and efficient to concentrate on
improving leadership rather than personnel.

TABLE 5

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (R2) BETWEEN SEER
COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS, LEADERSHIP, AND

PERSONICL RATINGS

Comb Effect Comb Effect Comb Effect Leadership
Vs. Leader Vs. Pers Vs. Lead. & Pers Vs. Pers

For all twelve divisions .842 .500 .859 .436

For the lst, 2nd, 5th,
18th, 25th, 21st dlvi-
sions and 42nd Regt .890 .719 .922 .608

For the 22nd, 23rd, 7th,
and 9th divisions and
51st Regt .783 .266* .798 .213

"*Statistical significance: p < .01 - all other r 2 are significant at p ( .001.

Source: SEER Quarterly Reports for IS68 and first two quarters of 1969.
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Regression analysis of combat effectiveness, leadership and personnel

ratings for the twelve ma.)or ARVNi divisions and separate regiments also in-
dicates that leadership has stronger influence over combat effectiveness than

does quality of Personnel. The regression equation presented in Appexdix B

indicates that an increase in leadership will yield more than four times the

improvement in combat effectiveness that an equivalent increase in the quality

of personnel would.

Additional correlational analysis presented in Table 5 shows the relation-

ships found between combat effectiveness, leadership and personnel are not

consistent among the divisions. For some units the relationships are stronger

(these units are 1st, 2nd, 5th, 18th, 25th, and 21st Divisions and 41st Regi-

ment). The remaining units (51st Regt., 22nd, 23rd, 7th, and 9th Divisions)
had lower correlations. Table 6 shows that for the time period covered (1 Qtr

68 to 2nd Qtr 69), the divisions in the group with the highest correlations
are not those with the highest, lowest, or extreme ratings; rather, they rank

at all levels in both combat effectiveness and leadership ratings.

,TABLE 6
-RAKINGS OF MAJOR ARVN UNITS" ON COMBAT

EFFECTIVENESS AND LEADERSHIP RATINGS a/b/

Divisions Regiments Combat Effect. Rank Order Leadership Divisions/Regiments

51st 86.7 1 83.0 Ist*
*lst 83.2 2 81.8 51st
*l2nd 78.2 3 78.5 42nd*
*21st 78.2 4 78.5 21st*

*25th 74.4 5 76.0 7th
7th 73.9 6 75.5 25th*
22nd 73.9 7 75.4 22nd

415th 71.1 8 73.5 23td
23rd 70.2 9 72.1 5th*

*2nd 70.8 10 71.2 18th*
*18th 69.6 11 70.6 2nd *o
9th 68.2 12 69.2 9th

a/ Note: Asterisks indicate divisions in the group with the highest correlation
between leaderrhip and ccmbat effectiveness ratings.

/Source: SEER-AMTEA Quarterly Reports for 1968 anO. the first two quarters-A of 1969.
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APPE ND X A

Combat Effectiveness includes:

1. How aggressive is the unit?
2. How well does it perform offensive operations by both US and VN

standards?
3. How well does it perform defensive and psywar operations and conduct

ambushes?
14. How well does it utilize crew-served weapons and armor?
5. How well does it collect and use intelligence?
6. How quickly dces the unit react or take action?
7. How adequate are the unit's efforts at pacification?
8. How effective is the unit's staff?

Leadership Ratings include:

1. Is the unit's commander overly concerned about taking casualties;
does he rely excessively on air or artillery support; does he try
to avoid enemy forces?

•. 2. How effective is the commander in heavy combat?
3. Does the commander take the initiative?
4. How good are-the commander's relations with his men and superiors?
5. How strong is the company level officer and NCO leadership?
6. Are the troops eager for combat, loyal, responsive to commands, and

respectful of the rights and property of the populace?
7. How effectively are morale incentives used?

Personnel Ratings include:

1. Does poor physical condition of the troops affect the units operations
or its strength?

2. How eager for combat and loyal are the troops?

3. How effectively are morale incentives used?
4. How often is pay delayed?

S~FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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APPEMJC B

The regression equation arrived at by analysiL of the ratings takes the
for•m:

Combat Effectiveness = .7996 (Leadership) + .1780 (Personnel l/

Verbally, this equation can bc!.states as: the combat effectiveness rating
ofa.unit equals .7996 t~mes the leadership rating plus .1780 times the per-
sonnel rating. The coefficients .7996 and .1780 are called Beta-weights.
In a regression equation, Beta-weights are useful in deciding which of two
or more variables has the strongest influence over the dependent variable,
the larger the Bete-weight, thi greater the influence.

The above equation shows that leadership has a much stronger influence
over combat effectiveness than does quality of personnel. A one point increase
"in leadership will increase combat effectiveness .7996 points while a one point

* •increase in personnel will increase combat effectiveness only .1780 points
(22% of leadership). In other words, an increase in leadership will yield
more than four times the improvement in combat effectiveness that an equivalent
increase in quality of personnel would.

iA

, The equation will, of course, not yield the precise value for combat
effectiveness, but the error will usually be very small. For example, the

___ equation yields a combat effectiveness rating of 74.7 for the 25th Division
in 4th Qtr 1968, while the true rating is 72.4; the equation gives a
combat effectiveness rating of 81.1 for the 1st Division in 2ad Qtr 1969
while the true rating is 82.2 (refer to Tables 1and 3 for the true values).
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RVNAP LADERSHU'

SimnxA racent MACV study mupxorts earl~ier findinpa that leadesrhip
is the most faportant factor in combat effectivenaes. Despite the wrporfxmce
of Uadrsiv,-battalion co~mmanders usually do not have the rak for the job

of batta"io oosuander's heoding the rank of lieuten'ant colonel in 1969.

Previous studiesV/ indicated that poor ARMN division cc'inandera adversely
affect the performance of several ARVIT div;isions in South Vietnam and that
improvement in the overall quality of l.eadership in combat units would yield
more than four times the improvement in com~bat effectiveness that an equivalent
increase in quiality of perso~nnel would. Other evidence indicates serious
shortages and imbalances exist in the .RVIIA officer and 11C0 ranks.* As a re-
sult of this situation, and a preference for promoting noncombat leaders, 60%
of the battalions in ARVN divisions a-.d about 1LO% of all ARVN/VINMC battalions
are commanded by captains instead of lieute~nant colonels.

A recent MACV study-2 supports these flalings. It states that AIWII has
~: ~.some truly outstanding leaders, but is often hesitant to replace poor performers,

partially due to the limited depth and unknovn qualityr of potential replacements.
* The problem is complicated by the lack of a regular rotation policy which leaves

man; officers in command slots for long periods. This in turn tends to lead to
caution and complacency.

The MACV study rates each battalion c%=-ander as above average, average
or below averagle and provides brief commenats on each one. The results are
shown in Table 1. More, than half the battalion covmonaders were rated above
average; 27% were average and 14+% below average, while 9% were not rated due to
recent assignmenis to coummand. In general these assessments correlate with
ratings provided by the advisors on each unit through SEER. (However, of the
100 battalion comanders evaluated above average, 13 had units which receivedI.
below average combat effectiveness and leadership ratings in BEER.)

SEA MAL Rprs February, 1970, p. 29 and March, 1970, p. 21. 1fAssesenst of AWVN7MC Organizations, ebruary 10b 1970.A
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TABLE 1
ADVIISOR ASSESS1M"T OF BATTALION
Co1=A• IZAfMMl P - 4Q 1969

Above Avg Avg Below Avg Unevaluated

Inf Divisions 72 ( 54) 36 (27) 19 (14) 6 (5)
Airborne 5 ( 56) 2 (22) 2 (22) 0 (0)Cavalry 8 4T7 5 J29) 2 j12 ) 2 J1)

3anger 9 35) 2
i4arine 6 (0 00 (0) 0 (o)Total 100 54) 5"0 (2T) 2"5 (14,) 1 (5)

Examples from the advisors' comments indicate that the regimental cora-
imander's leadership can significantly influence le leadership and performance
of his subordinate commanders. The commander oi the 4th Regt (2nd ARVN Division)
has "one of the finest ARVIT units;" t•io of his tour battalions have newly
assigned commanders and two are rated "consistently excellent" and "among theS|•- finest units of the divisionk." Another regimental conmmander (6th) in the same

division is rated average. Only cne of his battrlion eommanders has a high

rating. Two were "handicapped by inadequate guidance fror, higher headquartera"
and one was not rated.

If a regimental commander takes measures to stimulate morale, his batta-
lion cmmsnders usually foallow his example. In the 23rl Division one regimental
c ander is bblow average and does not consider his troops. Of his four batta-
lion coinanders, three neglect their men, resulting in poor to fair morale.
Another 23M Division regimental commander atter44 to the need of his men and
is rated above average. All four of his battalion commanders reportedly care
"for their-men, producing good to excellent morale.

"Table 2 indicates that little progress was made in increasing the number of
battalion cemsnders holding the rank of lieutenant colonel, the authorized rank
for the job. Infantry divisions fare worse than other types of combat units;

abbut 60% of their batt.alion commnd~ers were captain&e in January (no change from
first quarter 1969) and only 3 of their battalions were commanded by Lieutenant
Colonels. In contrast, only 9% of the battalion commanders in the other combat
units (airborne, cavalry, marines, rangers) were captains, down from 19% in
first qwarter 1969. The data indicate the lixmotion system bhas not been respon-

4• sive to the needs of the combat units, particularly those in the infantry divi-
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RM!K OF A?~ BATTAUMC: COXMMDEIS
(End of~ Guqter)

1969197-0
1.tr 2Qtr R' 4.qtr Jn

i s infantry Div-Bn COs
001 0 0 0 0 0
LTC 4 2 3 1 3
24a3 49 57 52 51 50

0thert 78 7 8 80 81

U0 1 0 0 0
Total 130 952 933 13 100

-otalr BnCi
^0 1 0) 0
LTC ~ 21 219 24 28 31

14aJ 95 115 111 109 11

Ut 0 1 0 0 0
Total 2±n -0 9527 0

Sour Bnco:SER

Co

Jm2 1 2 9 3

95 11 ll 19 1
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IMPACT OF A CIAJ.GE IN LEADERSHIP: THE ARMN ?TH DIVISION

SunmaWy. The installation of a new 7th ARVN7 Division conmander in
January 1970 significantly imrproved the operational performance of the
Division, and led to 13-17% A-B and A-B-C population gains during the first
half of 1970 in its Divicion Tactical Area (DTA). The new comnmander, Col.
A'on, immediately changed one (later two) of his three regimental onrmuwders,
and ordered all three to move out from their base aemps and operate in areas
where the erony is located. With its new commander the Division achieved its

~ hzghest number of enemy killed (190 per month) and its highest kill ratio
(3.5 to 1) since the Tet and hlay offensives of 1968.

As a reEult, the Division has seized the initiative from the same enemj
forces which clearly dominated the area in late 1969 after the 1iS 9th Division
departed. ialet Evaluation System (HES/70) data shows tat company size a.'d
Zarger VC main and local forces in populated areas are steadily being reducad.
Population rated A-V reached 65% in June, up 17% fron December.

under its conservative former commander the 7th Division's performance
4ad 'deteriorated significantly in late 1969. Its operational effectiveness
was rated second worst amoig the 10 ARVAI division8. Besides poor leadership,
one reason for the deterioration was that the US 9th Division left the DTA
before it could train the 7th Division for combat responsibility under MACV's
new Vietnization plans.

Col. Yen has not only achieved outstanding results with a below average
"division, but is working hard to correct many of the problem areas which still
affect his units. The success of the ?th Division under Col. 1am'a leadership
clearly indicates that replacing !-.eoor comv•ander with a good one is the best
way to achieve a better ARVT7 division.

The 7th ARVN Division is responsible for the Tien Giang Division Tactical
Area (DTA) in northern IV MilitExy Region (MR), consisting of Dinh Tuong, Go
Cong, and Kien Hoa provlnces. Kien Hoa has been a traditional VC stronrhold
since the 194 01s: it provided secure base areac and VC manpower for a con-
certed expansion of VC dominance into neighboring areas from 1960-1968, in-
cluding the rich, keyetone province of Dinh Tuong. The enemyt s effort
cul'.nated In th* Tet. offensive of early 1968.

It became app~arent that the enqxy threat in the DTA was too much for the
7th Divisioa and local RF/PF forces to handle alone. The 7th Division has
historically been weak and considered below average in combat effectiveness
by Lt advisors. To reverse the pattern of VC success in the DTA, the US 9th
Division developed and applied a variety of air-mobile tactics which were la

f .• extremely successful in defeating enewy ain force units on the battlefield.
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Problems in 1969

As was common in other areas of the contry before the Vietnamization
program began in mid-1969, the task of iproving RVNAF effectiveness was left
almost entirely in the hands of advisors. There was little growth in the
7th Division's capability to participate in the kind of main force conflict
US forces were fighting, much less assume the entire responsibility. In the
first half of 1969, only 1% of the Divisicn's battalion days were spent on
joint operations with the US 9th Division; rost of the Division's time was:1 spent in RF-like defensive missions, such as providing security for populated
areas. Meanwhile, the ARVN 9th and 21st Divisions, facing similar threats
but without US combat force assistance, continued to develop and generally
performed well throughout 1969.

In June 1969 the US began withdrawing forces from South Vietnam under
the Vietnamization program, with the 9th Division among the first units to

leave. By end-August 1969, all US ground ccmbat forces had left the DTA,
leaving the ARVN 7th Division and the BF/•F to do all the fighting there.
The results were nearly disastrous:

-- Just before US forces left, the ez=r began sending reinforcements
to the DTA, including one NVA regiment (the 88th) and fillers for some VC
battalions. This move was designed to strengthen two of the enemy's remaining
areas of control in the Delta (Base Areas 470 and 490), in accordance with
COSVN's Resolution 9, issued late in 1969.

-- The 7th Division's performance dropped to new lows, even below that
of RF forces in the DTA. At one point in the 4th quarter an entire battalion
of the 11th Regiment was badly mauled by a VC main force battalion.

US advisors attribated many of the Division's problems to poor leadership.

The commander, Brigadier General Hoang, was known for his conservatism, and
his subordinates seemed to lack initiative. US advisors rated the 7th Division
seventh in leadership and ninth in operational effectiveness emong the ten ARVN
divisions in the 4th quarter of 1969.

"Changes in 1970

Both US and GVN officials recognized in late 1969 that the 7th Division's
deteriorating performance was inadequate to meet the enemy threat in its DTA.
Accordingly, President Thieu appointed a new division ccmnander.

(1) Change in Comnander: In January 1970 C61. Nguyen Khoa NXm, the
"dynumic and aggressive ccmnander of the 3rd Airborne Brigade, assumed command

•-' of the 7th Division. At the time, Col. 'N='s advisors indicated that he had
"outstanding leadership ability" and jud•.ent, and that "his services arei seug't all over Vi4etnam; he has excelled in all areas."
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(2) Other Cmn.nges: No other major changes were felt necessary. The
number of maneuver battalions attached to the 7th Division from other organiza-
tions (Vietnamese Marines, Rangers, or ARVN 9th Division) remained about the
same as in the fourth quarter 1969 (3-4 battalions). Overall combat support
decreased or remained below average: Table 1 shows that tactical air support
and helicopter airlift sorties decreased in 1970, and helicopter gunship sorties
and artillery rounds increased but remained below the countrywide average for
ARE/VNMC battalions.

J TABLE I

SUPPORT TO THE ARVIN 7TH DIVISION

7th Division RVN-Wide
1-70 1970

1st 2nd lst 1st 2nd 1st
Rates per Bn per Mo. Half Hrlf Half Half Half Half

Tactical Air Sorties 3.1 1.6 .6 4.2 2.8 6.2
Helicopter Gunship Sorties 9 .1 15 6 10 17
Helicopter Airlift Sorties 68 169 130 36 62 88

Artillery Rounds 367 M 922 711 677 985

Effects of Changes

The arrival of Col. Nam had two immediate, positive effects on the 7th Divi-
sion's performance: The Division's tempo of operations picked up, and its moti-
vation and leadership improved. As a result, the Division's operational results
reached two-year highs, and pacification in the DTA advanced.

(1). Tem-no of Operations. Soon after his arrival, Col. Nam ordered the
Division to stop performing some of its BF-like missions, abandon its "9 to 5"
pattern of daily operations, and rove its base of operations out from populated
areas such as My Tho an4 Ben Tre cities into the field. The data in Table 2
shaws the dramatic results:

-- First, offensive combat operations increased to 58% of the Division's effort,
up from 29-38% during the US 9th Division's tenure in. the area, and 4% in the
second half of 1969. The Division achieved this by passing some of its pacifica-
tion and static security missions to RF and PF. The offensive missions of the
"RF, still far above the countrywide average, are gradually being reduced and
ilmittd to protection of population in the Secure and Consolidation Zones under

A the )(AC-JGS Area Security Concept.

A Second, the large operations became fewer but lasted longer. The batta-.
lions increaned the average number of days they spent in the field on each large
unit operation to 5 in 190, up from 1.3-1.6 in 1968-1969. small unit operations

i iE i ' -.*'"" 
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(ur at 1,1;,:;t r(jIaý,rting of th,,rr) wer-. v' "rt-•s._y elirinated (down 87d) in 19(O,
probably b, e:,nu_(, they wure conf;i,'1rL.r1 i.-.r prPat,! at this stage of the main
force confflict in the DTA.

TABLE 2

RV-fjAF M4ISSION ASSIGg2.W:.-.Z 1D OPERArIONS a_/

7th Di!ision Area RVN

____ T970 9 1970
1st 2n ist 1st 2nd 1st
Half ". 1f Half Half Half Half

Voission Assig-mients
(% of Bn Days End Units)

Division Battalions: 59
Combat 38 15 58 47 47 59
Security-Pacification 50 35 22 49 39 29

RF Rifle Cos:
Offensive 36 35 33 20 19 20

erations _/
Per Bn. Per Month)

Large, Unit Op err-:ti0.,; (15r 10.7 1).8 1.7 9.1 8.0 1.1
Smnall Unit operations 42.4 5.7 .7 51.3 45.1 -?.5

Days on LUO 21.E 23.5 23.3 21.7 20.1 19.3
Days per LUO 1.5 1.6 5.0 2.4 2.5 4.7

YT Source-. XACV-J3 SEER/AMFE.S'conputer files for AR'tiinantry battalion data.
MACV-CORDS TFES computer files for P• data;.

bJ For ARVN infantry battalions only. For 7th Division, organic battalions only.

(2) Motivation and Leadership. Col. ?[am appears to be c-iandng the
respect and admiration of US end GVN officers who work with and for him. Re-
ports indicate he is delegating authority to his regimental commanders, who in
turn are encouraged to follow the same pattern in directing their battalion
commanders.

-- One of Col. Nam's first acts as co-mander was to relieve the ecu•na•er
of the 12th Regiment, and replace him with a newly-promoted ARVN lteutenant
colonel with a good record as commander of a ranger unit in I CTZ. In May, Col.
Nam replaced the weak commander of the llth Regiment. US advisors report that
the 10th Regiment commander has turned out to be a "real gem" when delegated
increased authority under Col. Nam, and that all three commanders are now com-
peting in a useful way.
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-- The Dinh Tuong province chief stated that the 7th Division has improved
under Col. Nam. He said the division ic now pursuing the enemy, conducting night
operations, remaining in the field a good part of the time, and delegating
authority for assigned areas to the province chiefs.

-- At the battalion coumander level, two replacements had taken place by
May 31. For the most part, it appears some effort is being made to see whether
command changes at higher levels will produce changes in the motivation and
performance of the battalion commanders. One US advisor believes that 40-50%
of the battalion commanders are now at acceptable levels, and most of the others
can reach those levels.

(3) Operational Results: As a result of ils increased tempo of operations
and motivation in 1970, the 7th Division achieved its best operational results
in two years:

-- In the first half of 1970, the 7th Division achieved its highest number
of enemy killed (190 per month) and its highest kill ratio (3.5 to 1) since the
Tet and May offensives of 1968. Table 3 shows that both indicators had fallen
to lows (128 enemy killed, and 2.1 to 1 kill ratio) in the last half of 1969.

-- For the first time since 1968 the Division killed about as many enemy
and achieved a better kill ratio than did RF in the DTA. In the dismal second
half of 1969, the Divisien killed only 128 enemy a month, 42% low3r than the
RF's 222, and barely above the PF's 111. At its low point, the Division's
kill ratio was only about 2 to 1 (2.1).

TABLE 3

OPERATIONAL RESULTS a/

7th Divison RVN-Wide
t 1969 1970 1969 1970

slt 2nd 1st 1st 2nd 1st
Half Half Half Half Half Half

Results (Monthly Average) I13 _M~ iTO !8M 1W 2_0-
Enev KIM:

Division Battalions _/ 143 128 190 1880 1606 2602
RF 201 222 198 191o 1924 1948
PF 142 111 123 1305 1066 1118

Enusy bIA per 1000 Str:
Division Battalions 21.7 21.0 31.7 25.6 22.6 35.9
HF - 19.1 16.9 13.8 13.5 12.0 11.8

8.9 -5.9 5.7 8a 6.0 5.6
Enesw/riendly KIA Ratio:

Division Battalions 2.7 2.1 3.5 3.7 4'.4 5.9
R HF 4.0 2.7 2.4 4.4 3.8 3.6

• 2?.6 2.4 -1.5 3.4 3.3 2.3
MA '-".;•Sa- e*. ._AV-,, cS-oputer files for AM infantry battalion date.

- -JIAY'.CODSTME ccuter ftIles for RF/PF data.
t ~ ~ AMV infantr- batiahiona- bn For 7tb Div ision, organic battalions only.
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(•) DTA-,aide Effects: In 1970 ýhe 7th Division seems to have taken the
initiative against the same enemy forces "ich clearly dominated its area in
the second half of 1969. In addition, it has prevented further inroads into
populated areas and provided the necessar-y security for significant pacification
gains, despite a shift of enemy emphasis .o terror instead of actions against
military targets.

-- The HES/70 shows that A-B, A-B-C, and rural GV.i-controlled population
all increased 9-17% in the DTA in the first half of 1970, compared to a 3-8%
increase countrywide. Table 4 shoas that on june 30, 1970, 65% of the DTA pop-
ulation wes rated A-B (security ratings), co-pared to 48% in December 1969;

* 45% of the rural population was GVN controlled, compared to 36% six months before.
The 1970 increase is also significant because the emphasis being placed on paci-
fication was low compared to that during the all-out Accelerated Pacification
Campaign in late 1969.

-- The operational success of the 7th Di-:Lsion has not yet reduced the
overall enemy threat to the DTA, consisting of 2,000-3,000 men organized into 2

* main force regiments, 13 main and local force buttalions, and numerous smaller
units. Their influence is gradually being lizited, however, and HES/70 shows
tbsat company-size and larger VC/NVA main and local irces in populated areas
are steadily being reduced. On June 30 they affecte only 46% of the population
in the DTA, compared to 66% last December.

S-- Overall pacification gains in the DTA in the first half of .1970 have
" been impressive, but terrorist incidents are at record high levels. However,

"the Province Senior Advisor of Kien 1loa, where most of the terrorist increases
occurred, stated that in June the reaction of the civilian population to armed
incursions by the enemy into populated areas is,'encouraging:

"It is clear that the enemy is fast losing what little voluntary

popular support he may once have had,. and that his sole recourse
is to open military conquest; which he cannot achieve, and terrorisa,

which is much more difficult for him to carry out than in years

past."

Problem Areas

The evidence clearly indicates that Col. Nam has "turned the division
around" and made it much more effect.ve, though still below average. His. re-
.msdaing problems are those common to most other ARVN divisions as well. US
advicors now-feel the 7th Division is in a good position under its new leader-
ship to do something about the problems during the coming mouths.

-p Tb, desertion rate for the 7th Division remains high at 35-36 per 1000
per month. This is slightly above the average for ARVII/VNMC combat units (33
per 1000 per month), and probably reflects general conditions such as economic
problems, poor dependent housing, and poor administrative practices. One result
of high personnel turnover is the declining strengths assigned to 7th Division
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I TABLE 4

GENERAL OUITUT FAURES
(Monthly Average)

1969 1970
2Q1968 IQ Q 3Q 4Q IQ 20

Chieu Hoi
7th ARVN DTAP. 246 378 411 471 233 179 276

SRVN 1476 3309 2379 4425 4162 2565 2842

RiES Security Scores
(End of Period Shown)ABC Population()

7th ARVN DTA (56) (68) (74) (79)70 (83)71 79 84
RVN (76) (81 (86) (91)81 (93)87 89 90

AB Population (%)
7th ARVN DTA (31) (32) (34) (46)48 (52)48 56 6
RVN 48 51) (56) (68)62 (71)68 74 75

GVN Control (% of
Rural Population)b/

7th ARVN DTA (24) (28) (31) (40)35 (53)36 41 45
RVN (27) (32) (39) (54)47 (62)48 52 56

Enemy Activity /
S•'% Total Attacks/.o7th ARVN DTA 23 24 16 15 20 13 15

RVN 326 315 420 253 298 230 461
Terror Incidents

7th ARVN DTA 33 35 32 38 36 30 68
RVN 508 547 527 435 381 440 785

a/ Old Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) data iii parentheses; revised HES/70 data
starts 3rd Qtr 1969.

""/ Developed by Vietnam Special Studies Group.
i/ Includes ambushes, assaults, and indirect fire attacks (attacks by fire).
d/ Assassinations, abd'ictions, woundings only.
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battalions in 1970 004 per battalion) ccr=ared to 1969 (511-550).

-- As of March 31 (latest data available), US battalion advisorn and their
superior officers rated 3 of the Division's 12 battalions as "unaggressive" --

i.e. the unit fights aggressively while in contact with the enemy only 50% or
le-ss of the time (Table 5). Five battalions had poor leadership ratings for
their company grade officers and for NCO's, and all 12 battalions were receiving
iuntimely intelligence from higner headquarters over half the time. Hopefully,
the report for June 30 will show improvement in these areas.

TABLE 5
7TH DIVISION BATTALION P?.OBLLM AREAS

SEER Number of Battalions
Rk. 1969 1970

__ Problem Area 4th Qtr 1st qtr

3 Unit does not fight aggressively while in
contact a/ 3 3

15 Reinforcements blow or too small when in 6 5
contact a/

24 Commander fails to take decisive actions a/ 3 2
27 Leadership of company grade officers is poor 6 5
30 Leadership of NCO's is poor 5 5
31 Intelligence collection is por 4 1
32 Untimely intelligence from higher headquarters a/ 12 12
34 Security leaks are forewarning enemya/ 8 3
42 Poor actions to cope with de'sertions 2 2
""43 Poor quality of dependent housing 8 9
44 Inadequate quantity of dependent housing 7 11
90 Inadequate spare parts available 1 0

(Total Battalions) (12) (12)

U 0 r more of -,ime.

4M-
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